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ABSTRACT
The Whittaker-Hill equation arises when Helmholtz’s equation 
v 2^  + = 0 is separated in general paraboloidal coordinates.
Paraboloidal wave functions are (certain) solutions of the Whittaker-Hill 
equation, with period 7T or 2 7f .
Chapter I is introductory: the general paraboloidal coordinate
system ani the separation of Helmholtz’s equation are discussed.
2 .Chapters II and III deal with the case k <0. Chapter II gives the
basic properties of the paraboloidal wave functions, together with some 
original results on orthogonality and simple integral properties;
Chapter III is devoted to double integral equations for the paraboloidal 
wave functions.
2 2 Chapters IV and V deal with the case k >0: the theory for k < 0
does not carry over immediately, so that a different treatment is
needed. Chapter IV discusses the form of the periodic solutions, the
continuity of the characteristic values, orthogonality properties,
sinple relations between the solutions and some degenerate forms of the
differential equation and its solutions. . In Chapter V explicit
perturbation solutions are given, together with perturbation series for
the characteristic values. Tne convergence of these latter series is
discussed, and they are used to show the relation, for small values of
the parameters involved, between the solutions of the previous chapter.
The author wishes to express her thanks 
to Professor P. M. Arscott for his 
encouragement and valuable criticism 
during the preparation of this thesis.
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N O T E
Equations are numbered in each section: if a number only is
quoted the reference is to an equation in the current section. If 
the reference is to an equation in a different section of the 
current chapter, the section number precedes the equation number; 
if the reference is to an equation in another chapter, both chapter 
and section number are quoted.
Numbers in square brackets refer to the list of references at 
the end of the thesis.
C H A P T E R  I.
Tne coordinate system and separation of Helmholtz's equation.
The general paraboloidal coordinate system has two families of 
elliptic paraboloids and one family of hyperbolic paraboloids as its 
coordinate surfaces. The system has been fully discussed by 
Arscott [2,3]; we give here those details which are important when 
discussing the solutions of Helmholtz’s equation by separation of 
variables in this system, and its application to boundary value 
problems.
1. The coordinate surfaces.
General paraboloidal coordinates ( <L t t ¥  ) are related to
cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) by the equations
x = §c(cosh 2d + cos 2/S - cosh 2tf), (1)
y = 2c coshci cos/2> sinhY, (2)
z = 2c sinhd sinyS coshY, (3)
where d , p , V are all real and
O £ JL <  ^ -7T < a, £ TTj O £ (4)
The surfaces d = constant, V = constant are families of elliptic 
paraboloids; the surfaces = constant are parts of hyperbolic 
paraboloids.
(a) The surface d = <LQ has equation
 -L_---- -{-     = cc-ak (5)
U K 'S  J
This surface is an elliptic paraboloid with vertex at (5c cosh 2d ,0,0) 
and axis Ox, the axis being directed from the vertex in the negative 
x-direction. Tne limiting surface = 0 is degenerate, and 
represents a ’’parabolic plate” occupying the region inside the 
parabola given by
y2 = 4c(Jc - x), z = 0, (6)
with vertex at (Jc, 0,0) and focus at (- §c, 0,0).
(b) The surface = 'X0 has equation
X x
^ = 4c ( x + ic cosh 2X  ). (7)
£ I Iri 1\ ^  o CX"S V\ VC
Tnis surface is an elliptic paraboloid with vertex at 
(- !c cosh 2 jO^ O) and axis 0x5 the axis being directed from the 
vertex in the positive x-direction. The limiting surface = 0 
is degenerate and again represents a "parabolic plate” s occupying 
the region inside the parabola P2 given by
z2 = 4c(x + lc )9 y = 0S (8)
with vertex at (- 2C,0,0) and focus at (£c,0,0).
(c) The surface p> - has equation
y 'L~
■ - 4cGc cos - x), (9)
ccrs7' /30 fl
but because of the form of equations (2) and (3) only one-quarter of 
the hyperbolic paraboloid it represents will be obtained for a 
given /30 . This quarter lies in one of the four quadrants formed 
by the planes y = 03 z = 0 according to the value of f .0 5 as 
shown below:
~ 7r < y < 05 z < Oj
“ i7** < /^ c < ° 5 y > 0* z < 0;
C i-TTj y > 03 z > 0;
(10)
^  < f a  A /> y < 0$ z > 0.
I f O <  c < -~ 7T 3 then the four surfaces /3 - ' t . 5
fb - i (7f - fo0) together make up the complete hyperbolic 
paraboloid given by equation (9). The surfaces 1 p>c = 0,’t k-r, 7T 
are degenerate: = 0 is that part of the half-plane z = 05 y > 0
lying outside the parabola whilst = vr is the part of the 
half-plane z •= 05 y < 0 lying outside the same parabola. Thus'
A  = 05 /3C = 77■ taken together make up an infinite plate with a 
"parabolic" hole. In a similar way the surfaces = -fc 
together give the whole region in the plane y = 0 outside the 
parabola
Apart from the regions inside the parabolas and in the 
planes z = 0, y = 0 respectively, the correspondence between 
( 3 y3 3 Y  ) an  ^(x,y,z) is one-one for ^  $ /3 , Y restricted to
the ranges given by (4). The region inside P^ is covered twice by 
the surface J. = 0, the paraboloidal coordinates (0, ± y l , Y  ) 
giving the same point. Similarly, the region inside P^ is covered 
twice by Y = 0.
V/e note the following important lines:
<i = 0, Y  = 0 gives the x-axis from - to lc ;
JL = 0, = 0, 7T together give the parabola P^ ;
U. = 0, ^ give the x-axis from - gc to - <?o ;
Y = 0, f l  - 0 or tt gives the x-axis from to + ;
Y = 0, p  = ±^ir together give the parabola P^ «
2. Variation of two coordinates over a surface.
We now consider the curves arising on a fixed coordinate surface 
from the variation of the other two coordinates. These curves play 
an important part in determining the continuity conditions discussed 
in the next section.
(a) We take the fixed paraboloidal surface d = d c (with l o i  0). 
The curve of intersection with the paraboloid Y  = is a closed 
curve, whose projection on the yz-plane is the ellipse
y = 2c cosh sinh Y0 cos /3 , >
(1)
z = 2c sinh d0 cosh Yc sin /3 • J
Variation of p  from - 7f to 7t takes the point (x,y,z) once round this
curve.
The curve given by Y0 = 0 is degenerate; it lies in the plane 
y = 0 and consists of a single arc which we denote by C^ ( J.o ), being 
in fact the intersection of the surface JL =  1^ with the parabolic 
plate interior to the parabola As varies from - A- to TT ,
C i ( J 6 ) is described from the vertex (|c cosh 2dc ,0,0) of the 
paraboloid J, = d c to the point Gc cosh 2 - c, 0, -2c sinbuG )9
back to the vertex again and on to Gc cosh 2 Ji6 - c, 0, 2c sinh 
and then back to the vertex.
The intersection of a surface /3 = /X with the paraboloid 
<i = <L 0 is a half-infinite curve which starts on C^ ( X  ) and passes 
to infinity as Y — . Tne pair of curves given by f  ,
^  = 7T - together make up a curve coming from infinity, crossing 
C-^ ( cL0 ) normally and continuing to infinity.
Tne limiting surface = 0 is met by each paraboloid Y = Y 0 
in that part of the parabola with vertex (- la cosh 2Y0 ,0,0) and 
focus (- 2C,0,0) which lies inside the parabola P^ . When X  = 0 this 
parabolic arc degenerates to the straight line joining (- sc,0,0) 
to Gc,0,0). Each surface meets <A0 = 0 in a half-parabola,
confocal with P^ .
(b) If we take a fixed paraboloid Y = X  , and consider the 
variation of d and p  , we get a situation similar to that described 
in (a) above. Tne curves given by Jl = are again closed, 
surrounding the x-axis, and.variation of from - 7T to -vr takes the 
point (x,y,z) once round the complete curve. Again the curve given 
by d c = 0 is degenerate, being an arc ) in the plane z = 0.
Tnis arc is part of the parabola P£, and is described from
(c - \e cosh 2 Y C , 2c sinh X  ,0) to the vertex (- \e cosh 2YD ,0,0)
of the paraboloid Y = X  , on to (c - \e cosh 2 Y y , - 2c sinh X  ,0)
and back again to the starting point. The curves given by = ^ 3C 
are half-infinite arcs, starting on C^CY^ ) and going to infinity.
Tne limiting surface Y 0 = 0  is met by each paraboloid <L -  cLa 
in that part of the parabola with vertex Gc cosh 2 d c ,0,0), focus 
Gc,0,0) lying inside the parabola VJhen d 0 - 0, this parabolic
arc degenerates to the straight line joining (- |c,0,0) to Gc,0,0).
(c) If we took a fixed surface f i  -  p>c > it would be possible, 
'though more difficult, to discuss the variation of d ,X over it in
a similar way. However, it is unlikely that any surfaces other than 
the limiting ones given by = 0, ± imr, Tf would be required in 
physical applications, so vie give results only for these.
Tne surface given by p, = 0 is the region in the half-plane
z = 0, y > 0 lying outside the parabola P^ . Each paraboloid d  =<ic 
meets this region in a half-parabola confocal with Pp while each 
paraboloid Y = X  meets it in part of a half-parabola lying 
outside Pp Tne surface -  'F is the reflection of y3 = o in the 
x-axis. Tne surfaces given by ,/3 = :r ^  7f together make up the region
outside the parabola in the plane y = 0; the curves given by the 
intersections of this region with the paraboloids = JL b , >£ = 
are easily obtained, and similar to those already mentioned for y3 = 0.
3* Continuity conditions.
A function (x,y,z) of position will become a function 
F( oL s j i  f ), say, under the transformation to paraboloidal 
coordinates. . In practical applications, <f> (x,y,z) will usually have 
to be single-valued throughout some region (possibly infinite) of space 
It will usually also have to satisfy certain continuity conditions; 
for example, we may require j  and its gradient to be continuous 
throughout the region considered. These conditions will restrict the 
form of the functions F( ^ , V  ) and impose continuity conditions
on them. We consider a typical case of the solution of Helmholtz*s 
equation in paraboloidal coordinates by a separated solution 
F ( cl s />, $ Y), so that
• Tnen A( oi ), B( ), C( X  ) will all satisfy second order ordinary 
differential equations.
Let us take a region of space containing part at least of the 
x-axis, so that yS can vary over its full range from - IT to ~ff .
tends to coincide with the point with coordinates ( JL , + 7f , Y  ), 
so that if F is to be continuous, not only must B( p  ) be continuous 
but also
If the gradient of F is to be continuous we shall require not 
only dB/d/3 to be continuous but also /
For a solution applicable to a physical problem we need -know 
nothing about B( /I ) outside the range -7f < /2 tt . However, 
since B( jb ) is the solution of an ordinary differential equation it 
is only natural to consider the behaviour of B(/S ) at least for all
(1)
As yS — > - TT the point with paraboloidal coordinates ( d , ^  , Y •)
lira B( y3 ) = B( 7T ).
/3 — > -7T
(2)
(3)
real fb . The conditions so far mentioned will all be satisfied 
if we look for a solution B(/3 ) which is continuous , together with 
its first derivative, and has period 2K in ^  i,e,
B( ^  + 2 ?r ) = B( /J ). (4)
Tne continuity conditions to be imposed on A( ^  ) and C(^ ) 
are not immediately obvious. Consider the singular arc C^ C ) on
the paraboloid cL = d 0 given by the intersection of d. = d 6 and
the degenerate "parabolic plate" Y  = 0 . If 0 < fb < itt > the 
triads ( d0 , 4^+ ^  s 0), ( d0 , /2- 9 0) represent the same
point, so that if F( JL , ^  , Y  ) is to be single-valued on C^( d c )
and continuous across it we must have
0^ 5 3,** j 0) h F( j ^  “ /3 , 0)
or
A( K W i r + f i  )C(0) = A( dQ )B( - ^ 3 )C(0).
Tnis must be true for a finite range of values of <ao , since we are 
concerned with a region of space. Hence A(dLo )^'0, and we require
B( £ir + /3 )C(0) = BC^Tf )C(0). ' (5)
Similarly we find
B(-X-k + ^  )C(0) = B(-A-7T-y3 )C(0). (6)
since the triads ( d0 0) represent the same point.
Further conditions arise when we require the gradient of F to 
be continuous across C^ ( dQ ). Consider the curve given by the 
intersection of the paraboloid Y  = £ , £ small, and the paraboloid 
d = . Tnis curve is a closed curve on jl -  Jl o , surrounding
and lying near the arc C^ ( d 0 ). The partial derivative F^/'bV' ■ 
when V  = 0 measures the rate of change of F( JL 9 /*> s Y ) in a 
direction which is normal to C^ ( d c ) and tangential to the 
paraboloid oL = ckQ , the direction of the normal being away from 
C1( d 0 ) towards the curve of intersection of the paraboloids = JLb
V  = s . Since C^ ( JL0 ) is a degenerate arc on the surface 
^  = l 0 3 the direction of this normal for /3 = is opposite
to that for ~ f t  c $ assuming 0 < < +1? . Similarly, we
get opposite directions at the points given by ^  + j
p  - - o . So if the gradient of F is to be continuous
across C^ ( 1 0 ) we must have
4 F u o > i f7 * > 0) = ■ w P U * ’ iir7 " j0)
and '
F( ck0 p>0 S °) = “ (^ 3 " V' ~ 3
for 0 < y60< ^ tt. These relations imply
■ B(£tt + /3 )c»(0) = - B(1jt -/* )c«(0),- (7)
B ( - ^ >  /I )CJ’(0) = - B(-£7T- ft )c!(0) (8)
for 0 < /s < ^ -Tf.
Similar arguments applied to the continuity of F(d * /$ 5 V  )
and of across C^( Yc ) yield
A(0)B(^a ) = A(0)B(- /& ) ,
A’(0)B( ^  ) = - A’ (0)B(- p> )
for 0 < y°> < ~rc .
When F( ol , ^  , .V ) is a solution of Helmholtz^ equationeach 
function A( oL )5 B( yi ), C( Y ) is a solution of a homogeneous linear 
second-order differential equation. So A( ^  ) and A ) cannot 
simultaneously be zero unless A( <JL ) is identically zero. Similar 
remarks apply to B( j i ) and C( V ). Consequently conditions (5) to
(11)
(12)
o^; give eiuner va;
C(0) =■ 0,
B( ) = - B( y r r - p  ) 9
B(-^T+ p> ) = - B(-.^ 7» - ) s
for 0 < p> < ^ TT 5 
or (b)
C'(0) = 0 5
B(i7r + p> ) = B( i/r -/3 )3
B(-XTv-r ) = B(-#r- ^  ),
< I'i <
(9)
(10)
So, either (a) C(0) is zero and B( ) is odd about R -  t  i-jt s
or (b) C1 (0) is zero and B ( p  ) is even about ^  - i i n  .
Similarly, conditions (9) and (10) give
either (a) A(0) = 0S B( ^  ) = - B(- ), 0 < / I  < tT , (13)
or (b) A*(0) = 0, B( /5 ) = B(-/3> ), 0 < f t  < TT . (14)
Thus either (a) A(0) is zero and B(y3 ) is odd, 
or (b) AT(0) is zero and B(^ /3 ) is even.
The conditions (11) to (1^ ) enable us to choose the appropriate 
solutions of the relevant ordinary differential equations which must 
be combined for a separated solution A( ^  )B( )C( V ) of Helmholtz's
equation for a region of space in which / i  can vary over its full/ 
range, and JL and/or V can be zero. If does not vary over its 
full range in a simply-connected region, then boundary conditions 
will replace conditions (2) and (3). If we have a region of space 
such as that between the surfaces ^ , V = X  , where .
0 < ^  \  , then conditions (7) and (8) will be replaced by boundary
conditions. Lastly, if the region of space concerned is multiply- 
connected, we shall not necessarily need a solution which is periodic 
in /3 .
4. A limiting case.
The general paraboloidal coordinate system can be reduced as- a 
limiting case to the rotation-paraboloidal coordinate system which 
is referred to in Chapter V.
In equations 1,(1), (2), (3) write
2 2Now let c ■— > 0,. Ji — ) oo 5 m  such a way that u and v
remain finite. Then
2 2x = §(u - v ), y = uv cos /3 , z = uv sin/3 , (1)
where 0 ^ u, 0 £ v, - rr < ^ 7[ ,
This is the rotation-paraboloidal system quoted by Erdelyi 
et al. [7] , in. which the surfaces u = constant, v = constant are
paraboloids of revolution, and the surfaces = constant are planes
through the x-axis.
5. Separation of Helmholtz's equation in general paraboloidal 
coordinates.
The Laplacian operator2 - + X ♦ ^
takes the form
1______  ^ / JliJbL- ^ I k.3 b 1 \ ^  ^^ x ^
 ^a. Ki - ^» / J 'tjtq \ K ■*
in general orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (u^u^u^), the 
quantities hp h^3 h^ being the "scale factors". For the general 
paraboloidal system we find
2 o
h^ = c""(cosh 2cL r cos 2fb )(cosh 2V + cosh 2ct ), .
2 2h2 = c (cosh 2 oL - cos 2 f t )(cos 2/1 -5- cosh 2 V  )3
2 2h^ = c (cos 2 + cosh 2V )(cosh 2V + cosh 2dL ).
Hence the Laplacian operator becomes
h JJu * f (usk
where
H s c/(h.h0ru)1 2 p
-  ^ (ccsU 2Jv - CC-S i/5, -r 3-V j ^Ursk XV 4-6<^ k 0.4. j
7.
L
= c
Thus 'Helmholtz’s equation v^V + k^V = 0 transforms to
N*V
(c o ^  Iy 3  -v- Cirsh O V ) - d - _  -v- (c o ^ k  i V  +  cc-sk 1 0 . )  V- U  -  urS i p ,  )
-v tfcf'lcrtU x d - cc-sys ) ta-s ya -»* ur%l I V ) ( task IV + Cirsk U ) V  -  O-
In separating equation (l)s v;e must assume a solution
V = F(ol , ^  , V )  = A( JL )B(^ )C( Y  ) (2)
immediately. It is not possible to separate the equation by- . 
assuming first
V = A( JL )G( p  , Y  )
and extracting an ordinary differential equation for A( d  ) .
Equations (1) and (2) yield at once
A11 B”
(cos 2^2> + cosh 2Y)j . + (cosh 2 V + cosh 2d. +
QtJ
(cosh 2d - cos 2 yj +
Vl^c^orA Id - U^X^)[ocrt y3 xd ) —  o , (3)
In order to separate out the terms involving Jl we rewrite 
equation (3) in the form
~  + A ^  .+ y tu ^ c o s h  2 d  + J k ^ c ^ c o s h  A d .  = 0 5 (*J )
where in fact
A, - Lun xp -t cczV iv ) («^<,k XV - 6c-s i-/3 } - (k1 c ec-^ U xV (at.s xp - a )
{ B1 CJ' \ -i
/ ^ x ("~S~ C ) ^  V <jrtk iV ) Hr UV* (cci\\XV— ur$ Xfi )y
and so depend on B. 0 S p  ,v only.
Thus the separated equation for A( d ) will have the form of 
(^)5 with A. and p i true separation constants. Similarly we find
the form of the equations for B( ^  ), C( Y  ) as
= '°1 0)
~  +■f t -  i  ccrSk i-V  4* *h k  c. ccr$l\ '•= O  . ( 6 )
C ' *”
We now substitute for An/A, Bn/B, C,f/C from (4), (5), (6) back into 
the left-hand side of (3), obtaining
C X t -V co-sVn r l ) ( o o t  2-/1 4 -c c rs k x V  ) 4- ( < ^ 1 ^ 3  H < ^ k l Y + - < j * k  JUl) - * -
r^S-WlY ) X <T - cxrs ' x \  *
For this expression to vanish identically, it is necessary and 
sufficient that
= - ^2 “ ^ 3  = “ ^ s^ay^ »
/ l  = ‘A s  = “/*3 = 7 a(say)'
Thus the three separated equations for A( dL), B(^>), C( V  ) 
involving two arbitrary separation constants X y A  are
An( JL ) + (-X y^cosh 2(L + =l-k2c2cosh 4<l)A(ok ) = 0, (7)
B"(^l ) + ( X + y^cos 2f l - gk2c2cos 4^)B(^$ ) = 0, (8)
Cfl( V ) + (-X y^cosh 2V + |k2c2cosh 4Y)C(Y ) = 0. (9)
Both separation constants appear in each of the three equations: 
this justifies the statement made earlier that it is impossible to 
separate Helmholtz*s equation in this system by assuming a solution
F( *  > f t  9 V  ) = A(JL ) G ( ^ , V )
Equations (7), (8), (9) can be brought to the common form
& being a complex variable, by writing
i d  = 0 9 ft = & , i y  = .& - 1 7r .
'Then the ranges of variation noted for J- , yS , Y  in 1,(4) . 
correspond to variation of £ from 0 to i*o, - TT to hrr , 
i TT to '7r + i<?o respectively.
Equation (10) is Hill!s three-term equation, or the 
Whittaker-Hill equation. This latter name was introduced by 
Magnus and Winkler [ 18 ] , and is to be preferred to Whittaker * s 
equation, used by Campbell [ 6 ] and Humbert [9] since it avoids 
any confusion of the solutions with the Whittaker functions, 
which are well known and related to the confluent hypergeometric 
functions.
All the general results for HillTs equation hold for equation 
(10). We shall quote these results as we need them; a detailed 
account may be found in papers by Magnus and Winkler [ 17, 18 ] , 
and by Magnus and Shenitzer [l6] .
Basic properties of the solutions of the Whittaker-Hill
. 2 ' < equation for k < 0.
In this chapter we shall survey the basic properties of the
2
solutions of equation I, 5* (10) for the case k < 0. The results' 
which follow derive from the papers of Ince [10, 11 ] and Arscott 
[4] , with the exception of sections 3, 5 and 6 which give results 
obtained by the author.
1. Finite solutions of the Whittaker-Hill equation.
We follow Ince [10] and transform the Whittaker-Hill equation
+ ( X + y/- cos 2 0 - £k^c^cos ^<9)^ = 0
by writing
2ikc = I , X = ^ i ■/*- = ~(p+D I . (1)
Tnis yields the standard form of the Whittaker-Hill equation as
+ t V ~  ^  ^ cos 20 + g cos  ^9 3 $ = 0.(2)
Since k^ < 0, I  is real. For applications to the solution of 
Helmholtz^ equation in the general paraboloidal coordinate system 
£ will be known a priori, whilst p and y  are disposable parameters 
replacing the separation constants X s yu. .
We note that any two of the three transformations 
^ -- ) - I  s p —  ^- p - 2, 9 — > 0
leave equation (2) unchanged.
It is natural to look for solutions of equation (2) in the form 
of trigonometric series. As usual for equations with periodic 
coefficients such solutions will be even or odd, of period 7f or 2tT. 
However, if v/e try a solution of the form
in equation (2), we obtain a five-term recurrence relation between 
the coefficients A^. To avoid this difficulty Ince [10] made 
the further transformation
<j> = Y  exP(~ cos 2 0 ), ' (3)
which yields Ince's equation
+ ! sin 26 - pi cos = 0. (4)
If now we assume formal solutions in trigonometric series form, 
we obtain three-term recurrence relations between the coefficients.
Four possible types of solution are available; we shall take 
them in the forms
V', =
co
£
r^o A^cos 2r (9 , (5)
II
CyO
£ r- o A2r+lCOs(2r+1) * *
(6)
V^ 3 =
oo
£
r- cj
B2r+2sin(2r+2)(? , (7)
ii3-* 1
r - o
B2r+1sin(2r+l) & . (8)
Substitution of these series in turn in equation (4) leads to the
following sets of recurrence relations, which are numbered to link
with the corresponding series:
” y  Ao + ^p+i) ^ ^ 2  = 0, \
p 5  Ao + (1)- 7)A2 + (ip+2) I Ajj = 0, ( (5a)
(ip - r + 1) I A2p_ 2 + (Hr2 -  y  + (ip + r  + 1) 5 ^ + 2  = 0> )
r  > 2,
[1 - ^ +  Kp+1)^] A1 + J(p+3)?a3 = Os
J(p - 2P.+ 1)Sa2£_1 + [(2r+l)2 -•>']A2p+1+ Hp+2r+3)J A ^  = 0,
r  >y 1,
(D -■)) B2 + (Jp +-2)?Blt = 0S 1 ■
V (7a)
(sP-r)lB2r, + [i)(r+l)2 -5 ]B2r,+ 2 + Gp+r+2) 5 B , ^  = 0, ]
r Z 1,
[X - Hp+l)l]Bx + i(p+3)Sb3 = 0, Y
I (8a)
i(p-2r+l)l B2p_1 + [(2r+l)2 - "p] B2r+1 + i(p+2r+3) 5 B ^  = 0, J
r ^ 1,
For series which possess three-term recurrence relations, convergence
(and. the actual radius of convergence) usually depends on a
relationship known as the characteristic equation existing between
the parameters involved. In this case, since ? is assumed known,
the characteristic equation is really a relation between p and ^ .
2We shall discuss this m  detail in Chapter IV for the case k >0.
2 . .For k < 0 the trigonometric series may be made to terminate when p
is a non-negative integer; these are the solutions which give the 
paraboloidal wave functions, and the question of convergence does
not arise. We shall mention briefly the non-terminating solutions
2 .for k < 0 in section 2 of this chapter. We note also that once
the solutions for p = 0, 1, 2, ... have been found it is possible to 
derive from them even and odd solutions of period it or nr for p 
a negative integer, other than -1, by using the transformations 
noted on page 18. The case p = -1 is exceptional; the Whittaker- 
Hill equation then becomes
+ [-? ^  cos 1)6 ] / = 0,
and can be reduced to Mathieu’s equation.
Returning to the recurrence relations, let us put p = 2n, 
n = 0, 1, 2,..,,.and consider the solution The third of
equations (5a) becomes
(n-r+l)5 A2r -2 + ~ ^ A2r + n^+r+1^  A2r+2 = °*
It is clear that if we can arrange for A2n+2 to be zero, then
the series will terminate with A^cos 2n<9- , all succeeding 
coefficients being zero by virtue of the three-term recurrence 
relation. If A ^ +2 is to be zero the coefficients Aq, A2,...,A2n 
must be determined .by the equations
-•yA + (n+1)? A2
2n I Aq + (M - 7 )A2 + (n+2) $
(n-r+1) I ^ 2 r - 2  * ^ r'2 " + (n+r+1^  A 2c+2
(r = 2, n-1)
 ^A2n-2 + “ ^ A2n = °’
V/e thus have (n+1) linear homogeneous equations connecting the
(n+1) coefficients Aq, A2,....A^. The eliminant of these
equations is given by
-7 L*wt) I • o o ..... .... - - - - - - - * o
in I (rvvx ) l Q -- —  - —  - o
a ii iC- ^ In-*3$ o - - - -
o o (n - x)5 _  - - — ------ - -
—  -— - -  —   : -  —  ~ — -  - V
This is an algebraic relation between ^ and 5 of degree (n+1), 
which Ince [10] denotes by
= o, 
= o, 
= 0,
$ n (? ’ 7 ) = °- (9)
The (n+1) values of J given by equation (9) have been shown by 
Ince [10] to be all real and different. If the values of y
Om
are denoted by a2n( X ), where m runs from 0 to n, and if the
2rncorresponding terminating series are denoted 0 , % ),
then the solutions may be so ordered that C~ ( d , X ) has
precisely 2m simple zeros in 0 < 0 < .
The remaining three solutions ^ 4  be treateci
similarly. If we denote the terminating solution ^  ^  by 
S ^ (  ^ , J ) and the corresponding values of ^  by S'),
then m again runs frcm 0 to n, and there are 2m simple zeros of 
S2n+2  ^$ * \  0 ^ ^ < T  • The values of are
distinct from those of ai^ Jj. S2n+2  ^0 * ^ ^  C2n^  0 »- I ) both 
have period 7T in & . We denote the solutions of period 27r by 
S ^ C e  , J ), n = 0, 1  ^2,....., and the 
corresponding values of 7 by ? ), J ), with m running
from 0 to n in each case. Ince writes the characteristic equation 
between y and X for C^^( S , 5 ) as .
Fn(? , 7 ) = 0; .
then that for © , I ) is
F(-l , y ) = 0,
and 
a;2m+l/ v x , 2m+l, y % 2n+l } - 2n+l }*
2m+2
For S2n+2^ ® 9 ^  ^ characteristic equation is given by deleting
the first row and column of the determinant• appearing in J>"n( $ j> J )•
Arscott [4] has called the solutions C™( 6> , S. ), sft & , I ) the
* ^
Ince polynomials. V/e note that p and m are necessarily both even 
or both odd. Ince has shown that two distinct polynomials cannot
exist for given values of ^  , p, I except in the trivial case 
| = 0 .  Arscott normalises the Ince polynomials by specifying
/[°£( e » ? )H 2d<? = / [ sp(' 9 » 5 )II2<ie = *  ,
~7T ~7T
and removes the ambiguity of sign by taking
rv
C^( 0 , 3 ) =  ^  A^cos 2re .
Similarly, for the other three types of solution,
''Sr+l'
(10)
<£(0, I )' > 0, j j s£( © , I )] = S'“(0, 1 )  >0. (11)
Q-o
This normalisation is in line with that used for the Mathieu 
functions.
It implies, for example, that
2(A)2 + £  (A- )2 = 1
o r-i dL
for each solution
r - o
| 0 (B2 r+/  * ri (B2 r+l )2 =
These relations correspond to the results involving infinite 
series of the squares of the coefficients for the Mathieu functions 
(see McLachlan [ 19] pp. 2*1-5).
It is clear from the form of ^ n( \  ^ ) that if we put
\  = 0 the possible values of ^ are 0, 4, 16, 36,....; thus as 
5 0 for fixed n
Similar results obtain for the other three Ince polynomials; in 
fact, as I — ► 0 for fixed n,
m "=/= 0, 
m = 0, •
Sp( 0 , $ )—> sin m o ,
a™( 5 )■—> p bjp( 5 )"^ k?*
Another important limiting case occurs if in InceTs equation (4) 
we let p— and "5 — > 0 in such a way that pi remains finite and 
tends to 2q, say. Then equation (4) reduces to Mathieu's equation
- 2q cos 2 e ) = 0,
and we find that
c£( 8 , 1 ) * oem( e , q ), ' S™( & , 1 ) *- sem( &■ , q ),
J-aJq), . b£( 5) - ttfq)
in the standard Mathieu function notation (see McLachlan [ 19 3 )•
It is worth noting a few simple cases of the Ince polynomials
for small values of p: these are useful for comparison with the
2 . .
case k >0. It is easy to show that, under the normalisation
given earlier,
C°( e , 1 ) = 1/72, a°( I ) = 0,
C*( 0 , 1 ) = cos 8 , a^( 1 ) = 1 + 5  ,
S^ ( 0 , 1 ) = sin 0 , b*( 1 ) = 1 - 1  ,
Sj( & , % ) = sin 20 , b^ ( I ) = *1,
^2 (®, ^  ) = ignd) Ja+3|1- V  {I - us AO ;
<£( 8 , V  )— >• cos m o ,
->• 1/ V 2,
C2le,1) = + +
a°( I ) = 2-2</(l+j2), a2( 5 ) = 2 + 27(1+12).
Corresponding to each Ince polynomial we have a solution of
the Whittaker-Hill equation (2). These solutions will be of four 
types, even or odd, of period 7r or 27T in O- . Arscott [ 4 ] 
denotes the even soU^Lons by hc^C 6 , 1 ), the odd ones by 
hSp( Q , T ); then the solutions have period x  far even values 
of p, and period 2*n* for odd p. Thus
ho”Ce , V) = e-fc* 008'2' <£(*■. 5 >, (12)
toj( * , 1 ) = (13)
The equations satisfied by these functions are
^  + ^ ^ “ *5 ^  ~ (P+1^  cos 2 e + cos ~ °»
$ + j^ bp( 5 ) - - (p+l){ cos 26 + cos 4<?|^  = 0, (15)
respectively.
The functions hc^C 6 , % ), hs^C 0 , T ) corresponding to the 
Ince polynomials are the paraboloidal wave functions for the case 
k2 < 0.
We saw in Chapter I, section 5» that to deal with the three 
ordinary differential equations arising In the separation of 
Helmholtz’s equation we have to use paraboloidal wave functions with 
three distinct arguments of the form £ , i<9 , j 7T + ie 9 6 real 
in each case.
We can easily obtain some information about the functions
hcm( hs™( 6 + Jtt , 'E )• Since the transformations
P P
IS— » - 5 , 0 — > 0 + J7T when used together leave the Whittaker-Hill
/
equation unchanged, we see at once that
h c ^ ( 6 , - 5 ) ,  hogj( *+ I* , S)'
are solutions of the same differential equation. Further, each
is a product of exp( j; ? cos 2 d ) with a polynomial of degree n
P «
in cos & , with period 7? in & • If 0 = 0 1 is a zero of
C^( 0 , - | ), so is : 9 = £ ^ , Hence 0 = 0 1 is also
a zero of C^( 0 + Jx , | ), Thus hc^( & , - I ),
O m  .
hc2n( 0 + £ 7T , 5 ) are solutions of the same differential equation 
and have the same zeros. Since for the same values of p, ^  , I 
we cannot have two distinct Ince polynomials, it follows that 
hc^J( & , - | ), hc^( © + i"n- 9 \ ) are multiples of each other. 
The normalisation condition (10) gives this multiple as ± 1, and 
condition (11) fixes the multiple as (-l)ra. Thus
U  (e + V"« I  ) = - t-il t . *  i J e.*•>
Similar arguments show that
« -  L - r ' C v,M ) ~
A n  +  I t v  x * v ^ t  Juvt-I
 ^V - H) ks (*,-1) * l-f I S (e -1)An+X ln-t-1 JvK+X '
We know that in applications we need functions with argument 
i© and J7r + i£ , where £ can tend to + oo . Fran equations
(12) and (13) we see at once that if % > 0, then
hcm(iV , $ )-> 0, hs|?(i*(. , 5  )—> 0
P P
as ^ — > +C& . Also, for I > 0, hcmQ t  + ix , I ),
p ■-
hsm(i7T + iy , $ ) both tend to infinity like multiples of 
exp( e ) as **— + «?o # On the other hand, if J < 0,
hc^( I  t? + i*x , % )—  ^0, hs^(£*v + i*tf , 1 )—> 0
r  r
as y — > + c?o , whilst hcm(i*i , t ), hsm(i^ , 1 ) tend to
P P2j
infinity like multiples of exp( ll| e ) a.sJL— > + oo ..
2, Other solutions of the Whittaker-Hill equation. '
The Ince polynomials are the even and odd periodic terminating 
solutions (of period tT or 2tr ) of Ince* s equation which correspond 
to non-negative integral values of p. For arbitrary values of p, ‘
i . ■ ' 1
periodic solutions with period K or 2 77 can be obtained whose 
coefficients satisfy the recurrence relations already given, provided 
^ , p, | satisfy the characteristic equation necessary to secure 
convergence of the infinite series (see Chapter IV for a detailed 
discussion and the method by means of which this characteristic 
equation may be obtained).
For a solution Of Ince1s equation of the form 
Y'' = ^  A2r>+1oos(2r+l) & ,
the characteristic equation can be put in continued fraction form as
i - -n + j(p+d! = ,
ir- 'J -
(This equation can also be expressed in terms of an infinite determinant.) 
Ince [10] has shown that the solutions for J in terms of p and 
t of this transcendental equation are denumerably-infinite in number, 
all real and sinple, and give rise to solutions with 1, 3,
2nH"lzeros in 0 <9 < tT . ince denotes these solutions by C ( 0 , 1  )*
P
Omd-T
m = 0, 1, 2,... , and the corresponding values of ^ by a ( 5 .).
P
We can also, find solutions of the other three types, which we denote 
by 0 , I ), S2m+2( 9 , 1 ) ,  S2m+1( 8 , 1 ), m = 0, 1, 2,.... .
r  r  r
Thus we cam say that for arbitrary real values of p, there exist
solutions C™( & 9 I ), m = 0, 1, 2,....; sP( & ,5 ), m = 1, 2,....
which reduce to cos me , sin m e respectively as I — ► 0, have 
period tt or 2tT according as m is even or odd, and have m simple 
zeros in 0 0 < tT . [in the case m = 0, C°( 9 , J ) reduces to
1/V2, not 1, to agree with the normalisation convention adopted 
earlier.]
The Ince polynomials can be looked upon as a sub-class of the
solutions Cm( 9 , 1 ) ,  0 , 1 )  for which p is an integer > m and
P P
of the same parity as m. The non-terminating solutions may be
called the "transcendental Ince functions" to distinguish them from
the Ince polynomials. The solutions of the Whittaker-Hill equation
for arbitrary p may be denoted by hcm( 0 , 1 ) ,  hsm( & , £ ), these
P P
functions still being defined by equations (12) and (13). Only
those solutions which correspond to the'Ince polynomials are called
. . 2paraboloidal wave functions m  the case k < 0.
Apart from the properties which follow immediately from the
theory of ordinary differential equations, nothing is known about the
second solution of the Whittaker-Hill equation. Since 0 = 0 is an
ordinary point of the Whittaker-Hill equation 1,(2), and since (2)
is unchanged when 6 is replaced by - 0 , there must be one solution
even about 9 - 0  and one solution odd about 0 = 0 .  Thus if the
first solution is taken as a paraboloidal wave function of even type,
hcm( 0 , 5  ), the corresponding second solution will be odd about 
P
$ =0. Similarly, the second solution corresponding to an odd
paraboloidal wave function, hsm( 0 , 5 )$ will be even about & = 0.
P
Equation 1,(2) is unchanged when 9 is replaced by \ tt* +0 ,
and 5 by - 5 • So certainly we shall always have one solution
even about 0 = \ f , and one solution odd about 0 = J 7r . Since 
the paraboloidal wave functions hc^( 0 , 5 ) ,  hs2n+2^  & 9  ^  ^are 
even about 0 = \ , the corresponding second solutions will be odd
about this point. Also the second solutions corresponding to 
hc2n+l^  & > I hs2n+l^ e * ^  will be even about 0 = >#
These results will be useful in section 5 of this chapter.
3* Orthogonality relations for the paraboloidal wave functions..
m inFor the paraboloidal wave functions hc^( Q , \ ), hs^( d , s ) 
there are two types of orthogonality relations, namely
(1) those for functions with the same value of p but 
different m,
(2) those for functions which have both p and m different.
Those in (1) are expressed by a single integral, and an example was 
given by Whittaker [27] in 1914. Those in (2) involve double 
integrals.
(1) Orthogonality relations for the same p but different m.
\ . ■ 
These relations may be obtained by applying a standard method
to the Whittaker-Hill equation. We write, for convenience, 
f y  ho”.(0 , 1 ), <t>2 hc“»(* , 3  ),
> 1  = ap ' ^  ^2 = ap ^  >*'
Then we have the two differential ■ equations
n e ]  <j>{ - o, (1)
1 ^ x
+ ^  W U f ]  ^  r o, C2)
If we multiply (1) by (2) by and subtract, we have
? 2 ( 7 i -.7 2 ^ 1 / 2  = °-
Hence
I ^  i ^  «( 7 1 ~ 7 2^J $ &  *** = J ( f* 1 ~ $2
or
f  3 r  . . # x
when we integrate by parts on the right.
9 1 (3)
We now show that there are three possible choices for the 
limits of equation (3). Since 4 1 and 2 are
hc-functions it follows that
/ •
(1) <j>2 > 4 2 certainly have period 27T ,
(2) ^(0) = f  2(°) = 0,
i '
(3) <j> i7T ) = (f> 2( LXTC ) = 0 if p is even,
cj> ^  ) = <f 2( \ r ) = 0 if p is odd,
(4) if I > 0, then ^ $ 2 * ^1* V5 2 a11 terxi to zero
as &— ► i<7o , whilst if \ < 0 they tend to zero
as 0 — ► + ico .
Hence the terms in the square bracket on the right of equation (3) 
vanish if
( 1 )
* 1
= -  7T
'
= i f .  f o r  a n y ?  ,
( 2 ) 4%
oII 11CM i  <to  i f  I  > o VI
( 3 )
h '
II
% *  &  2
= +  loo i f  1  < 0 .
Since y ^ i- y 2 provided i we thus have three orthogonality
relations: for the case t nu,, namely 
.— *
/ ho“ i( B , ? )hc“ l( e , I ) dfl = 0,
—77 P
too
ho“‘( B , I )hay  8 , 1  ) a& = 0,
Jr)
T^T't-ioo
I ho®'( 8 , I )hCpH e ,1 ) de = o, | < 0. (6)
i"
(it)
1 >  0 ,  ( 5 )
If nil = none of the three integrals in equations (4), (5),
(6) can be zero, since hcm( 0 , 1  ) is either real or pure imaginary
P
over each range of integration.
We have only to replace the hc-functions by hs-functions to 
get three orthogonality relations for the odd paraboloidal wave 
functions, and again the integrals are non-zero when nil = m^.
Lastly, there is the relation
/ ho™'( 6 ,% )hs"V S , ^  ) d£> = 0  (7)
—TT P
valid for all m p  since the integrand is an odd function of o .
We note that the limits of integration in relation (4) may be 
replaced by 0 and tt , since
f^O), 1,(0), t^TC),
are all zero. The range of integration may be similarly reduced 
for the corresponding relation for the hs-function of period 7f ,
i.e. when p is even. From the point of view of applications, 
however, integration over an interval of length 27f will usually 
be required.
(2) Orthogonality relations for both p and m different.
The orthogonality relations for pairs of functions in which 
both p and m are different are expressed by double integrals. We 
shall give the derivation of the relation for the hc-functions in 
detail; that for the hs-functions is exactly similar. For the 
hc-functions the orthogonality relation when both p and m may 
differ is
M ^ ) k c  (a , £) la - cc-iiv^  cW - oJ ^
a ,  -TT
unless p^ = p^ and m^ = where (UpUg) = (0,ioo ) for $ >0,
(UpUg) = ( , ^ir+ ) for X <0.
To establish equation (8) we write
(8)
hc£<(u, 1) = ^(u), ho^(u, > ) = ^ 2(u)
ara> ( I ) 
P/
Pa.
am*( 1 ) . sPa. 2 *
We require the products $  ^ (v) ar^  ^ 2 ^  f  2 ^ *  ?0 we
put
^l(u)'^l(v) = F1(u, v), j#2(u) j> 2(y) = F2 u^>
Then we have two partial differential equations involving F^(u, v), 
namely
VF,
I f
v s
^1 ~ S ^  -(p1+l)S cos 2u + £ S x cos 4u 
^  -(P1+l)5 cos 2v + 'l V  cos 4v
Fn = 0,
P1 = °V
Hence
-—- 4- [ — ( -V 4 ^ (. cjrSlk.- U f\ *-v) ( ctrS w-u — cjj% V) ] F *r O
awl r 4
Similarly, for F^(u, v),
V'Fi _  ^ Fa. r  ^ ! W  (c©vux-u m . v )  4- x urS i/ci - ossify
Now multiply equation (9) by F^ and equation (10) by F^, and subtract: 
f  _p ^ _ . p  V £  Cp.-pjSWu-urt-i^F.F,.
*■ £«- 0U~ \\J** >t/l
Hence
r ^
(Pl-P2) I J J (cos 2u-cos 2v)F^F2 du dv
u.’v.
Fi-XE . F,
t)uv  ^(A1-
1/V1~
ciu &Y — p V-!'* p41 -— : - 4 i ---
S V/
(9)
(10)
We integrate by parts with respect to u in the first integral on 
the right, and with respect to v in the second. Then
v*.
2n —r> n<5 ^Ti x
1 2
“5.
I *0- f >-J (cos 2u-cos 2v)F.,F^  du dv
■ i
V,
f* >£._ f, 15 lv
Ul U|
i\ JlH _ J I ±
cW
Vj_
(11)
We now take = - it ., v2 = tt . Since F^(u,v), F2(u,v)
necessarily have period 27T in v, the integrand of the second 
integral on the right of (11) is zero, and hence this integral 
vanishes. So the right hand side of (11) reduces to
7T
-7f
Px dv
= J 1^  W *  ^ 1 ^  “  ^ i ^ u ) $2^  ' d v .
—77 “
Tne term in square; brackets will vanish for 5 > 0 if we take 
u^ = 0, u2 = i^o , and for % < 0 if we take u^ = \ i r  ,
u2 = 5 7r + io© .
Hence, from (11), we have established the stated orthogonality relation 
(18) for p1^ p 2.
When p1 = p2 but ir^ , we may write the left-hand side of
equation (8) as
J  kc^ (u  ^ c c t x ^ e k v L  I  U p‘ ( v  1 )  k t ^ f v , -
u‘ -7i *
( \ c  /u t ^ )  f U /  U A v  U o r S A V c W .
S  m ‘ i ^  (V
Now by orthogonality relation (4) the second and third integrals 
vanish for (u^ , u2) either of the intervals specified in (8) according 
to the sign of | . Thus the whole integral is zero.
When p^ = p • and = m2, the integral is not zero. For
- tT < v ^  7T , hc^(vj 1 ) is real; for u in (0, ico ) or
(sTT-j^rr + ico) hcm(u, 1 )'is either real or pure imaginary.
P
So the product of the four hc-factors is real over the ranges of 
integration specified in (8): indeed, it is positive except at the
zeros of the hc-functions. Further, for - tt < v and u in 
(0, i®o ), (cos 2u - cos 2v) is non-negative; for the same range 
of v and u i n Q x , ! 71!' + i oo ) it is non-positive. So the 
integrand of (8) has constant sign over both ranges of integration 
for u, and since it is not identically zero the value of the 
integral is not zero when p^ = p2 and m^ = im,.
We have thus established the orthogonality relation (8) for 
the hc-functions, and that for the hs-functions is exactly similar.
Finally, it is true that 
7r
/ ctu. / kc * l) kc. -‘/tf (u IvS ( cni-v) Av = Q (12)
\  l r t  ‘ A
for all pp p2, m^, rm, (and all and u2), since the integrand is 
an odd function of v.
We note that the single integral orthogonality relations of 
type (1) are similar to those for the Mathieu functions. Since the 
paraboloidal wave functions involve two parameters p, m there is 
necessarily a second type of orthogonality relation in which double 
integrals appear. This type of double orthogonality is discussed 
by Arscott [ 5 ] for a second-order differential equation
(jV w s, o
ifo}-
having two parameters A , ^  and satisfying the boundary conditions
w(a) = w(b) = w(c) = 0.
Ojt case is a modification of this; we have not directly specified 
boundary conditions, but instead have used the periodicity and 
asymptotic behaviour of the paraboloidal wave functions to obtain 
the double orthogonality properties.
4* Asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the Whittaker-Hill
2equation for k < 0.
■We have already noted on p. 27 the asymptotic behaviour of the 
paraboloidal wave functions of arguments i<9 and T + i & as 
d —► + <?o . It is possible to show, by an algebraic treatment of 
Ince's equation, that no other periodic solution of the Whittaker- 
Hill behaves in the same way, so that the asymptotic behaviour of 
the paraboloidal wave functions is a distinguishing characteristic.
In Ince!s equation 1,(4) we put cos 9 = t: this yields
_ e / l U i H -  (^ •*-(.'5 ^ o. (l)
Equation (1) has regular singularities at t =±) and an irregular 
singularity at infinity. The four solutions given by equations 
1,(5) - (8) now take the forms
II
*
1—
1 
X
-
CO
Y  S pr»  
r ^ o  c?t * (2)
II
*
CM
00 «
*  a 2r + X ^  ’
*"5-0
(3)
*
II y o t 2 )
C7Q
<  b  fc2 r + l
^  2 r + l  *\r=~o
(4)
*
= Y c i - t 2 )
CO
^  b 2 r*t  * r  =- © 2r (5)
If these four solutions are substituted in equation (1), the
recurrence relations between the coefficients is three-term in each
*
case. We give that corresponding to as a typical example.
When the power series (2) is substituted into equation (1), 
and the coefficients of each power of t are put equal to zero, we 
obtain the relations
I ^  -t- = s, \
- p ' i ) %  -v [ ] a.xp + (iv-v i)(iv-vx) c ^  = o, I (2a)
W ^  i. j
The rule given by Perron [21] (see Chapter IV for details) 
shows that the possible radii of convergence of the power series (2) 
are given by the roots in ^  of the equation
-4 + 1\ p  + o. p  2 = 0 ,
which must be treated strictly as a quadratic equation. So here we 
have = 1 or infinity. Thus for arbitrary p, I , y the series 
given by (2) converges‘only for |t| < 1, but if the characteristic 
equation between ^  and I  is satisfied the series will converge for 
all finite |t|. In its trigonometric form such a series will be 
periodic in & (in this case with period 7f ).
It is clear from the form of equations (2a) that the solution 
can be made to terminate at when P = 2n* n zero or a Pos t^:^ve
integer, such termination resulting in an equation of degree (n+1) 
between'.^ and 5 (just as in section 1). This solution must be a
constant multiple of the Ince polynomial 1 ) in its2m/r un r u 
algebraic form. 1
The solution of the Whittaker-Hill equation corresponding to
*
is given by
f> = V' e
or
*
/  -  H ' l •
* #
When terminates, gives a paraboloidal wave function in
algebraic form. When p is not an even positive integer or zero,
or when the value of ^  does not give a terminating series, then
* j ^ is a "transcendental” Ince function: the solution for f  * 
is still a periodic solution of the Whittaker-Hill equation, but 
not a paraboloidal wave function.
Exactly similar results are obtained for the remaining three 
* * *
solutions of equation (1).
The point at infinity is an irregular singularity of equation (1) 
following a standard method (Ince,[l2] p. 168) we look first for
solutions in descending powers of t, in the form
t°' eP(fc)v(t)J
where cr is a constant,,P(t) is a polynomial in t and v(t) = 0(1) 
as t  + 00 , We find, formally, two such solutions, namely
oo
■ Y, (t) = tp C p t f 2r>, (7)
1 r* o ^
Y,(t) = e 3 t"p_2 £ . d_t , (8)
^ o
where the c^, d ^  obey three-term recurrence relations. These are
(J - pi - p2)c0 - 4 5 c2 = 0,
[c _( p- 4- [ ^ 4  -t* 2.^ ) ] 
^  1-2, 1,
[ ^  - (p+2) (p+2+ | ) ] dQ + H £ d2 = 0,
(f at-)C ^ >-t- + <5^ _ -j- [ -TJ +•
4- f r U K i )  ■ =  0 , i.
For arbitrary p, f , these series do not converge for any 
value of |t|, however large, since the equation determining their 
radii of convergence is
0 - 4 + 4 ^  2 = 0.
When a characteristic equation is satisfied, however, we have 
p  = 1, which implies convergence for |t| > 1.
From the form of equations (7a) it is clear that the solution
(7) may be made to terminate when p is a non-negative integer; it
will then be a polynomial in t, and so will be a multiple of an 
even Ince polynomial.
Two further solutions in descending powers of t exist: these
are of the forms
cx>
Yj(t) = l-t2)tp c2r+lt_2r,_1» (9)
Y„(t).= /(l-t2)e?t t'p_2 I o d2r+lt"2r_1- (10)
The recurrence relations are
[ y - I +- p 1 - ( p - i) (p 4- X X -t- ( ) ] - n % ^  - °>
■ 4- [ ^ -i^pS-lp-ar-iUp-iir+jJ + i )] clr+| -
i ~ °> 'r ^ 1 J
(pv +• [ ^ -* 4-i 1 -( p4lr + ( p4-X\'4 2^ -H ) ]
! - t \ dl, ■-, . - o t- ^ r,x.r 4 5 *
Again, we get convergence for |t| > 1 if a characteristic 
equation is satisfied, and (9) can be made to terminate when p 
is a non-negative integer.
We now look at the relations between the ascending and
*
descending series solutions. Consider the solution ^  \  in 
ascending powers of t; for arbitrary p, \  , y it converges 
only if 111 <1 and so cannot immediately be linked with Y^(t) 
or Y„(t), which are asymptotic only. If, however, we choose 
y  to satisfy the appropriate characteristic equation, ^  ^  
will converge for all |t|, and for large |t| must -behave . 
asymptotically like some combination of Y^'and Y^ (since
t = cos 0 , Y^ and Y^ represent odd solutions in 0 ). Thus
for large |t|
¥  1 = ClYl(t) + c2Y2(t)* (11)
*
where and are constants. Nov/ ^  ^  is in general an
. . . .  . 2 .
infinite series in ascending powers of t 5 and obviously, unless
it terminates, it cannot possibly behave like t^ as t—► c?o . Thus
^  0, and for | > 0 the term Y2(t) in (11) will dominate Y^(t)
>• * 
since it contains a factor e . Tnus for a >0 when
—d—2does not terminate it behaves like e t p as t— ► + . On
the other hand when ^  ^  terminates (which happens for p a positive
even integer or zero) C2 will be zero, Y^(t) will terminate and
* D^ will behave like t^ as t— *■ + oo .
Similarly, we find that the other three solutions j
* *
V' 3 * V V  * Y ' o r  S > 0 and t real, all increase exponentially as 
J11—  ^CO , unless they terminate.
. • ,*Tne corresponding behaviour of the solutions d> of the Whittaker- 
Hill equation is obtained from equation (6)
* *
<f> = e •
Reverting to trigonometric notation v/e thus have, finally, the 
following result:- For I  >0, the only periodic solutions (of 
period 2 7T in £ ) of the Whittaker-Hill equation which behave 
asymptotically like multiples'of e- ^^ cos (cos & )p as
0— ► i i are the paraboloidal wave functions hcp( $- , | )
hs^( , 5 ) p, m integral and p-m = 0. 2, ......  All other
periodic solutions (of period 2tT ) behave asymptotically like 
multiples of oos 2£> (oos $ )_p_2 as 8--*- ± i .
It now follows from equations 1,(16) to (19) that for ? > 0 
the only periodic solutions (of period 2~n ) of the Whittaker-Hill 
equation which behave asymptotically like multiples of
cos ^  (cos as 6-— »• iyc -£±oo are the paraboloidal
wave functions hc™( 8 , - \  ), hs^ ( & , - \  ). All other periodic
solutions (of period 2 tt) behave asynptotically like multiples of 
e " ~ cos ^  (cos O-'p as 8 — ► ±  1 <*> .'
25. Formal solution of a typical problem when k < 0.
We consider in detail one example of the type of problem in 
which the paraboloidal wave functions so far discussed may be used.
We take the wave equation
+ k'V = 0, (1)
2 v  . ■ •with k < 0, so that i  is real. We try to find a solution
^ » f t  » V  ) such that
(1) V is single-valued and continuous, with continuous 
gradient, in the region 0 ^  (i.e. in the
infinite region "inside11 the paraboloid J. -  JLa ),
(2) >V/2)n = ,  / l , Y )  on the bounding surface
J- = 9 'bV/'^ n being the normal derivative of V
and <k0 * ft  * V ) being given,
(3) V -> 0 as the distance of ( 0- , f t , V ) from the origin 
tends to infinity.
We look for a separated solution
V ( ^ ^ } V )  = A( 0-)B(/A ) C ( V  ), (2)
where A, B,.C satisfy equations I, 5, (7), (8), (9) respectively, 
with X , ^  given in terms of J , p, p by equation 1,(1).
Then B( f t ) must be a solution of
B”(/2>) + (p+1) S cos 2^ 5 + f ?Lcos kft] f t )  = 0. (3)
Since the x-axis from - to x = \ c cosh 21 0 is included in
the region within the bounding surface <L = <l0 , the continuity 
conditions 1,3, (2) and (3) apply, so that we require
lim B( f t ) = B ( r r ) s 11m Bf( f t ) = B'(~)..
ft— >-7T (b— ->-.v
The general theory of Hill's equation shows that the only solutions
of the Whittaker-Hill equation (3) satisfying the above continuity 
conditions have period 2 tt in f t . To justify this statement we 
proceed as follows: it is known (see, for example, Meixner and
Schaflce, [20] ) that the Whittaker-Hill equation (3) always has
one even solution B^( fb ), say, and one odd solution B^ ( f t ), say, 
such1 that
Bl(0) = B2,(0) = ls = B2(0) = °>
Bx( f i  -  A ) = B1( TT )B1( /i ) t B 1 I (7T- )B2( /5 ),
B2 (  /«  ~  T T )  = ± B 2 (  7 T ) B 1 (  a  )  + B2 ’ (  7T ) B 2 ( / 3  ) .
Any solution B ( ) of the Whittaker-Hill equation can be written 
in the form
B( /% ) = A B1( j i  ) + /<• B2( /!■)
where A and are constants. We wish to show that if B( f t )
is continuous and if
■B(-TT) = B(TT),. B'(-TT) = B'(TT),
then necessarily B(/3 ) has period 2 v  in f t . Since B^( yd ) 
is even'and-BgC f t ) is odd, we have immediately
B ( T )  = A Bx( TT ) +/-B2( 7T)s B(-7T) = X B^ 7T) -/fc-BgC ?T).
Thus
B (  TT ) = B ( - T T )  = ^ B 2 (  —  ) = 0 ,
and either jjl - 0 or B2(tt)=0. Similarly, by considering
B'(7T ) - B»(-7T ),
we find that either A = 0 or B^’( tt ) = 0.
We thus have three possibilities to discuss (clearly for a
non-trivial solution wa cannot have both A and &ero).
(1) y U  = 0, B ^  (>)■=(): B( ft ) = A B1( ft ).
Then
B ( ft + T T )  = X B1 ( TT )B 1 ( /a  ) = B( ft -  T T ).
(2) >  = 0, B2 ( tt ) = 0: B( ^  ) = px B2(/& ).
Tnen
B( 73 + TT ) = px B2( yd + TT ) = b2» ( TT )B^( yd ) = B ( f t - T*-) •
(3) B2( Tt) = B ^ C tT) =0: B((/3 ) = > B1( A ) + / ^ B2(y3 ).
Tnen
B( ft, + lC ) = A B^( y6 + 7f ) + yK B2( f t  + 77 )
= A B1 ( IT ,)B1( ^  ^  b2' (-r )B2( /S )
= B(yi-K).
So our assertion that, under the given conditions, B( ft ) has period 
2T  is justified.
It follows that we must take for B(y3 ) a function of the type
hc^( ft s '$ ) or hs^( f t , | ), where p is arbitrary and m is a
non-negative integer which is so far unspecified. This means that
we have a choice of four functions, corresponding to the solutions
c ^ (  /S , I ), n  , \ ), s^"( yi , 1 ), S ^ +1( , % ) of
Incefs equation for arbitrary p, as defined in section 2. Further,
<; is real but its sign is undetermined. We shall take S positive 
and consider the implications of choosing
B( yS ) .= hCpm+1( fi ,1), W
where
hopm+1( fl .».5 ) = e- L^ cos2/s £ A2r+1oos(2r'+l)/6 . (5)
We'know that A ( JL ) satisfies the equation
A”(«£■)'+ [ ~ *7 ■+ \  ^  +(p+l) 'I cosh2^ -  ^  T cosh^l ] A( 1 ) = 0.
On putting .
i JL, = & / A( oL ) = A*( & ),
.this last equation becomes
A ( # ) + [**? -(p+l)l cos 20 + ^ c o s  4?]A ( ^ ) = 0, (6)
v;hich is the same as (3), the equation satisfied by B(/i ). Thus
* 2m+l vA ( 0 ) can be a constant multiple of he ( o } I ), or a constant
P
multiple of the second solution of (6), or a linear combination of
the two solutions. To decide which, we note that the singular
surface <L - 0 lies inside the region of space considered, so that
the continuity conditions I,3a (13) and (14) apply. In fact, since
we have chosen B( p> ) to be even, we must have A*!(0) = 0, by (14).
Since A*( 9 ) is determined by equation (6) we cannot have A*(0) = 0,
or all the derivatives of A*( 6 ) would be zero at 0 - 0  and
A*( £ ) would vanish identically. Thus A*(0) 4= 0, A *u(0 )4 ^ 0, and
9 - 0 is a turning point of A* ( d ). Since the second solution
of the "Whittaker-Hill equation corresponding to hc^m*^ ( 9 s \  )
P
is odd about & = 0 it follows that A*( 0 ) cannot be a multiple of 
the second solution nor a linear combination of the two solutions.
Hence we take
A*( 0 ) = A( I ) = hc~^ ( i<i , \) (7)
Turning now to C( V  ), we know that it satisfies the equation 
C"( Y ) + [- ->) + ^ .J1'-(p+l)3 oosh 2 V - j ?  cosh *|V] C(Y) = 0.
If we write
i v  = e H - t t  , c ( ^  ) = c*( 9 )s
we find that C*( 9 ) satisfies the Whittaker-Hill equation just as
A*( 9 ) does. The singular surface V  = o lies inside the region
of space considered* and the continuity conditions I S3S (11) and (12)
apply. Since B( f t  ) = hc2m+'L( s I ) is odd about /3 = - \ TT *
p .
Ia3, (11) shows that
C(0) = C*( ) = 0.
Tnen C*n( -t17 ) -  0 and C**( ^  i  0* so that 9 = t^t is an
inflexion of C*( 0 ). The second solution of the Whittaker-Hill
equation corresponding to hc^m+ (^ 9 * \  ) is even about P = ~ 17? s
P
so it follows that C*( 9 ) cannot be a multiple of the second 
solution or a linear combination of the two solutions. . Thus we 
can only take
We nov/ have a possible solution from the combination of (4) 5
(7) and (8)* namely
C*( 0 ) = h c ^ 1( 0 , 1 )
or
C( Y ) hc^m+1(^ 7r + i V  , I ). (8)
.where p is arbitrary5 2m+l is an odd positive integer and 'I > 0.
Since I is defined by
* 2 ,n 2 2 5 = - 4k c 5
the sign of'? is undetermined. So still keeping I positive,
v;e have another solution of the form
Results of exactly the same type foliow if we replace the function 
he (^,1-) in (4) by any one of the other three possible functions. 
Combining all these, possibilities, we arrive at four possible types
of solution denoted by Vc™( 4 a/i>-VS“ 5)* Vs™(
hr * hr f
defined by
VCp( «£■ 9f i  9 X  ; - % ) = kc^ (u,-t*S)U</(/3, (^ TT+c'*, t (9)
VSp(ol s ^,-‘V ; “ 1 i (10)
where p is arbitrary, m is a non-negative integer and I  > 0.
So far we have used only condition (1) of our problem. We now 
turn to. condition-(3): inside the region 0^< d. < we require V
to tend to zero as the distance of the point ( d. 5 s V  ) fnom the
origin becomes infinite. Thus we require V to tend to zero as
X  > +oo 5 and the solutions given by (9)a (10) must satisfy
the conditions
■jAr&O .
hcm( ^ T r + i V j - ? )  — > 0 as v 
P
hs^(|7T + iV , - 1 )-- > 0 as V
hr
From section 4 we know that the only solutions of the Whittaker-Hill 
equation satisfying these conditions are the paraboloidal wave 
functions
hcWj ?r + i *  , - I  ), hsWj tt + i v  , - 1 ),
X''
where p, m are non-negative integers of the same parity and m < p. 
Thus we arrive at four possible solutions denoted by 
Vc^(4 , yi, Y; - 3 ), v c ^ (  ^  V  ; - 1),
Vsa?+i( 01 ’ A » Y 5 " * )s Vsaw2( 1 s A » v; " ? )•
We can now write down a general formal solution satisfying the 
conditions (1) and (3) of our problem, namely
oo rv
3.W +
where the A’s and BTs are constants.
Finally, from condition (2), we require
^  = FC <^0, /4. V)
on the bounding surface J~ = J. 0 . So we must have
4-3 *3»tvv.«lo-vr s e n  £• S f
where
h o ^ U A  [hc^Cia. , - l  )] .
/
The orthogonality relations given in section 3 may nov/ be 
used to obtain the formal values of the coefficients A, B in (12).
For example, if we multiply both sides of (12) by
ho^C /S , - 1 )hc^(^ + iv , -*5 )(cosh 2 V  + cos 2/2> )
and integrate over - 77 to tt  for /S and over 0 to + <=<> for V , 
we find that
eo ,T?
I (Av | F (lc ^ - ' S )  ( a.7'"*'! V, "l)(oc'sl\X5r 4-<-{rs cly2>
o -7T r
< s  xs ( r r  s I 2-
sr-kc.' A^J c\vj k ^ r (crdiiY+trt lyi)
2s •Thus, formally, is determined, and the other coefficients
A2r+13 B2r+13 B2r+2 m y  be *'ound ^  the same way#
Tne same method applies when V instead of ^V/^n is specified 
on the surface ^ . If the region of space is taken to be
inside the surface ^ = ■ V  , then we have to use paraboloidal
wave functions of parameter 'I , not - \  , where still we assume 
1 > 0.
p6. Simple integral properties in the case k < 0.
When k < 0, so that ? is real, it is possible to obtain 
explicit expressions for some definite integrals of the paraboloidal 
wave functions in terms of the coefficients of the Ince polynomials 
and the modified Bessel functions. We conclude this chapter by 
considering each of the four types of paraboloidal wave function in 
turn, and point out those integrals which can be found explicitly.
(1) The functions hc^( & , \ ).
This function can be integrated in terms of modified Bessel
functions over (0, 2 71 ) for all real \ , over (0, i co ) for 1 > 0.
and over (|7r 3 ^n + ioo) for I < 0.
(a) Since
*\
2m/ f, v \ cos 2 o s r, 2m nnc0 ( 0 , s )  = e *  <  A~ cos 2r d ,
cn sr-o
we nave
,171
/ , Am, . /  -i-^ OT^ JlO
\ \C   ^  ^0 J C <^o"S 3L<"6>  ^®
/ ,  iA r - o  ar  *o
^ l*v\ iT < >
< a I  ~~^f-X J- < A / <? c^ i \rt* tlA ik ■£ 2-P.
X r-o Hr- J0 ■ '
Thus
jJT ^
/  ho^( P , I ) dP = -L7T £  A^(-l)r y y  )s (l)
where I (z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of 
integral order r.
too too
/ o.w , *) _ i - 1 a bLc. (6 ( I ) ■£ <  pi / 4, Xr^ oi#■ 1* r-o Zr
J->»N -i-  X ^
= -It  ^ A, / e cx-?wkv-u ^  ’; .r‘o IfJfl *
The integrals on the right converge if 1 > 0. So
lipo
J  ho^( d> , 1 ) dS = y t !  ), S > 0S (2)
where .K (z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind (or
Macdonald’s function) of integral order r.
V c+'"«> ^w+; oo
/ » v ' 2 . ^  (  „£ t ctAXG
(c) I (d, V\ j Q, CCS ltr£ ^ $
■ V  rst3 irr
^  i ^ U
• A l m  I  ^ i ^ u  .
-  I  c <  n  t - n  a- a-^Wva du. i£j. r-o ^
Tne integrals on the right converge for S  < 0. So
i ° 0
f *
./ hc^ < e  , ? )de> = i i (-l)r^ y - ^ ) ,  1 < 0. (3:
ZZ L ’J. ,
7T v i i y
(2) The functions & a^ » ).
^+1
(a) From the form of hc^^C £ 5 I ) it is immediately
obvious that
/»*!£(/», i m *  = A®'
rc?
(' >'" + ‘ v A  f - L l u * U >
(b) I kc ^  A J ^ urS(xfc-v-il£ elf)J IhVi r - £, ./o
- 1<J h  <t cxSW(t'+'x\w-^A >
). r -  O XIT4-I ^
JL£) =  6 i l .
The integrals on the right converge for I  > 0 . So
I *o
2m+l
hc2nA( * > ^  d * = i ‘ r4.0A^ l  W *  * >> 1 > °* W
(c) There is no corresponding expression in terms of Bessel 
functions for integrals over (-^tt s ^ r r + i ©o ) for I < 0, since
the method used in (1) (c) above produces integrals of the form
CO ^
/ e **. cosl1 usinh(rrg)u du; these integrals cannot be simply
Jo
expressed (see -Watson [26] , p. 313) . In theorys integration
21*1 * 1is possible in terms of the coefficients & 2 r l l and the complementary 
error function Erfc A/-^I s where
/ OO -t2 
e dt,
but except for small values of n the working is very tedious and a 
general formula cannot be written down.
(3) The functions hs^'^( ),
(a) From the form of £ a ? )a obviously
(b) The remarks in (2) (c) apply also to
l<JO
/ hs2n+l( 6 » ^ ) dl? » wifch ^ > 0.
(c) For 'I < 09 vie find
r-o
(4) Tne functions ^ ^
(a) Tne paraboloidal wave function hs2( & , I ) is an 
exceptional case3 in that we can write down the value of the integral 
over any interval. ( & p  ® 2)' For
St.
hs?( & « ^ ) d & = - COS 20 • on o oe sin 2£ d£
.4:
1 - -fcj H cos 2 0
I e
(b) Clearly
ITT
2m-r2, 
’2n+2hsX‘To( £ a ^ d & hS2^+2( 6 = !) d8 ' = °‘
(c) Tne integrals over (03 i«o ) for 1 > 05 and over 
(\ tc , \ K Jr ico ) for T < 03 do not yield general formulae in 
terms of Bessel functions. However9 integration is possible by 
repeated integration by parts for any given function5 though the
working is tedious unless n is small. For example,
C H A P T E R  III.
Integral equations for the paraboloidal wave functions
2
when k < 0.
.1- Basic Theorems.
Single and double integral equations exist for the paraboloidal 
wave functions. They derive from two basic integral theorems, 
which we quote below in the form given by Arscott [ 5 ] for the 
ordinary differential equation
W M (z) + [ X + yu. f(z) + g(z) ]w(z) = 0 ,  (1)
where f (z), g(z) are known functions and X s are parameters.
Theorem 1.
Let (i)' w(z) be a solution of equation (1) above,
(ii) G(z,zT) be a solution of the partial differential 
equation
—  tL^L --£(.z.‘)j + i(h - ] C- - ot (2)
' I * 1' /
such that G(z,z’) is analytic when z, zT lie in 
certain regions R, R* of the corrplex z-, z* -planes 
respectively,
(iii) C be a path in the z1-plane, lying wholly within R*
and such that (a) G ( z , z n ^ r -  - W
has the same value at the two ends of C, and
(b) / G(z,zT)w(z*)dz exists for all z in R and, if
the integral is singular, it converges uniformly with 
respect to z for all z in R.
Then
W(z) = / G(z,z,)v;(zt) dz! (3)
c
itisfies (1) for all z in R.
Corollary. Let w(z), w*(z) be a pair of independent solutions of
(1), such that w(z) can be characterised by possessing a certain 
property Pa and w*(z) by possessing another property P*, but a 
combination of w, w* possesses neither property P nor P*. Let W(z)9 
as defined by (3)9 be not identically'zero and have property P.
Then w(z) satisfies the integral equation
6 being a constant.
Theorem 2. .
Let (i) w(z) be a solution of (1),
(ii) H ( d J y45 Y ) b e a  solution of the partial 
differential equation
such that H( JL , ^  , V ) is analytic when d s /I -9 V
c
m
lie in regions R^ , R^ s R^ of the conplex 
d fi -5 V  -planes respectivelys
(iii ) •c jl » C/S be paths in R 9 R such that
(iv) W ( X ) = |  I [£ ] (iU( o V) wUlwLs) c|j d/5
Jc± V
exist 5 and if singular converge uniformly with 
respect to V when d 9 9 ^ lie in
Tnen W(z) is a solution of (1).
I I
(9)
(10)
Corollary* Let W(V ), defined as in (8)5 be not identically zero 
and have property P. Then w(Y ) satisfies the integral equation
v/( V ) = -A I rlS'U)-£(/*)] WU, tU cl^ 3
where /V' is a constant.
For the Whittaker-Kill equation
.^(o)'-+* [ ^  (p + »n xe +- - o}
we must take
A  = V -  £ f  ■ , /*- = -(p+1)^ ,
f( 9 ) = COS 2<? s g( 0 ) = -t COS
in (1) above, and assume that I is'known as priori5 so that y 5 p 
are the two parameters. Then the partial differential equations
(2)a (5) in Theorems 1 and 2 become
-XJL — - “** [ i+.'z* ) - ( p+i\ 1 t$-sr2-‘) ] 6 - o, (11)
( c x r S 5 . V - M T S J i w ) 4  (  o n  V u  )  ^ - 4 -  +  ^ c «  -  c r t  s-v ) - 4 i L  -i-
(12)
[ U-3UU (ttrS2-V-C£rS!W) V  l4-\}(cxr%. i . U / - 4- t_c-s 4-W( CO'S iL iL ^ i-d ) ] ii ~  <2j
respectively5 where we have replaced U , $ v by u, v* w for
convenience later in (12).
2. Single integral equations.
The earliest examples of single integral equations for what we
,v>a<L
have called the paraboloidal wave functions/given by Whittaker [27 J 
v/ho stated that the oeriodic solutions of the Whittaker-Hill
equation are the solutions of the homogeneous integral equation
.'ITT
Yi(w z) = X /cosp(z-z-)e41 (sir-2z + s“ 2z,)v:(z') dz*, (1)
}\ being a constant . Thus (1) gives
as a solution of 1(11).
It is easy to find other simple solutions of 1(11) in terms of 
confluent hypergeometric functions and products of pairs of parabolic 
cylinder functions. However, the solutions of 1(11) have been 
discussed in considerable detail by Lebedev [ 13, 14 ] and by Lebedev 
and Pergamenceva [15] who give a large number of possible kernels 
for the integral equations which include that of Whittaker and the 
other simple kernels as special cases. They also discuss the 
reduction of the integral equations to well-known integral equations 
for the Mathieu functions in the limiting case (mentioned in 
Chapter II, p. 24) when p—► and 1 ►  0S but 1 p remains finite.
3. Double integral equations: simple kernels.
Double integral equations for the paraboloidal wave functions 
when, k < 0 have been discussed by the author in two papers [23, 24] • 
We' have to find suitable solutions of equation 1(12). If in our ' 
original equations 1,1(1), (2), (3) defining the general paraboloidal 
coordinate system we put
i ot = u, /$  = v5 iY = w - £ 7f 9
we have
x = Ic(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w),
y . = 2ic cosu cosv cosw,
z *2ic sinu sinv sinw,
(1)
and 1(11) is the result of transforming
V H  + k H 0 (2)
2 v 2 2into the (u, v, w) coordinate system, with k = - 3 /(4c ). Thus 
for real | , the case we are considering,
k = - i ? /(2c).
It follows that we have available all the solutions of the reduced 
wave equation (2), and we must select those which will be suitable 
kernels for the integral equations.
The simplest solutions of the reduced wave equation, which are
■f 4* • 4- t "N
- ilex - iky - lkz
e , e » e » ■ ■
4* 4" 4"* 4" 4* •
- iloc - lkx - iky - lkx „ - lkz - lkz \ye } ze , xe ze , xe , ye , / (3)
4* * 4* • 4" •
- ikx - iky - lkzyze , zxe * , xye ,
provide us at once with a group of kernels for double integral 
equations. By taking linear combinations of the functions in (3),
4o lor lor
for example e e , we obtain twenty-four kernels which
we can arrange according to their parity and periodicity as functions 
of w after using the relations (1). We thus have the following four 
groups:
(a) Even., period TT
sinh [ t ^ cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)] ,
cos( J cosu cosv cosw), (cos2u+cos2v+cos2w)cos(? cosu cosv cosw) 
cos( I 'sinu sinv sinw), (cos2u+cos2v+cos2w)cos( I sinu sinv sinw)
(b) Even, period 2 7T
cosu cosv [t? (cos2u 4- cos2v + cos2w) ] ,
sin( I cosu cosv cosw), (cos2u+cos2v+cos2w)sin(I cosu cosv cosv;) 
cosu cosv cos w cos (I sinu sinv sinw),
/
cosu cosv cosw(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)cos(I sinu sinv sinw).
sin2u sin2v sin2w (cos2u + cos2v + cos2w) ] ,
sinu sinv sinv; sin( 5 cosu cosv cosw),
, cosu cosv cosw sin(5 sinu sinv sinw),
sinu sinv sinw(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)sin(l cosu cosv cosw), ■
cosu cosv cosw(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)sin(% sinu sinv sinw).
(d) Odd* period 2 a"
sinu sinv sinv; [ijL^ (cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)] ,
sin(I sinu sinv sinv;), sinu sinv sinw cos(i cosu cosv cosv;),
(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w)sin(5 sinu sinv sinv;),
sinu sinv sinw(cos2u + cos2v 4- cos2w)cos(i cosu cosv cosw).
We link the groups of kernels (a), (b), (c), (d) with the functions 
hc^(w, S ), h c ^ C w ,  t, ), hsJ^J(w3 ^ )s hsi^Cw, | ) 
respectively in the integral equations, by virtue of their parity
and periodicity.
We consider the kernel cos(T cosu cosv cosw) in detail; 
similar arguments may then be applied to all the others. Since 
cos( I cosucosvcosw) is even, of period 7f in w, the relevant 
integral is
where we have to choose paths of Integration C , so that 
conditions (iii), (iv) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. We take the 
path C as - 7T to + tt •; we cannot take the same path for 
or the integral will vanish identically by symmetry. Recalling 
the integration intervals (03 ) far \  > 0 S and
( -L75- s + io^ ) for I < 0 which we used in Chapter II5 
sections 5 and 6S we try taking' the path Gu from 0 to ic© * If 
we write u = iJ . (^ ) becomes
f “ ( ° °
- <- j  (v \ A v y  ( arcU l6t -  ccri i \ ; ) cc% ( I  cirsk d. V ^-5. w  ) X
* c. C (a)<u
(5)
Let I denote the integrand of the inner integral in (5); then
T (, *jr ^
-L - (. C<tS W Id. - Cc^ <-f3 i Z <S*iV cl <-£% V i-CiL W  ) e I d f O ,  (id.).
For large positive ^ , with ? > 0.
T ~  oosh 2J. e~n l cosh2,i )
,  ^ cosh 2d. . . N2n^  cosh 2d e ^ (coshol) s
2musing the asymptotic form for C^Cich ) quoted in Chapter II9 ‘ 
section Thus the integral with respect to in (5) is 
clearly convergent and .<£ (w) as defined by (5) exists. We still 
have to satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 2: that is we require
h c ^ ( v )  -  H (u sv 5w ) h c f 2 ? ( v )l>v 2n 2n = 0
O,
T 1 h c faw 2nhc^J(u) - H(u5v5w)hc’^ (u) .= 0.
c-,
Tne first of these two conditions is satisfied by virtue of the 
periodicity of the functions involved over the range (- tt ,9 7f). 
For the second5 we note that for 1 > 0 and with
H = cos(l cosu cosv cosw).,
= -1) sinu cosv cosw sin(T cosu cosv cosw)
= 0 at u = 0S
ho'^(O) = 0,-
H is finite as u-*- , hc'?™(u)-t- 0 as u-» ico ,
——~ —*• o<=> as u-> icpo .u^.
Howevera for large positive d. s
}>\+ . 2m, Ahc~(u)2n
• k - k ^  cosh 2cd , , , \ 2n . , ,- l i e  (coshd ) sinh«/. s
—<U = 'd.
and so
2m, \ ~-x—  hc0 (u) —*■ 0 as u —*■ 2.90 .2n
Hence condition (iii) of Tneorem 2 is satisfied and we have the 
integral equation
,7T , •
 ^ (w)” JK. / ^ cx/v w/ ) IvC luJlkc. (s/) ciu.SLt\ J  J XlA *
1 CO
where _A~ is a constant.
For 5 < 05 the arguments used above show that the limits of 
integration 0, i o© for u in (6) must be replaced by .£tt s 
ico respectively.
2mTnus (6) gives hc^Cw) as the solution of a double integral 
equation. It is of course possible for the double integral to be
identically zero; examples'of this for particular values of I 
occur in the next section. In the very special case m = n = 0a 
where
, o, \ 1 - i cos 2u , 0/ v ,J_ 5 cos 2v
h00(u) = vT e ■ » h00(v) • = VI e
we can show that the integral is non-zeros by talking w = tt/2. 
Then3 denoting the left hand side of (6) by (w) 9 we have
since the integrand is positive throughout the range of integration 
of both integrals. A similar simple approach gives no information 
in the general case.
The remaining twenty-three kernels can be analysed in the same 
way as the kernel cos(l cosu cosv cosv/). No difficulty arises as 
regards convergence of the integrals3 or in satisfying condition 
(iii) of Theorem 2 except in the case of the first two kernels in 
each of the groups (a)3 (b)3 (c)3 (d). Taking
K(us v3 v/) = cosh [£j (cos2u + cos2v. + cos2w) ]
as ah example3 we see that for u = 1<£ 9 v/here JL is large and 
positive3
H cosh( %. J cosh 2 J. ).
«
Kence for real I 3 H becomes infinite as u -> i ^  • the same is
true when u a it + ieo . it follows that both -4r- hc^Cu) and 
2mH(u.v.w) he’ . (u) become infinite as u -> i ^  and as u -> i~rr + i^odYi
for real 5 » ana condition (iii) of Theorem 2 is not satisfied.
Further5 because of the form of H; the double integral does not 
converge over either range of integration for u.
.'Thus we reject the eight kernels containing the factors 
sinh £ ^  (cos2u + cos2v + cos2w) ] . We are left with sixteen
kernels, giving four double integral equations for each of the four
types of paraboloidal wave functions. Each equation is of the.form
' = A  / A  J (cos2u - cos2v)H(u,v,w)hp(u)hp(v)du, (7)
-7T c u
where (i) hm denotes either an he- or an hs~function„
P
(ii) A  is a constant, the characteristic value of the 
integral equation,
(iii) C denotes the path from 0 to i«? if 5 >0, and
the path from i-tt to £* + i <*» if 1 <0.
A  Evaluation of the characteristic values.
' For the sixteen kernels given above, and for the simplest
paraboloidal wave functions hc°(w), hc^(w), hs^(w), hs^w)
it is possible to find the characteristic value A  in the integral 
equations. The method is to insert a suitably chosen value of w 
into each integral equation, in some cases after differentiation 
with respect to' w, and then to evaluate the right hand side in terms 
of Bessel functions. Even for the simplest paraboloidal wave 
functions this leads with some kernels to complicated and lengthy 
expressions in terms of I (- tA), K^(- (the negative sign-
corresponding to negative I ), but when the standard recurrence 
relations for the Bessel functions are used the .expressions simplify 
considerably.
We'give below two examples of the method.
(1) The function hc^(w) = e ^  cos ^cos w, and the kernel 
Ii(u,v,w) ' = cosu cosv cosv/ cos(£ sinu sinv sinv/).
We have, for ? > 0,
i •/ t / (1K j ik c A w j  -  A  I  <2- v i\v  I Cc-S w  Ctrl W  K
O^ 9Q , I — i,? ccA 2>-t
tv ^  VvV I  ^ tKJ j
where we have taken the limits of integration for v as 0, 2 7T 
instead of - T\ 9 7f for convenience: this is clearly permissible
since the integrand has period 7f in v. Put w = 0; then
ITT 'oo
e- - A  / (a cW / Cct^ Xii - ) c A  u. e * A
Put 2v = Y , 2u = i<7 : then
 ^ /CO
i -  ^  A /  ^  o CAAk ^  \ i ( i \  /  \  — I -  \  Cv“SU
e, ^  - ~~ J e. . [t J-erne J(i± cc%kd)^ * cU.
Consider the inner integral of (1): write
OO
I = / (coshot - cosY )(1 -2- cosh«i)e cos^  dd
o
e ^  coshu. [(i-CosY) + cosh d. (1-cos Y)+ 2 cosh 2-A Jdci .
^  - i- ^ cci K ci
We have arranged the integrand of I in the form < t ' u x l YJ-$ (
r -  o *
so that we can evaluate I by means of Bessel functions. We use the 
standard integral form
<30
yr / \ / -Z COSh 0 , , -ACz) = / e coshno-d£> ,n o
with R(z) > 0 and n a non-negative integer, for the modified Bessel 
function Kn(z)« Puting z = ^ * we have
I = a - cos V )K0(£ t ) + (1-cos X )Kj_(i? ) + iK2(%.l ).
Substituting for I in (1) and rearranging, we have
e ^5 = A / V t W * '[U. + K j + d ^ -  kj«%* - (K^rK^tSlV ] Ax, ■
o
where for brevity we have written K for K (%  \  ). A standardn n
integral expression for the Bessel function In(z) is given by
r -
I (z) = • / e“z C0S|9 cos no d & ,n 7T J
o
where n is a non-negative integer. Using this,
e-'^ = [(Kl + K2)Io - (K2 - Ko)Xx - (K0 + Kl)X2]. (2)
We now simplify the right ham side of (2) by using relations • 
between the Bessel functions In(z)3 K^Cz) which may be obtained from 
the standard recurrence relations and the value of the Wronskian of 
the pair of solutions IQ(z), K0(z')* These yield
I (z)K, (z) + K_(z)I,(z) = K (z)I'(z) - I (z)K'(z) = .1/z,
0 . 1  o l  o o  o o  .
. K2 ( z ) I q ( z )  -  Ko ( z ) I 2 ( z )  = 2 / z 2 s 
K2(z)I1(z) + K1(z)I2(z) = 1/z. •
Using these relations with z = , we find from (2)
The same value of J\. is found when ? < 0 and integration
for u is from itt to ± tc + i<^ .J*
(2) 'Tne function hs2(w)- '= e cos2v/sin2w5 and the kernel
II(u.vsw) = sinu sinv sinw(cos2u+cos2v+cos2w)sin( S cosu cosv cosw).
Tne integral equation for \  > 0 is
U 3 Cc-S 3LW-
S v/vx ILIA *
We begin by differentiating both sides with respect to w, and then we 
put w = ir/2. Since
, , 2 /  N -%.X C0S2Wns*2(w) = e (2 cos 2w + J 5 sin 2w)
= sinu siny(cos2u+cos2y+cos2w)[coswsin( 5 cosucosvcosw) -
- 5 cosucosvsin2wcos( % cosucosvcosw)] -
- 2 sin 2w sinv sinv: sin( 1 cosu cosv cosw)sin u.
■we nave
hs’2(2 ) = -2e **■ 5
W -
= - 1 ? sin 2u sin 2v(cos 2u + cos 2v - 1)
fnus
-a*
in’a  xi r'-Licnw. ,£<,vi v  A y  j  ^  v $cv\ X u  ^  ( 3 )
Denoting the inner integral in (3) by I3 and writing 2u = i*t s 
2v = V  s we have after some manipulation
-r ' / / “ cosh cl r / , 2^ , nI = I e *- ( i. -COS * +COS * ) -
0
2- gcosh^ +cosh2^ (cos f -cost") +
+ |cosh 3°^  - ' cosh4^ ]d<^
= [( £. -s-cosY-cos^Y )Kq - + K^Ccos^V - cosV ) + gK^ -
where denotes K ( 'I ). Substituting for I in (3) and rearranging3 
we have
[ , J ki- xki « * * ( « „ -  K J  +
+ i. u^XV(K^-f‘<3Hr
- j. i*v( K, - i O  ] <h‘
1S*£
4-Kj r 5) ].
Using the relations between In('z) and K^(z) already quoted in (1) 
above, and the additional relations
V o + I3Ko 2 ^  * z1-  ^ 3
¥ 2 + K2I3
= l/zs
Ko V • ¥ 0 = - $  a *  ±  ) . ,
K1)I2 " V i . = 6/z2,
with z = 5 A s we have
2e
A.S Ii
I
L - i.it4.a.-— /i-j-iii J- 4^ 4 J
5 5 V 5-1 V  ) I  Y x 1
% n c J\-
s3
1 L
I *
itSiiL (1-12)
So
JV = - '^ ie * 5 / l> ( J - 12)] s I  > 03 I  ^  12
Tne result holds also for | <0. We note that for \  =12 the 
double integral vanishes identically, so that the non-zero condition 
stated in the corollary to Tneorem 2 is not satisfied.
The values of JL ■ for the sixteen integral equations
o 1 1 2corresponding to he (w)9 hc^(w)9 hs^(w), hs^Cw) are tabulated
below. It will be seen that for certain integral values of £ the
double integral is identically zero; this occurs for each of the
four paraboloidal wave functions considered.
hc”(w) =
- ‘ /a. C O S  2W
2 e
Kernel
u x s C 'i CCS U  CCSV w  )
( urS ctrs 4 cc^ >lW) ^  (_ %^  u. V )
£ U ^ tAv V Via ^
2.(a 4"C£S iV 4 c-v^ iw) CCS (is»^ v\u S V  ^ vx/ j
Value of Ju
.J1* *-I 6 d / 7T
, 1 / \ -Li cos 2whe.,(w) = e cos w.
Kernel Value' of A
Iiax Cl CCS Ok IuA \J ^
u ccrb C cx-s w ors ( 1 (a. *i Lv V s V *y )
( C 1 > X u  X V  X W  A V  ( t cci (A cc^ v/ «r5, xV ^
C<A U. ccrx V CC-4 cV ( ccri iw.XV'-t-cAXu') ^  \ u  St4 t/ S**\ U/ )
-tSC(5 7vr
t1' ~ vA.— » -£ cc  ^//{
t <;
Aj
i [ n h r \ \ j•! Li *
i 1 / \ -LS cos 2w • hs^ (w)_ = e v s m  w.
Kernel
■£ </v\ ( 15> V'v\ U  ^  cv\ V/ ■$ o*\ ^
( uaXu 4caX\/ -t-or< xw) <i vv>u i.i\\ V Sm\ uy 1
£uv\ u c ^ v  '* cvv wi wt ( I oc-i C» V <4*\u/ )
«bu' a ^u \ V $i/*\ va/ (c6i> !A4c<5-v.i.o'Vt'cS2-w)ccs( J  cd U . u%\! a \  vJ
Value of A
Ice. *^/TC 
V’Le '^ /i'lC lS +^ i 
Jtk
V u ^ l f r k - W  1
v2, N -Li cos 2w . „hs^Cw) = e s m  2w.
Kernel
Sl/A U. S  O A  v/ st-A w  ("5 l£tSva V  CC4 . W  )
OC*X <A xO-xV dCA, (A/ ‘S^'Vx ( ~i> <Z V  I
‘itvx 4 S L/a V 4 ua W (ccrv.XuH'CfrS XV/ {-C£i>X^/)S cvx ( a 6£ ,^U <^rx \A/ )
c£-*iv\ orW uiW (ccSXu A-^ SXv/ 4-KrS 1 ®vC\ (1 ^>/a u Sca v 4' |
Value of A
3 A  ^ V u  A
S1ce"V(l'r)
A d  “*U/r(.u+V)l
For hcm(w), p £ 2, and hsm(w), p  ^35 it is theoretically 
P P
possible to evaluate the characteristic value A  of the integral 
equations, but the method used above rapidly becomes impractical 
even for the simplest kernels in each group. The coefficients 
of the Ince polynomials appear explicitly.. We note one example 
only:
„ . , m, % - cos 2w/Am ' , nm \ nfor nc^(w) = e (A^ cos w + A^cos 3w)  9 m = 1, 3,
and the kernel
H(usv,w) = cosu cosv cosw cos( £ sinu sinv sinw) 
we find
5. Other simple kernels. ■
Tne reduced wave equation 3,(2) is satisfied by
H(UjVjW) = e~ iktfx + my + nz) (1)
with x, y, z given in terms of us v5 w by 3/1) 2 and /, m, n constants,
2 2 2not necessarily real, such that I  + m + n = 1 .
Tne kernels e 1‘o:, e e 2^ cz already discussed are thus
special cases of (1). Taking suitable linear combinations of the 
values of H(u, v, w) given by (1) we obtain forty-four possible 
kernels. Certain values of d, m, n must be excluded: for example . 
m = 0 with' i and n both real makes the double integral occurring in 
the integral equation divergent. The permissible solutions can be 
classified into two groups, each with two sub-groups. The first 
group corresponds to those solutions for which one of Ls m, n is 
zero, the second to those solutions for which none of m, n is 
zero, as indicated below.
Group I.
(a) L = 0, m and n non-zero: 12 nuclei;
(b) m = 0, C imaginary, n real: 4 nuclei;
(c) n = 0, L imaginary, m real: 4 nuclei.
Group II.
(a) m real, t and n imaginary: 8 nuclei;
(b) i imaginary, m and n real: 8 nuclei;
(c) n real, i and m imaginary: 8 nuclei.
All four types of paraboloidal wave functions occur in the 
forty-four integral equations, but it will be seen from the table
Pm
given later that kernels from Group I (b) correspond to he ‘ and
2ith* ^hs9 A  functions only, whilst those from Group I (c) are even and 
cii * JL 2m 2m»1
so correspond to hc^, ^c2n+l u^nc'i:^ons* -n the table which
follows the parity and period of each kernel is shown, so that the
paraboloidal wave function to which it corresponds may be
immediately determined. Whenever i 5 m or n are imaginary, we have
written
I = if.1, m = imT, n = in*,
so that V  9 m!, n* occurring in the table are real. The kernels 
are grouped in the table according to the classification above.
Table of Kernels
J f K e rn e l P a r i t y P e r io d
j : £ U >
C o  S ( m  Z U. c&V ccS^ ) (n Z S tn H  V 3*-v\ V/ ) Ctv'ovn T f
ccS (tn l cc-su cxr«y 6cSv/)^u* (hSSu* aSt.^ v S « ^ w ) o J A XT\
Sfn. ( COSU CiD^ -V' CCtw) CCS tnS £ w  U <SuW ScA w ) £. vf cw SlTT
$i*v\ ( M 1 £-cr3- U. CCS^ . tv) St *. (^3 Sw\ W. SoA V £cvi tV ^ 0 TT
CTS ( m Z (j^k u UAnT ccS^ ) i_ Crik (ft I  Sisn u. ^vA >/ SuA W ^ c  ^ 2.^ TV
wCS ItVvS cVl> U. ccSV ccii W  ) *icA\ k  Cn S S ^  ti. s^v' c-*-n w j Octet I T
SvkCml. c rtt\-6 fS v urL vV ) ccsk ( rv i  Scyi U t^-vs t/S^vi ^  ) t v/ CA-\ I T
<>Aa (nO cc< ^  c i-'W  C.&. w ) C(^ r\ k (i-v ^ £vn tA.S*-Av )
'
oclA
•
7r
Krck ( ^  ^  <-Cl><a Mrf^ v/'cs-£ W ) (j:c ' S^nV  *i u-vn W ) t  v/ Caa 7T
C*rtik. Cm Z cdilK CO\'^ CCt>»'«' ^  £*-v\ (tv^ Sca\ <A. ^w\V' ‘a-A vv' ) 0  cC cC Iff
Svmk Cm? ocSu.ccSV tcSvv \ urS( s^A V/ StA tv ) t  vf CV\ 27T
vi/a k (m i  (,<2S<\ cCSV cc& w ) S m  Cw\ Sl.kU St'Av S «/ ) O d o C TT
Jl*>).
Crt  ^ I(cciSLt*. Arc&i'j-V 4'Cr$tLvA/ <U'S( tv^  <,iA u S w V  w/ ) E \/ev\ TT
jcci, { i  % (c c l\&  -r£c*i.XA/ -f'cct i- wA j| ( ia^ - ^ ia\ u  Su^ \/ Sma k/) ITv
SvA \  111 '3 ( ^ c4Cu 4-crSX\/-KocS2.w)J Ct^( n l  ^  ia S ^ i /  S^A vi) t v  e>v% TT
Sw\ l/urSS-U -Kcci, ik -ru-llM/)J Si/a U ? s iA  u  S^A 7 S^A tv ) 6  e ld ITT
j
Table of Kernels (continued)
Kernel
I
Parity !
i
1
Pericd 1
(*•) i
| KtdXa IV 4- tf% LlW )\ OSti ( n\ \ Csi ) I3tf tr\
'
Tf j
\ If- ^ ■* ( Cr?i 4r-c-C^ IV *fc_c-rt i. w/ ) i ^  t/v\ ( ^  "t> ^ OC-^ V £-C^ *Ai ) /rv«L*% In |
Svv\ -lr«-<-SXw)5 Cc^S(v:a ^  cxri^  Ur\ \J ur\d) fc V i. V* TT
<Lwv \ Ua. -HaSVJ ^  ( *nl t-cia 6c-SV ) fPV oVN %'TT i
j
( ( <UrSkAn3 UviU «iWrX \/ Strv IV ) 
ua (kr$ lu, -KcilV "HClW \j U-5 (f*5c*&u et^ V t
0 V Ov\
OcU
T? | 
■ ITT j
f /ic<r^k(r\^i*'V\ n. ^vt\ V<inA u/ 1 
w s |  A-UrSlv'4'Coi2V\,)|sV^ (oiI us atcSV^Sw))
[ s ^ k  M   ^i-n V q. wi u/)
i V  2 ^  
C) d  <a
-  ;
7 f  i
 ^ L^Ciik (jA £ $ n* U Sur\V "i* i^V\ w/) 
<^ am cmu. «-£V u*SvJ)1 .
t v  C^ A.
OcXA
, • i(
:irf
I
{ / CCrSh(lS |u\A U ^(/Y'V SU\Ul)
*" j^i‘Ak (»a av A V v w W )
ii V OVN
OcSci
i
i , _
i
; TT Ii
i j
-..i
Table of Kernels (continued)
Kernel
JJ-
f t? % r
US] X u-tuKxtfru.-'iXttf / j £oS(n\.S<-iSU:ai>tfu-w) j
ccsdA jisuv. ^ s tf saw)
(sK\ (rv?Sw(\ H. *1^ w)
, fusils
US j {J?(as;a-V<4rSXV4ia4Xw)jj c,^  (tr\lcz% aOStf a^ u;)J
| SXv/ A ? S
Cc5(^  ‘it'O U.St'V'tf SwYkV; ) 
l/V\ U_Sttf»tf Su-> tv)
Parity j Peric
£tf s/a 
Odd
£ tf <xv\
OcU
XiT
I (ccjsU
Scv>( (JLtrtiu.4"t«>itf-t-a<iwlj ccS( 6cS<a orStforSu) \ J
I s  m ( r \
a?$(i\3 S*'" W.SwvV/SV'»'M/ i 
JS^^SwV/Sivx'-V
£V ev\
Odd ITT
itA(^ ^ nu tf st^ ttf)
. / i  ^ > i
S tA 'l.f tJ  ' >'A% *■*• Sl'wtf S»v\ tV J
P v aw
£) d d
3_a
TT
o r M
as j 0(uV±*WxS ‘Itf-K-vU.i»d j «sKI *n ?a>Xu axtf a^> W .
a s ( «  ^  SkVN IV stvk tf *» W )  
Stv\( r J  S ^ v\ t< S t'V'tf S tvv a /  \
jk tf
Odd
7f
IK
■ /^C^f rt^SnrtaSavtf St^\ w)
w d  k l (crtiii j.'CcQV -t--arUv' )(stvkk(n-*l^ajuastfa-Sv'tf 1]
1 * J i a\ a s>-r\ w
£ \j<ys\
0Ac{
9-iT
7T
<,vv\ j  ^ ( c&'jjs-Hr4j-J -tu'SiM/)j«^k(f* ^aSU aStfcrS^/
r6tri (f>.i5i/v\ U-SaW itf I 
St\%(h^S tvk IX StiXtf Stviu/ )
0 v/ txr\ ! a
iCCSCtfdst-v* lA^VA tf St-AO/1
.
■bcv\dd Sa a Su/\tf Stt\ iv)
t tf e/A
CdU
It should be noted that for the first four kernels in the table 
2 2m + n = 1, so that since m and n are real5 |m| < 1, |n| <1.
2 2For the next four kernels we have m - n? = l s with ma nT real, so
that [m| is necessarily greater than unity. Similar arguments apply 
to the reminder of the table; thus only for the first four kernels 
are the absolute values of m and n both required to be less than 
unity. '
Analysis similar to that given in section 3 is necessary to show 
that the double integrals corresponding to the kernels listed above 
converge when the limits of integration are - tT s TT  for v and 0/ 
i eo for u when  ^ > 0 or f 7f 9 ^  + i w  for u when i < 05
and to show that conditions (iii) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. This 
analysis also leads to the rejection of kernels such as those given 
by m = 03 t and n both real: for in this case we easily derive from
the basic expression
H(u, v, w) = e±ik(tenz)5 F + n 2 = l s
by substitution for k. x5 z in terms of 1 s u. v5 w the forms
H(^, V( ^ jj. 'It  ( ccrilu + u=*iX\f JrU-iXvj) ^w). (2)
If we take £ > 0S so that integration with respect to u is from 
0 to i oc? 5 the kernels given, by (2) lead to divergent double 
integrals because of the hyperbolic functions in H(us v5 w). The 
same thing occurs for 1 <0 and integration with respect to u
over F  /2 to TT/2 i i<?o ,
It is not possible to evaluate the characteristic values JV- 
for these kernels even for the simplest paraboloidal wave functions 
by methods analogous to those used in section 4, since putting w 
equal to zero or 7T /2 in the kernel (either before or after 
differentiation with respect to w) does not produce suitable forms 
for integration.
6. Bessel function kernels.
Kernels involving Bessel functions may be obtained by looking 
for solutions of the reduced wave equation in cylindrical polar 
coordinates. Three groups of kernels exist, corresponding to the 
three possible ways of transforming from cartesian coordinates 
x, y, z into cylindrical polar coordinates. We write
(a) x = cos ^  19 y = y ?1 sin ft 19
2 2 2 22 =  ^ = C ( iU. to*xu ~ a/a* ay —
“ Xt-c-iaW - j_u aniv Krl Xu/ - A.) ,
(b) y = ^  2 cos ^  2, z = ^0 2 sin ^  2,
2 2 2 2P  2 =: y +Z - -C ( l a . o s ) ,
(o) x = /O 3 cos $  y  z = yC 3 sin ^  3J
2 2 2 2
yO ■ = . ’Z +x = C (ursviu v a.^ yu. 4- a -r
H* iWrS iw -V <3i uA^ua IV — J2.) .
As functions of w, 2* ^ 3  3376 even anc* Per>i°^ 7f •
We note that if u = id , then considered as functions of U s
^  |c cosh 2d s 2 r~'s ic sf (cosh 2d ), p ^  r~ \ q, cosh 2d
for large' positive d . Also, if u = j j r  + iV , then
P  ^ <y ic cosh 2V s p  2 ^  C ^ ^cos^ ^  } a p-^ ^  %c cosh 2V
for large positive 't .
We look at the three systems in turn.
Case (a).
x = £c(cos 2u + cos 2v + cos 2w) = p  ^cos ft
y s 2ic cosu cosv cosw = p  -jSin ft
z a -2ic sinu sinv sinw.
We can obtain solutions of the reduced wave equation 3,(2) in the 
( p  ft z) system in the form
? 1* z) = Jn ['/(k2_m2)/> 1] l C (B)' (1)
where n is a non-negative integer (to give a function of appropriate 
2period in w) and m is a real constant.
Consider now the simplest case given by m = n = 0, so that
H(u, v, w) = = JQ( 3^7 (2)
Then H(u, v, w) is even, of period 7T in w, and so might be used
ry
in an integral equation for hc^(w), Thus we look at
/
7r /<°° ■ ^
clV ^  T  ^  ^tV) i w-
~/T t>
v !»* . /'
- LJ  ^  / (trtLw- «av)J0 ^clA(v)
: -JT . 0
with 1 > 0. Since
V / 3) ^ ( ^ ■ ) /cos(/3 _ ^ 7r)
for large | ^3 * | in |arg^ \ $ "'i' - £ , where 0 < S < 7T 3 we 
find that for large positive J.
‘J i
But for large positive I ,
, 2mf \  ^cosh / . . \2nhc^Citl ) e . ( c o s h ) .
It follows that
J o ^ / 3' ) h o ^  ) -  l ~ T ^  J ^
for large positive o( , arid the double integral for ^  (v;) cannot 
converge. Nor can the conditions (iii) of Theorem 2 be satisfied.
The same result holds if we take n as a positive integer and
2 2 2  m > 0, since the Bessel function involved is Jn [/(k -m )yo ,
2 2 2 2 2 and k —  m <0. If, however, we write m = -r , r > 0, the
Bessel function becomes
Jn l j ( k2 + r 2)/31#] = • V 3/* p V  say,
2 2 2 . 2 where s = k + r . Then provided we choose s > 0, or
r2 > -k2 = I *  /(4c2),
we have, for large positive <L ,
Jn^s/° 1^  ^  (>~CQS ^ *sc cosh d - inrr - x ^  ] ,
and the Bessel function approaches zero as </ approaches infinity. 
Equation (1) has now become
«( f  V  t  v  z ) = Jn(s/° l O n ^
= v 5/i i C (ni, i C (2rcsim5iii,si* )'
where we can take r > 0, s > 0 without loss of generality, and
since ^ >0,
r > 1 /(2o). (4)
The simplest case arising from equation (3) is given by n .= 0, 
namely
H( /° l1 ^  = V s P  l^cos^0 s n^u S n^V s n^w *^ (5)
As a function of w, cos(2rc sinu sinv sinv/) is even, of period tt ,
whilst sin(2rc sinu sinv sinv/) is odd, of period 27T . Thus
the corresponding paraboloidal wave functions occurring in the
2m 2m+l
integral equations would be of types h e , hs2n+l resPect v^ely*
We consider
H(y> i, <jf> z) = JQ(s^> cos(2rc sinu sinv sinv/)
. /
in more detail. We write 
(w) = / c\v (
!  Tr- r. ,wr
/-TT' r 7 CK>
1 = / dv f(u, v, w) du, say.
J-K . *0
If we now put u = i J. , we find that for large positive
~ i- \  Mr^k ^  ^
f (U,V,W) rJ JLc/L e ^ (U-^k <JL 1 X
Vi-
X  '( ^  \  4 r S c  c.v-j.l'i X  -  JU J T )  c r t k  ( x r c .  s . t v A  )  ,
I Sc c<xU *1 J
where w is finite, - TT < v < 7T and 3 > 0. The factor
- ^  cosh 2<1 + 2rc sinhd-e
now guarantees convergence for ? >0. For ? < 0, we have 
convergence when we integrate with respect to u over the range 
tt /2 to vr /2 + ioo .
We have to check that conditions (iii) of Tneorem 2 are 
satisfied.
These are
it
u„2mas- ho^(v) - H(u,v,w) hcj*J • (v)
-7T
_»  I GO
hc^Cu) - H(u,V,w) hc^ * (u)
= 0,
= 0 .
The first is automatically satisfied by virtue of the periodic
Om
properties of hc^Cv). For the second we note that for S > 0,
'bu H(u, v, w) = 0 when u = 0, hc^J *(0) = 0,
H(u, v, w) hc^ '(i *£. ) — ► 0 as cL
^  ho^Ci a.-) —  0 as .I-*--.,
so that the condition is satisfied. The same is true for 1 < 0
with limits 7T/2 and vr/2 + i«a® for u.
Thus we have an integral equation for 3 > 0,
l oo
SwtV W ) K
n r ia°
L u r S ia- u r ^ iv) 3^  (c,p t )ci-i(a.lrc
, JLm , , r^vv
and a similar one for I < 0.
If we take the kernel JQ(s )sin(2rc sinu sinv sinw) we find
2rrH"l
an integral, equation for hs2n+i^w *^
The next sinplest case .arises with n = 1 in equation (3)s so - that
H9°l* z) = . )sin^ 1 ^sin^2370 sinu s^clv sinw). (6)
The factors ? ( <& ,) do not affect convergence of the doubleSILH * 1
integral nor the fulfilment of conditions (iii) of Theorem 2. 
For
sin( <f> )^ = 2ic cosu cosv cosw/ jo
cos( j> = c(cos2u + cos2v +. cos2w)/(2/0 )^, 
and for J >0, u = io( , these give
Ccr^u. JLJ.
( cysVv V^cr*; 3-v* 2. W )
tcslv 0.1
for large positive Jl , with similar results for ? • < 0 and 
u = i7c + i .
As functions of w, sin ^  ^  and cos <^> ^  are even* sin ^ ^
having period 2 7T and cos ^  ^  having period tt . Thus the four
possible combinations of sines and cosines given by (6) will give 
kernels for all four types of paraboloidal wave functions.
In the general case given by (3), when we take n = t, t a
positive integer, we find that sin t ft cos t<jfr  ^are each even,
of periods 2 tt , 7T respectively, so that
nC/p. = ^ ^ / ‘l^sin^^l^sS^0 sinu sinv sinw)
provides integral equations for all four types of wave functions.
Case (b).
x = £c(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w),
y s 2ic cosu cosv cosw =  ^cos
Z 5 -2ic sinu sinv sinw = 2 sin
The reduced wave equation now has solutions
K t / V  t  2’ x) = Jn 2>o S (nx)* (7)
where n is a non-negative integer and m a real constant. The 
simplest case, m = n'= 0, gives
HC/’g, S2^ , X) = J0(k/’ 2) = V  4 ^  )» (8)
where I ( p  ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
It is easily seen that this kernel provides an integral equation
Om
for the paraboloidal wave function hc^Cw).
2 2 2 If we take m ==£ 0, and write k = -a , so that a > 0, then we
have.the kernels
.. ■ H(/»2, X) = X0 [/(a2 + m2)/>2 ] ^ ( mx). (9)
SJLT1From the definition of x as a function of w we see that _(mx)cos
are both even, of period n  , for all m, so that the kernels given
2mby (9) provide integral equations far.hCg (w) only..
The general case, with n = t, t a positive integer, yields
kernels for all four types of wave function, due to the presence
of the additional factor S2n(td> ~).cos T  2
Case (c).
x a gc(cos2u + cos2v + cos2w) = cos y  
y = 2ic cosu cosv cosw, 
z = -2ic sinu sinv sinw = ^  ^ sin j > y
This case is similar to case (a). We obtain kernels
U f y  f y  y) = xn s^/> 3^COS^n/ 3^oos^2or oosu oosv 00?w7»
where
s2 = r2 - ?Z/(^c2) >0,
and n = 0, 1, 2,.. • .
All four types of wave function again occur in the corresponding 
integral equations.
There appears to be no simple way of evaluating the characteristic 
values j\_ for these integral equations with Bessel function kernels.
■ C H A P T E R  IV.
2Theory of the VJhittaker-Hill equation for k > 0.
1. Introduction.
In Chapter II we took the Whittaker-Hill equation in the form
-J-—  + [ y  - ^ iZ - (p+l)5 COS 20 +1 l X cos ko] <j> =0, (1)
with
5 2 = - 4k2e2 > 0 ,
. '*
and Ince^ equation as
+ 5 sin 2 8 + (■*) - p ? cos 2 & ) ^  = 0, (2)
where
^  ( & ) = ■ Y' ( ^ ) e x p ( - c o s  2 <9 ). (3)
* . .
We saw that when trigonometric series solutions were assumed for
equation (2), \  being known a priori, a transcendental equation
for the parameter J was obtained, giving 7 as a function of p
and the known I . All the roots of this equation for y are real
and simple; when p is a. non-negative integer it is possible to make
the solutions*" terminate and then there is only a finite number of
values of y .. This special case yields the Ince polynomials, which
were the basis of the results quoted in Chapters II and III.,
2 2 2 2 In the case where k > 0, so that I = - *Jk c is negative it
is still possible to obtain polynomial solutions of Ince's equation
for non-negative integral p, but the corresponding values of y  are
no longer necessarily distinct. To illustrate this we refer back to
the polynomials C°( S> , 3 )5 C2( £ , I? ) quoted in Chapter II.
These were
C°( £> , I ) = sgn( 5 ) [ 2+3 31 - 2-/(l+3l)f'[1 + {X - /(1+ ?)} cos 28]
with -7 = a°( 3 ) = 2 - 2 /(1+ 31),
CgC 0 , 3 ) ■ = [2+33“' + 2 /(1+ vyi'^ls + {1 +v'(l+?3-)} cos 2&]
with y = a?( 3 ) = 2 + 2./(l+ ~ix).
2If we take 1 = - 1, the values of J and the polynomial solutions
coincide.
Further, the orthogonality relations of Chapter II(section 3) 
now break down. For example, the integrand in the double integral 
relation (8) on p. 31, namely
hcp‘ (u, 1 )hCp‘ (v, D h c ^  (u, 1 )hc*u (v, l)(cos 2u - cos 2v)\\ ■ Vt Vv
is now complex when = m^s P]_ = P2S so ^ho.t the double integral
may vanish for some values of I . It follows at once that the basis 
on which the formal solution to the boundary value problem of 
Chapter II(section 5) was obtained is no longer valid.
2A different treatment is thus required for the case k ^0, 
involving of necessity infinite series solutions for Ince’s equation.
2. Formal infinite series solutions.
We begin by transforming the differential equations as follows
put
I = iw , p + 1 = i f > , (1)
where ^ is necessarily real and is taken as real for convenience,
Then the Whittaker-Hill equation bee ones
+ t y  + \  ^  + cos 2 ^  - Jp O cos ] f  = 0, (2)
and Ince!s equation is
sin 20^ -  + [°?+ <*> (y^ + i)cos 20 ] ip = 0, (3)
where
p ( 0 ) = ■( & )exp(- -i^i^ cos 2 0 ). (4)
We note that equation (2) has all its coefficients real, whereas 
equation (3) has complex coefficients. We see also that any two
of the three transformations y * — * w 8 --- * i T  ^
leave (2) unchanged.
2 . . .Just as for the case k < 0 we look for trigonometric series
solutions of Incefs equation, here assuming lx) known a priori.
The basic theory of Hill’s equation (see, for example, Magnus and
Shenitzer [ 16 ] ) tells us that solutions of period tt or 2 i r  exist
only when y  takes one of an infinite set of characteristic numbers. 
Specifically, if Hill’s equation is taken as
y"(x) + [ A + Q(x) ] y(x) = 0,
*
' /
where Q(x) is a real periodic function of x with period r r  9 then 
there exist two monotonic increasing sequences of real numbers
^ 0* ^ Is A 2» • • •
and
/ / /
A ^  ^2* A -zi • • t
such that the solution y(x) of Hill’s equation is of period ir if 
and only if X = \  , n = 0, 1, 2,... and of period 2 tr if and
.{
only if X = X , n = 1, 2, 3*... . For our equation (2),
X = and since we assume to knoym a priori, this
implies that for a solution of period vr or 2~F , 7 must take a 
characteristic value. We look in detail at a solution for (3) of 
the form
Kj, ( $ ) 5 £ A^cos 2r0 . (5)
Substitution of this series (5) in equation (3) yields the 
recurrence relations
c ) A so. y (6)
vx
s O,
r
Tnese relations can be expressed more simply if we write
A2r = X2rB2 r ’ (7)
where
X = 1, X2r = (//9+i)(y?+3i)*«« [y»+(2r-l)i] , r * 1, (8)
so that the are all real. Then the relations (6) become
-  o
-ujB0 +  (i+-^) 8  ^ - ly>  (,/?+<]) 8^  = o,
-i^Xv-a + l V K i> 6X«- -
(9)
pIn (9) the coefficients are all real, but whereas for the case k < 0 
we found terminating series (the Ince.polynomials) here it is not 
possible to make the series terminate. We could certainly, given 
oJ and p  , choose ^ so that &2n+2* sa^* zero ^here 31,0 n+^ 
suitable values of ^ , given by the roots of the algebraic equation 
which is the eliminant of the first n+1 equations in (9) ). With 
B2n+2 zero* the series terminate with provided that B2n+ ,^
B2n+6* '**' are a1^ zero; but prom (9)* with r = n+1 and &2n+2 = 
we find
' i lJB2n - : I /  + (2n+3)2 ] B2n+4 = °>
giving ^ 2n+4 7^  0# So ser^es solutions for ^  (6 ) will be
infinite for all ^ and ^  .
We thus have a formal solution of Ince!s equation
v// ( 0 ) = A- cos 2rd
r r-o .2r
oo
r4 c X2rB2r-oos ^
or
w
= ^  (p2r + 1 Q2r)B2rC0S ^  » (10)
where
P2r + 1 Q2r = X2r*
We may rewrite (10), assuming for the moment the absolute convergence 
of the infinite series, as
(11)
where
} = 2r&'
<70 '
r 2(5 ) = ,\0 ®2rB2rC0S ^
Since Ince’s equation (3) has complex coefficients y & ) and 
v/z^ C (? ) are not necessarily separately solutions of it. However, 
using equation (4),
^ ( 0 ) = exp(- i <-j cos 2 d ) Lf'i 0 )
= exp(- ^  i u) cos 2 0 ) [(^  ^( & ) + ± ^  d )]
= [cos( -^ocos 2 9 )-i sin( cos 20 )] [i^( £ ) + G  ^^  *
■ / ■ ■ ..
or
jH 0 ) = 0 X( 5 ) + i ^ 2( 0 ) (12)
i
! ■ ■
where |
9 ) = )cos( cos 2Q ) + <9 )sin( ^ .iUcos 20 ), (13)
$ 2 < & ) = ) c o s ( c o s  20 ) - ^ (  # )sin( cos 2 <9 ). (14)
Since the Whittaker-Hill equation (2) has real coefficients, <9 )
and ^ 2 ^  ^ are separately solutions of it. The form of <^( 0 )
and ^ 2^  ) is such that they are both even functions of 6 , of
period re . So we appear to have two even solutions with period re
of the VJhittaker-Hill equation for the same values of ij , p> , ^  .
Since the Whittaker-Hill equation. always has one even and one odd 
solution (for the same w  s f> , ^  ) it follows that either one of 
j£>^( 0 ), <f> ^  d ) must be identically zero, or we must have a 
relation of the form
y>2( e ) = \  e ) (15)
where X is independent of 9 9 but will depend on u; and p  
(and-on 77 , which is itself a function of u; and p  ).
A similar argument applies to the other three types of solution, 
We quote the recurrence relations corresponding to (9) for each, 
after a transformation similar to (7) has been made on the original 
coefficients in the series solutions.
c*o
(1) Solution of the form y/( G ) = JL A2r>+^ cos(2r+l) & .
Put A2r+1 = X2r+lB2r+l *
where
X.
Then the recurrence relations are
(i - ^ ^ ) B, - -^ u) (
Sz ‘O B -t- **7? 3 & “"JfCjt />^“+ ^  O + 'l)1’] 8** Mr -» , / 3Llr 4-| *' . /
V ^  1 -
—  O.
\
(16)
(2) Solution of the form q/ ( 0 ) = £ C^sin 2r0 .
T  r-i 2r
Put C2r = Y2rD2r 5
where
f2 = 1, Y^, = C/’ +3i)(/5 +5i)... [/’+(2r-l)i] , r > 2.
Then
-  c>,
= o, (17)
oO
(3) Solution of the form ^  { 0  ) = ^ C~ .^,sin(2r+l) 0 . V - o 2r+l
Put C2r+1 = Y2r+lD2r+l »
where
Y1 = ■1* Y2r+1 =  ^/5+2i (^ +^i)•.. (/>+2ri), r * 1,
Then'
(/- nrj 4 - l ^ c o )  { p ' ^ u r ) - o,
+ [ ^ - 4 *-> [ ]i>
* u ' J JO* VI ^ /
n  o,
\r ■>, i J
(18)
In each case, we finally obtain two solutions of the Whittaker-Hill 
• equation between which a relation of type (15) must hold. We note
that the factors Y2r+1 are ^dent -^cals whereas and Y^r
are not the same; in fact
X2r = ( /= + i) Ygr »
For the discussion of the convergence of these formal solutions 
we shall need to know how the factors X, Y behave for large r. 
Consider
X2r = +i)(^+3i)... [/5+(2r-l)i] .
If we write
p  + (2r-l)i = ''/[/>*’ +(2r-i)2] exp(i! ,
where
cos^ 2r = » sin!^ = (2r-l)/V[/>x +(2r^l)‘
then
X2r = ^ [ C ^ + D C  ^>'+9)...{/°1'+(2r-l)2}] exp [ i U  2+c/ i|+...+ J^)
Hence
X.2r+2
[2r
J [ p  +(2r+l)2] | expCi!^^) | ,
so that
2r+2
X,2r
= 0(r) (19)
as r — » oo . The other factors behave in the same way.
3. Determination of the even solution of period ~TT .
We turn now to the question of the convergence of the formal 
solutions obtained in the last section. We look in detail in this 
section at the even solution of period tt derived from the 
recurrence relations 2,(9); the other three solutions can then be 
treated in the same way.
We have to determine the coefficients of 2,(9) in such a 
way that the series
is convergent. Clearly, the equations 2,(9) can always be solved 
for B^ , B^, Bg, ... successively in terms of Bq for arbitrary
of period 7f , exists only when a certain relation is satisfied 
between y , p and <-0 . In fact, it follows from the theory of 
three-term recurrence relations that the solution obtained simply by 
solving for the B ^  for arbitrary y , p  and O is divergent at 
some points on the real axis. The coefficients B ^  must not only 
satisfy 2,(9) but also they must tend to zero rapidly enough as 
r— > <^=> to ensure the convergence of the corresponding solutions 
in an infinite strip containing the real axis. This happens only 
when a condition is placed on the parameters y , ^  , uj so that 
they satisfy a characteristic equation. The justification for these 
statements is to be found in the arguments used by Meixner and 
Schafke [ 20 ] in the solution of three-term recurrence relations.
We shall give a brief outline of the theory of such relations, based 
on the work of Meixner and Schafke, and then apply the method of 
continued fractions suggested by the theory to obtain explicit 
expressions for the coefficients B^.
Consider the set of three-term relations
that 0, 0. We wish to determine a sequence of real
numbers [z^ .\ satisfying (1). It follows at once from the form of 
(1) that if {z£}, [ z^  are solutions^ so is ( + d*z* } ,
where i , <1 * are constants. Given i  ^0 and any pair of values
and V  . However, we know that an even periodic solution,
Vlc+i + Fkzk + Gkzk-1 °s k = 2j 3, • • • , (1)
where 2 1 Scl sre E^ven secluences o f real numbers such 
a^+ ,^ there certainly exists one solution [ z^. j such that z^ = a. 
z +^1 = a^+1. There can be at most two linearly independent 
solutions of (1).
It is convenient to transform (1) as follows: 
define cl Q, ^ d 2,... by
= J'l = 1’ ^ k + A  = ^  k - A ’ k = l, 2, 3, ...
and put •
\  ^ - 0, 1, 2, ... .
Then (1) becomes
yk+i" ^ k + yk-i = ° » ■ k = lj 2» 3* ••• * (2)
where
h = - , k = 1, 2, 3* • • • ♦ (3)
This transformation is always possible since and are not zero
If now [yk | , (yk }■ are solutions of (2), then yk+1yk " y ^ + i
is constant for k = 0, 1, 2, ... . Also a stage will be reached
where as k increases \U^\ ^ 2 for k  ^ kQ with kQ a positive integer.
This follows from (2): for if lim y^y^-i = ys say, where y ^  0,
k“^ eo
then for large k we shall have an equation of the form
y2 - Hy + 1 = 0,
which requires |H| ^ 2 for real.roots in y. There is no loss of
generality in assuming |Rk| > 2 for k = 1, 2, 35 ... , since if kQ > 1
we can omit the first (kQ - 1) recurrence relations and adjust the 
remaining suffixes accordingly. A finite number of finite terms 
inserted later at the beginning of the sequence j y^j will not affect 
its convergence properties.
Meixner and Schafke show that only three types of solution can 
exist for (2). These are
(i) the trivial solution; y^ = 0 for all k;
(ii) a solution [ yk such that for k = 1, 2, 3, •••
lyk^  * lyk-l^  * yk-l
(iii) a solution  ^y^| such that for all k ^ k^, v;here k^ is 
a positive integer,
A+ii >'( iHki - x) A i » yk^°-
A solution of type (ii) yields a decreasing sequence f ly^ l} > whilst
in (iii) ( |yk+-J j[ is strictly increasing. It is easy to see that 
if, for some k,
|yk l > ( liy - 1)"1 Iyk_iI »
(so that the inequality in (ii) is not satisfied) then the 
corresponding solution is necessarily of type (iii). Far from (2)
|yk+il * |:-y lyk l - l y ^ l  •
But
( \\\ - 1) |yk l > lyk_il
that is
So
Now
|iy lyk l'> .lyk l + lyk_il
|yk+il > |yk l •
lyk+2^ = A + l yk+l ~ yk^ >  ^ A + a J  “ lyk+ll * . A + a J  »
since \E^\ > 2. Similar results hold-for y^+4* •••
Thus the solution is of type (iii), and furthermore the sequence 
is strictly increasing.
So there are just two types of non-trivial solution: since we
are essentially looking for solutions of the recurrence relations 
which will produce convergent series,.we naturally ask if solutions 
of type (ii) can always be found. The answer is given by the 
following theorem.
 ^yk ^  is a solution of
In this case
Theorem.
Solutions of all three types exist: 
type (ii) if and only if
^i _ 1 I 1  i = 1 2 3• • * j «L “ -Lj C. p J  ^  • • • •
yi-l Hi” Hi+1~ Hi+2"
If ( s ^ j  , J are those solutions of (2) determined by the
initial values
SP? = ■ - 1. =i-1 i  0,
rp(i) - r\ rn(i) _ n
i-1 ~ i ~
then
9(i)
1 1 1  - lim kH.- H. -- H. - .........  , ;JT)i i+l 1+2 k*>o^> T£.
Proof.
Clearly y^ = 0 for all k is always a (trivial) solution.
A solution of type (iii) can immediately be found: we have only to
, . , ' . . . f m(i)L as defined in the theorem. This solutiontake the solution \  T^+/ J
is not bounded: indeed.
Ttt)lc k = .0, 1, 2, ... (4)
This is easily proved by induction; we have only to show that
nCi)
Lk + 1
T.tt)k
and this follows from (2).and the initial values T^*', T,(*) ■i
(t)
o
Since (2) has only two linearly independent solutions, and we 
can always find one unbounded solution, it follows that a solution of 
type (ii), if it exists, is unique. We now show that such a
s f i )  I  1solution always exists. We prove first that lim 
exists. . k-*- oo
Since
k
o ( i )  m ( i )  _  s (i) m ( i )  _ s (i) ip(i) _  s (i) m ( i )
k + 1  k  k  k + 1  ~ i  i - 1  i - 1  i
= 1
we have
T.
3(i)
k + 1
TIT
k + 1
s (i) s (i) rp(i) _  s (i) T (i) 
k  _ k + 1  k  k  k + 1
m ( l )  m ( i )  m ( i )
x k  k + 1  k
m ( i )  rp(i) *
k + 1  k
We now take i = 1: this involves no loss of generality, since the
proof for general values of i is similar, needing only slight 
modifications to suffixes, and the replacing of inequality (4) above
by / .
T.(i)k ^  k - i + 1 ,  . k  = i ,  i + 1 ,  i+2.
We have
~(i)
bk
I J U
Ak
<Xi).
k-1 1
ZJT) + rnCl) m(i)
k-1 Ak Ak-1
~U)
k-2 , 1  , 1
jst + T(i) T(i) + n r n x i T  
k-2 V l  k-2 k k-1
s(i)
i l j  + T(i)AT’(IT + 
■ 1 2 • 1
nU) rpUT * 
‘k k-1
Hence
<,(*)
1 i . 1 , , , . 1 , .
Ji)
k
T(i) „(!) m(l) T(i)
2 1 3 2
1 + 1 t i A - ,
mU) Ji) 
k k-1
1.2 2.3 k(k-l) »
using (4). Thus, lim
k->*o
equal to 1. In general
,<i)
s(i) / T(t) exists and is less than or
lim
k+co
k
(i)
k
Prom the fact that only , two linearly independent solutions of (2) 
exist3 and using the initial values for ' 3s stated,
it follows after a little manipulation that
T.(i+1)k = S.
(i)
k
(5)
for all k and i.
Now put
v. .= lim . 
:1 k->-
q(i) / m(i) 
bk 1 k
Then
v. . + 1/v.i+l l limk
.(i+l) m ( i )
k
Lk
T,k
Xi+iy t ray
k
lim
k+oo
+ H. S ^- k l k T
(i)
k
F
by (5). So
v. . + 1/v.i+l l
and we easily deduce that
v.l
1 '
H.- H.^- H. 0- i i+l i+2
i - 1, 2, 3> ••• •
Hence
H.- H., H. 0-l i+l 1+2
lim 
k+~? T.
Xi)
k
(i)
k
Now we put
y0 = V  yi = viyi-i » 1 = ■-1* 2» 3» ••• • (6)
Then
?i+i . yi-i
y.- y,- Hi »
or
yi+i ■ Hiyi + yi-i = °» 1 = x > 2’ 3> ••• •
Thus  ^ | as given by (6) is a solution of (2), the sequence \ I I  \
being decreasing, since |v^ |  ^ 1. Further, the sequence  ^y ^  
gives a solution of type (ii): for
yi-l yi+i - Hiyi
* | iy±+ii ■ iH±l 
> I yA I I 1 - 1%  II ,
since I y,i+l « I y± I • So
-lI y ± .1 * ( IH±l -  i)  l y ^ l
This proves the theorem.
In practice, a set of three-term recurrence relations will begin 
with an exceptional relation involving only two coefficients (as 
occurs with the first of each of the sets of equations 2, (9), (16), 
(17), (18)). This exceptional relation taken in conjunction with 
the condition corresponding to
y-
Hr  h2- V
in the above theory yields the characteristic equation, relating the 
parameters of the problem.
We now return to the determination of the even solution of 
period i f  . The recurrence relations are, from 2,(9) 9
'Tj 8^ 4* ^ vO (
-iul (y>l4<j) +. (<*■-*»)) ^  = Oj
“'■ivvA) [ +• ( Hr1’-'*)) B - , = Oj—■ f llrvi ■ ' «*• j.r “ x
Leaving aside the first (exceptional) relation, we can write these 
as
E2rz2r+2 + F2rz2r + G2rz2r>-2 = °» . ^
where
z2r 5 B2r *
e2 = " i'J( t  2 + 9)» P2 = 11 " y » G2 =
: E2t = -i^t/>V + (2r+D 2 L  = itr2 “ V  > G2r = " i *
r j. 2 ,
and j are non-zero for =7^ = 0. Equation (7) can be
transformed into an equation similar to (2) by putting
z2r = J 2ry2r » = ^ 2 = 1
“/2r+2E2r = ^ 2r-2G2r ‘
a
Then
y2r+2 "* H2r^2r + ^2r—2 - ~ la 2, 3a ••• (8)
with
^ 2r^2r
^2r = ~ g 5 ** = 2, 3S • • •  •
^2r+2 2r
Tne expressions for ^ 2 r s ^2r become complicated as r increases.
We find
J = — —  , H =  ,
/>1+C) * VJ
__ * it __ if ( It - ~Q)
 ^ y>1‘+'3i5' M-
, w -
The theory assumes [H^l > 2 for r ^ rQ, rQ being a positive
integer. We cannot here specify the exact value of rQ, since the
expression for is complicated and involves y which depends on
w ' and /o . However, this does not affect the applicability of 
the theory, since in any case only a finite number of recurrence 
relations will be omitted.
In practice, it is simpler not to transform equation (7) into 
the form given by (8); instead we work directly from (7), obtaining 
convergent continued fractions for the ratios = z2v^z2r-2 *
The method of Meixner and Schafke applied to equation (8) yields
dpr-2 Z2rcontinued fractions for the ratios —j--------  . Both methods lead,
2r 2r-2
of course, to the same characteristic equation, since JL = 2 =
We assume first that -y is not equal to the square of an even 
integer: if it is, the method must be slightly modified, as we shall
see in the next section. We put
B2t* = v2r-2B2r-2
in the recurrence relations, and assume also that none of the B ^  vanish, 
Then
(p 2+l)v0 + 2 7  = 0, (9)
-  + (4 -  J  )vQ -  ^  (/» 2+9)v0v2 = °» ( i° )
+ ( ^ - 7 ) V11._1 - ^ u J  [ y > l W l f + . l ‘  ] \ r ' V _ 3_ = 0 , (1 1 )
r £ 2.
Prom repeated use of (11) we find
v  _  V ^ C / ’ V U r + Q * ]  ^ ^ ^ ^J 3' C / > * X i r +  i s ~ / 3  X ] ____________________  ^
Ir'X 1"i) - H.L\r+±)x - jUJ^^^h+as + il^v^^^s $
r £ I.
This suggests the possibility of using an infinite continued fraction
for v- ~. Consider the infinite continued fraction 2r-2
w * -  ^  t  ^ m >u>* -< 1*3 . ‘ (12)
a.i'-x - 5
t- £ a .
A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the 
continued fraction
. _1____ 1___ 1_ : • JL_ ' . . / n
b,+ b0+ b,+ b + a D1 y =  u »
1 2  3 s .
00
where b is real, is that ^ |b I be divergent. In our case,
s  S - 1 s
the continued fraction in (12) is of the form
P2_ V
ql+ q2+ q3+ q4+ 9
where
Pl = , QX = 4r2 - 7
p2 =' - i ^ 2 l/°2 + (2r+D 2 ] » q2 = i|(r+1)2 " T  »
p3 = - a O  2 + (2r+3)2 ] , q3 = 4(r+2)2 - 7  ,
and in general
ps = - (2r+2s-3) ] , qs = 4(r+s-ir - 7 .
We find, after some manipulation, that
Pi p2 £l_ - _ L  j l  _1_ i
qx+ q2+ q3+ q ^  "  bx+ t>2+ b3+ b^t • • • • •
lf bi = px qi » b2 = p2 q2 5
p 2  r - i  ? 3
b3 = P ^  q3 * b4 = P ^  q4 ’
P2 Pi| ?1 ?3 P5
b5 ' px P3 P5 q5 ’ b6 P2 P4 Pg q6 ’
and generally,
P1 p3 P5 “ • P2n-1 b _ P2 P4  p2n
2n ' p2 Pj, Pg ... p2n 2ns 2n+l " Px P3 P5 ••• P^+i
Consider the ratio lb2n+2 / b2nI : we ^^ jud
■2n+l#
ba.rt+1. Pxn-n
b Xn (Vn +- v °jf
iI ^  ^ T F ? T ^  f P U ’*') \ ( 1* Hr 0(h"v) \
[i + -t~0( t\~v) j { 1 +■  ^ -f O (V\"M ^
» ‘-f- t ^ ~ 1 ^ 4- C<rVt) _ )
X*a n JLt'i
_■ iinii +. O U - M
I +■ ~  +  O C r \ ~ x )
This same result holds also for b2n+3 1 b2+l
It follows from GaussTs test that ^  |bg| is divergent, so that 
as given by (12) is convergent.
If we now replace r by (r+1) in (12), and define
k tO
2r Lf.
lilli
we see that
v2r-2
so that
4r -O
V-T- - .{ p 2- Jr ( J-i- V (I1 \
- 5.^  + (4r2 - ^  )v^ _2 - 2 ^  I / O 2  + (2r+l)2] ^ 2r-2Y2r = ° *
Equation (13) is of the same form as (11); so we can satisfy (11) 
by taking, for r  ^2,
v
2r-2
5 v
2r-2 *
Thus'we have.v2, v^, Vg, ... determined as infinite continued 
fractions,; Further, if we define
vtO ~ . 7 6 /f s1* "5 -
then v^ converges, and using vj, as defined by
-  vo +  (i| -  y  )V J  -  H  2 ( y ^  +  9 ) V ^  V ^  = 0  .
This last equation is of the same form as (10), so we take vq e v^ .
All the v~ are now determined.2r
Equation (9) has not so far been used: it may be written as
0 = - 2 ?  / fu> ( ^ + 1) j.V.
Equating the two forms- for v , we have
»a-'r) ^  Jstvf ((*Xi*-c[) u>V/»Vjl^ ) nin
wj/^u = T F v  7T=~^~~ 4/-V' "  ’ ' '
which is a transcendental equation for in terms of ^  and <_o 
Equation (14) is the characteristic equation corresponding to even 
solutions of period I t  of Ince's equation 2,(3) and hence of the 
Whittaker-Hill equation. The roots of (14) form the infinite set.
of characteristic values 7 , for each of which a solution ofJOi 3-A 9
the. form
(2n)Us ( O ) = ^  cos 2r<5
* r=- o
exists for Incefs equation.
If we had used equation (8) instead of (7), we should have 
obtained the characteristic equation in the form
- 2??
^  ( p  + 1)
Substituting for H^, Hg (as given on p. 100) and rearranging 
the continued fraction produces equation (14) as far as the first 
.three terms on the right.
We shall discuss the characteristic equation in more detail 
later; nov; we turn to the question of the convergence of the infinite
CX3
series ^  cos 2r# , and the two corresponding series
® )> ^ 2( e )•
In the first place, the coefficients r £1, have all been 
determined by the continued fraction technique in terms of one 
arbitrary coefficient Bq, which has to be fixed (later) by suitable 
normalisation. It is clear that for large r (assuming still that 
is not equal to the square of an even integer)
B2r
B2r-2
Hence, using equation 2,(19),
A2r B2r
A2r-2 X2r-2 B2r-2
J [ f 2 + (2r-l)2}
lO
8r‘
0(l/r).
So, reverting to our original series solution 2,(5),
A~ cos 2r & 2r
A2r-2 cosf2r”2^
exp(2y) 0(l/r),
where y = Im( & ): thus.
oo
^  ( £ ) = ^ A ^  cos 2r 0
r-o
is absolutely and uniformly convergent for all finite complex & , 
and hence, by comparison, for all finite real Q as well. It 
follows that the real and imaginary parts ^  & ), ® ) a**8
also absolutely and uniformly convergent, and hence so are the 
solutions j/>^( <9 ), 0 ) of the Whittaker-Hill equation given
by 2,(13), 14).
We-shall see shortly (p. 110) that the-method outlined above 
applies in fact only to the solution corresponding to = j Q : 
for 7 = 7? m  ^1, we find that A ^  is the arbitrary (real 5
not A . The conv 
are in no way affected by this.
coefficient, ergence properties of the solution
Since the solution ^  ( 0 ) of InceTs equation is complex the 
appropriate normalisation condition is
“7T .
(15)
2which fixes the values of A^. Condition (15) corresponds to
A/• ( IS )]2d S  = TT
- n
which was used for the Ince polynomials in Chapter II. The sign 
ambiguity is removed by stipulating that, for. V = V c 2m9 ^  ^  ^
reduces to cos 2m9 as uj— ) 0 (except for m = 0, when ^ ( £ ) 
reduces to 2 a).
Then for* each characteristic value y c ^  5 /° ) v;e have a 
uniquely-determined solution ( $• , uj , ^ ) of InceTs equation, 
even and of period TT in & . The uniqueness of the solution 
follows from the theorem due to Meixner and Schafke (p • 95 )
So, finally, we obtain from ^ ( S 9 u j 9 ^ )  the two solutions 
< f r ^ & 9 w 9 j > ) 9 f  2  ^ & » ^  f  the Whittaker-Hill equation:
we know that
^ 2( $- 9 u j 9 p )  = x Y i (  & 9 u j 9 f > ) 9
where X is independent of & , but depends on and y> . The
normalisation we have chosen, and equation 2,(4) relating cf> ( 0  ) 
and (jy ( & ), together imply that as u; > 0 for non-zero ,^>
^  0 » & 9 f  )— > cos 2n # , < p ^ 0 9 u ) 9 f > )  — > 0, n 0
^ j ^  * f* }—  ^^^2.9 <f 2( <^9 ^ 9 > O9 n = 0.
Tnis of course means that X-  ^0 as uJ > 0 for non-zero f> :
we shall see in section 9 that this also happens as > 0 for
non-zero uj in the case of the solutions (even or odd) of period 7T 
Tne behaviour of <f>^ { & , w , [> ) as uj —— 0 is the same for 
functions of all four types. Consequently, we shall take .
(f <9 i uJ 9 f )  as our basic standard solution throughout.
Turning now to the characteristic equation (14) for ^  -we 
shall see that it can be modified in two ways: in terms of continued
fractions and in terms of an infinite determinant. As it stands,
(14) serves'only to calculate the first of the infinite set of roots 
for y  ■ : to obtain other roots we use an alternative form involving 
continued fractions.
In the recurrence relations 2,(9) we put
so that
B2r-2 “ u2ru2r+2B2r+2 *
Corrparing this with our earlier substitution
B2r = v2r-2B2r-2 *
we see that
ua - = 1 /v 2 r-2  *
Tne recurrence relations (9), (10), (11) now become
y  u2 + I w  ( 2+i) =
- u2U|j + (4 - y )u^  - I UJ ( p  2+9) = o.
- + " 7 )u2t+2 “ 5 ^  2+(2r+l)2]
Prom (18)
= l 2 + (2r*l)2 ^ 
2r+2 (4r2 - 1) - I ^  u^)
| ^  { /> 2 4- (2r-kL)2 1 2 \p  2 -r (2r-l)2 i
l2ri}r2 - ^ - 4(r-l)2 - ^  - § u) u ^
Repeating this process, and using (17) at the last stage.
2r+2  ^i e -11 ^
(16)
(17)
0, (18)
/
2 /
Finally, using (16)
u - 1 -juiM/>*>
2r+2 h-r*’ - '3') ~  ^ - nx -  ^-
(19)
*0 Cj ) (pZ+l )
^ ^ ' y >
* z  i .
which is a terminating continued fraction for u2r+2* We have a s^0
u - ' W / ’V q V  4 ^ f a i  ) . (20)
4 h-~y) ~
The recurrence relations 2,(9) for may be rewritten
B
y+ l u > ( .  f 2 + 1) ^  = o , (21)
O '
B B
- ^  + (4 - 7  ) - ( f > 2 + 9) 5^ = 0 , (22)
-LuO -4- ( ^ - ’p) - _§2>±3: = O, (23)
I' £ X.
B B B B
In (22), (23) we replace ~  , -f 7^-2 by u , u~ , and ~  , ■ f -^-2
2 2r 2 2r
B2
by v2, respectively. In (21) we put vq for , so that (21)
o
and (14) are identical. We shall now have
- <m u2 + (1) - y  ) - 1 uj ( a 2 + 9)v2 = 0 , (24)
- 5 + (4r2 (2r+l)2 3 = 0 3 (25)
From (24) we. can obtain the second root y  ~ of the infinite* C
set for y  and from (25) the other roots ■ y  r > 2.
9 2 9We note that 'when 0^ = 0 in.(25), ^ = 4r in agreement with
the reduction of the Whittaker-Hill equation to
iL il + y (f> = o .
a &
This modification of the characteristic equation implies a •
corresponding change in the determination of the coefficients A^.
For the solution based on y m  ^1, we use infinite continued' c,2rrr s
fractions for r > m, and finite continued fractions u ^  for
r = 1, 25 ..., m. This means that the coefficients'B^, r ^ m ,  are
expressed in terms of B^. The transformation is
used with, now,
■” [ + + ] . , , [^ »-r -iU] ^
I xr = (- . . . [ p  J r - f, .2y m ,
X  JklYv =   ^•
Using equations (12), (19), (20) and (26) we now have
A xv-t-a. £/>V f c • • ' j f = w\ kvx-t't, '
~ JL<. Ct-H- * 4.Hr4-xl‘a— 5 - ' ’ *
ftiv-a. ^ &*![/»-(ifr ^ iU3 ... jtffyH-g)
Axt- iu*— - ifHr-M1--1) - **->) - *>7 *
r - 5, v *y
A?- _ /}o _ -uj/p-c)
A* “ H r ' I -  y ; Ax ^
Equations (27), (28), (29) enable us to express A^, r ^  m, in 
terms of A^, which is essentially real.
The normalisation condition (15) now fixes the value of A^, 
and the sign of is determined, as stated on p. 106, by ensuring 
that ^  ( 0 ) reduces to + cos 2m& as cO -> 0.
We shall look very briefly at elementary methods of determining 
the numerical values of ^ for given -and in section 9 this 
chapter* •
V/e note that equation (14) may be expressed in an infinite 
determinant form as
/
w i
jo*
I =. o.
This is easily justified: for the continued fraction
(30)
*v*-X Jh (31)
may be written in the form
«CnK(n, m) / K(n + 1, n + m)
where
o
t
o
I
_
O
/3k4>. 
<1 »\
I
O
o ---
/i rvH-i
\
(32)
We may now represent the infinite continued fraction corresponding 
to (31). by letting m — > oo in (32)* i.e. by taking infinite 
determinants* provided these determinants converge. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for convergence of K is that the series
cO
<  ( - = £ * *  ) is absolutely convergent. In our case* we
'thus require the absolute convergence of
r: I
ignoring for the moment the possibility of y  being equal to 4s‘
for values of u) other than m3 = 0* this condition is clearly
satisfied. We then obtain the characteristic equation for y by
taking lim K(n* n+m) = 0* which yields equation (30). 
m —^  oo
In any calculation of the characteristic values approximate 
methods will have to be used. If we can attain the desired degree 
of accuracy by taking* say* the first s rows and columns of the 
infinite determinant in (30)* then the equation for the characteristic 
values can be written as
) h
O
**
j- i i j  2-
o
- ib J- W
= o.
 -  -  -  _  .  . _  _ .
Then by a standard or tri-diagonal determinants [ 1 ] the roots for 
y  of equation (33) are all real and different when vj 'and / °  are
real. It should be note! that we cannot let s  } co in (33)* for
the infinite determinant so obtained is not convergent.
The other three solutions.
The remaining three types of solution may be treated similarly: 
in fact* they are slightly.easier to deal with since they all have 
only one exceptional recurrence relation* not two as is the case for 
the even solution of period 7T . Referring back to equations
2,(16), (17)* (18), we shall now quote the appropriate continued 
fractions ard characteristic equations relative to these three 
solutions.
(a) Even solution of period 2 tt ,
Er-om 2, (16), putting B2r+1 = we obtain
(1 - 7 . - I  />«> ) -  i  ^  = ■ 0
i  •
■ -  +  [  (2r+l)2 - " ? ]  -  i v*> [/>2+Jj(r+l)2]
r
This leads to an infinite continued fraction for given by
 ^ l^ ( tr-*- S “ l) * ^
IV--1 " tlf^ l ^  ’ 5
b £ i *
ard to the characteristic equation
-k ^  %^ ~ lp ^ (-) k d ' l  /»*’ -t-u)
c< - y — i<r - ^  - t±cj- y —
(b) Odd solution of period .
From 2,(17)* putting D2r = v ^ ^  D2r-23 we obtain
- iu; + (i|r2 - y )v2r_2 - I w  [ f>2 + (2r+l)2 3 ^ 2r I2v~2 ~ °s ^
r >. 2.
These lead to .
V = \ " > _ fct-* JLS ~l I1 j . . . .  (7)
2V--X - ■ r^-fc-s -ik-*>>-
ard the characteristic equation
_ H. 0^ ’g-10 . . . .  (8)
~ H >~y- 2>6'-y~ 6 ^ - y -
(c) Odd solution of period 2 7r .
■ / ■
From 2* (18)* putting D ^ ^ *  we obtain
(1 - ^ + § ^ '* 0  ~ 5 w ’( /> = °S C9)
- 1.W + [ (2r+l)2 -}3 - i ^  [/>2*4(r+l)23 v2r-iv2r+l = 0#
Hence
v - . . . ) (ii)
Xt'"‘ ~ (sit—t-j^s-/1 ^ ^ -
a m  the characteristic equation is
C) ~Wu^ - ^ # (12)
• Comparing equations (4) ard (12), we note that 
?c, 2m-l^°^  ^ 7  s, 2m-l^ ^
2
where we have used the suffix (2m-l) to indicate that y  } (2m-l) ,
m = 1, 2, ... s as u)— 0 for the solutions of period 2 7T.
A similar relation was noted in Chapter II, p. 22 for the. 
characteristic values which occur with the Ince polynomials.
Finally, we note that equations (4), (8) and (12) are suitable 
as they stand for the calculation only of ( 3 %  i ? x
respectively. They mist be transformed, as was equation 35(l4), 
before any of the other characteristic values can be found.
5. Special cases.
So far we have assumed that none of the coefficients in the 
trigonometric series solutions are zero, and that y is not equal to 
the square of an integer, except when vO =0. We look now at the 
modifications to our method which -must be applied if either of these 
conditions is not satisfied. We take the even solution of period vr 
considered in section 3 as our example: similar remarks apply to the
other three solutions,
(a) One of the coefficients zero.
It is obvious from 2,(9) that Bq cannot be zero, since then 
B2r5 r  ^ would all be zero, and the solution would vanish 
identically. Further, ho two consecutive coefficients B^, B2s*2s 
say, can vanish except when W  = 0: if they did, we should have
B ^  zero for r >. s+2, and the series would terminate, which is impossible.
(l>X A-I+)
Suppose that = 0, but B2s-25 B2s+2 ere not zero* Tnen
since
B2s = V2s-2B2s-2s B2s+2 = v2sV2s-2B2s-2s
it-follows that
v2s-2 = °> V2s+2 is & & * * * >
but the product v2Sv2S-2 Using 3S(11) we see that in
this case
v2sv2s-2 = ’ (2s+1)B } .
Rrorn 2,(9) it follows that if B ^  = 0, there will be two equations 
connecting y , ani uJ which must be simultaneously satisfied. 
One is the eliminant of equations 2,(9) for r taking all values /up 
to r = s, and the other comes, via the continued fraction technique, 
from 2,(9) with r > s+1,' and is transcendental and similar to the 
characteristic equation 3a(l4). The problem of the zeros of the 
coefficients is still to be discussed and may well need a 
numerical approach, as does the corresponding problem for the Mathieu 
functions (Mclachlan [19] , 3.30.).
(b) equal to the square of an even integer.
The continued fractions defining the quantities ^ 2 r -2 s u2r+2 Bre 
given by the equations
with special forms for v ■, u^ . The corresponding recurrence relation 
is .
Jiaj ■+ (4r2 -•>?)- 2+(2r+l)2] - | ^  = 0, (3)
2.
with B2r-2^B2r = u2rs B2r+2^B2r = v2r* Suppose now that for some
ou , ^  (other than uj = 0) 7 takes the value 4n , n an integer
or zero. Then (2) is valid for values of r up to r = (n-l)* but fails
for r = n $ and (1) is valid,for r >, n+1, but also fails for r = n.
So from (2) we can calculate values of u up to u^; thus we have the 
coefficients up to %2n-2 ^  ^erms ®2n* Similarly from (l) we can
find all the coefficients from onwards in terms of B^. This
leaves B2n to be determined by normalisation. In these circumstances 
the characteristic equation
” 2 ^  u ^  + (4n2 -  J ) -  -  [ / >  + (2n-M)2 ] v ^  = 0
reduces to
u2n + [ /°  + (2n+D = 0.
2
We already know that J  = 4n 9 so that all that this last equation 
will give us is the set of values of p  (or oo ) which for given cO 
(or f> ) will give 7 2s = *'ar some s# ^  sec^^on 9 of this 
chapter we shall sees for examples that when /° = 35 'V o' S 3C
(corresponding to an odd solution of period tt ) has a zero for
=£5= 3.55 whilst9 again for /° = 3:> c 2 increases
with co from its minimum value of 4 at =0 and will eventually
take the value 4 again for some positive oj .
6. Continuity of '1 as a function of ^  or .
We take the Whittaker-Hill equation in the form'
y + [ \  + Q(x) ] y = 03 (1)
\
where
2 2 Q(x) = y?^ > cos .2x - JgO cos 4 x 5 ^  ,
with s ^  5 x real. Then (1) is a special case of the second-
order differential equation treated by Ince [ 12 ] , pp. 13-15s 
namely
tt i
y + p(x)y + q(x)y = r(x) ,
where p(x), q(x), r(x) are continuous functions of x.'; In our case, 
p(x) = r(x) = 0, and
q(x) = X + Q(x),
so that q(x) depends continuously on the real parameters p s uj 
and y . It follows from InceTs theorem that y(x) and y (x) in (1) 
are continuous functions of xs w , p or y for all finite values 
of x and the three parameters s and the result can be extended to the 
case of complex parameters. So if we can show that, for a solution 
of (1) of period vr or 2 7T in 0 s is continuous as a function
t
of or yo , then y(x) and y (x) will also be continuous as 
functions of either of the two basic parameters uj , p> .
We know from the basic theory of Hill ’ s equation that equation (1) 
always has one even solution y^(x) and one odd solution y^(x) such 
that
y1(0) = 1, y1(0) = 0, y2C°) = 0* y2(°) = I*
Further (see Meixner and Schafke [ 20] )5 if Q(x) is even* the 
solution y-^ (x) has period 7T if and only if
y-j^Cs 7T ) = 0 , (2)
ard any even solution of (1) with period ~  must be a multiple 
(independent of x) of the basic solution y-^ x). Since in our case 
y^(x) depends on the parameters u; 5 p 5 y  it follows that, the
necessary ard sufficient condition (2) for an even solution of
period K. implies an equation of the form
F( u> , f>, y ) = o (3)
to determine where F( to 3 p  9 y  ) is an integral function of
^  , /i , y. For uj 9 p both real all the values of
given by (3)s which is another form of the characteristic equation 
3* (1*0* are real. To prove this, assume that y could be complex 
so that its conjugate y is also a solution of (3). Denote the 
solutions corresponding to y  9 y by ys y. Then from the 
periodicity of y, y and the form of Q(x)s we see that
/
r  -
( ^ ) J  yy dx = o.
Since yy is real ard non-negative, y  = y  and so y is real.
We now show that the roots of equation (3) must all be simple. 
Using results given by, Magnus ard Shenitzer [ 16 ] , we can rewrite 
(3 ) s together with the corresponding characteristic equation for an 
odd solution of period tt 9 in the form
&( V  5 |> ) = 2 j
2where X = y -!■ i u) 9 ard d (X 9 p ) s the discriminant, is 
an entire analytic function of )\ 0 It is known that the equation
[a( X 5 p  )3 2 - 't = o ,
'as an equation to determine A , has an infinite number of real
roots* each of which is either simple or double. But ( [l6] * p. 17)
equation (1) has two linearly independent solutions of period tT or 
2 7f if and only if equation (4) has a double root* and in our case 
this is impossible. To justify this statement we refer to the work 
of Magnus and Winkler [17 ] s pp. 28-29; taking the Wnittaker-Hill 
equation in the form
” 2 y + (h + p cos 2x - 2a cos 4x)y = 0 *
they show that if q is real then p must be imaginary for the
■ coexistence of independent periodic solutions of period iX or 2vr . 
Since we have
2 2 '2q = ^ , P = 5
both p and q are real. Thus equation (4) can have only simple roots* 
•and it follows that (3) can have only simple roots for J . Then
for s y finite* > F / ^  —f — 0* and so by standard results 
' for-implicit functions* (3) can be solved in the neighbourhood of any 
point ( ) such that F( * p Q ) = 0 to give
y  as a single-valued* continuous function of or p .
When ^  = 0* the only values y  can take for an even solution
of period•tt are given by
y  = -'4n2* n = 0* 1* 2* ... .
It is convenient to think of the relation between y and uj * for
fixed * as giving a set of curves* the characteristic curves., in 
the ( uj * y ) plane. There is.an infinite number of such curves* 
one through each point (0* 4n ) ; each curve is continuous and no two 
curves Can intersect. Clearly we get a different set of curves for 
each value of /> .
Similar arguments apply to the other three types of solution.
For the odd solutions of period tt * one curve passes through each
p
point (0, iJn ); for the solutions of period 2 tt 9 one curve passes
through each point (0, (2n+l) ), n = 0S ls 2 S ... . The only
points where any two curves corresponding to solutions of different
types can intersect are (0, n )a n = 0, 1, 2, ... . The rough
shape of the curves corresponding to 0^ _ _5 %  ,, A  ~ i a V  n os/CfjO / c^ i. y SijJ- / c ^
7 s 2 f°r = 3 $ - 3 <u> <3 are shown in section i£.
It is possible to obtain bounds for the value of J  for given 
u) 5 p  : the met hod. used below is similar to that used by Meixner
and Schafke [ 20a J! 1*52] for the Mathieu functions. Consider 
the case of an even solution of period 7T , and rewrite (1) as
2
+ A y  = u) cos 4x - er cos 2x)ya (5)
dx *
where'
A = <T = yO /<^  .
Let
y = J c 4- <  c cos2nxV C\ V-lO a “ / n s
u) 4 cos 4x - cr' cos 2x)y = gd + d cos 2nx« » o a - / n
and substitute in (5). Then
^  - 4n^c cos 2nx + A [ gc + ^  c cos 2nx ] = gd + ^  d cos 2nx.t n o ( n o t n
yielding
. ( A  - %i^)c = d• n n
So, using Parseval’s theorem,,
•Let
Then
But
Hence
or.
giving
So
If
curve
TT
Tv / y2d* he? + € c2 i n
l&2 + ■ £. d2/( /\ - 4n2)2o / n
S = min 
n
A - 4n2 | .
x  J -2- J * G d2 +j y ^  n<
-7T
1  d2) 
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-X a71” . 2
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- /T
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.TT
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-i
M )'
2 , 
y dx
~rf ~TT
S •$ -L -5- i &  I )25
S << ■ UJ1 ( 5^ + 1^ 1).
m m
n
x i 2 X CO - 4n <: v k l ) (6)
how -we take /o positive, then near uo =0 each characteristic 
^ c 2n( ) will lie in the region bounded by the straight
lines
p
= 4n + u> > 0
and the parabolas
■J = 4n2 - ■£ ■ co - cuyo
' X
5 ^  > 02
2 2.
= 4n - ^ ^ *  00 f* s ^  < 0.
As j to-1 increases, neighbouring regions intersect and the curves 
may pass from one region to another, but no curve can cross the next 
curve in the set. The regions in which the c^ves can lie are spaced 
out along the y -axis, the distance between successive regions 
increasing indefinitely with n. The first three regions in which 
the characteristic curves can lie when ^  = 1 are shown shaded in 
Figure 1 on p. 124.
The same inequality (6) holds for q? £ , n = 1, 2, 3, ... , 
whilst for the even and odd solutions of period 2/T we find
min
n
2 2,
It will also be possible to exhibit the relation between y and 
p  9 for fixed u; 5 by sets of curves in the ( y  9 f  ) plane'. Again, 
for any given type of solution, we shall get an infinity of continuous 
curves. As p  —— ) 0 the Whittaker-Kill equation reduces to Mathieu’s 
equation, so there is a relation between the values of y as — > 0 
for fixed and the characteristic values for Mathieu’s equation.
This relation is discussed in section 10.
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Figure I
"7* Orthogonality,
In Chapter II we discussed orthogonality for the paraboloidal
wave functions hcm( 6 9 \  ), . hsm( $ s J ); we look now at the 
P P
corresponding properties for the paraboloidal wave functions '
* 2
corresponding to k > 0.
We shall, denote the even and odd solutions of the VJhittaker-Hill 
equation 2,(2) by
gcn( $ , 1*1 , / = ) ' ,  gsn( & , u  ,  /> ) (1)
respectively* The. suffix n indicates that the functions reduce to 
cos nc> 9 sin no respectively as uj  ) 0 for fixed (non-zero) ^  s
so that we are in fact taking ^ ( £ 5 u>3 />)as our standard
solution. The case of n = 0 is exceptional; gcQ( $■ 5 u; 9 )
reduces to 1/ J2 as u->— — > 0. We denote the corresponding
characteristic values by ^ s so that as uJ ) 0< c sn / s sn
for fixed
^ o 5n — * n2» ?s,n-----
We note that we still have an arbitrary parameter /> s whereas 
in Chapter II the parameter p (which corresponds to f> ) had to be 
a non-negative integer. We shall see shortly that in applications
to typical boundary value problems will be restricted to take a
(possibly infinite) set of values.
Again we have two types of orthogonality: that involving single
integrals is exactly analogous to the case for the hc-5 hs-functions.
(i) Orthogonality relations involving single integrals. m
We have single integral orthogonality relations for fixed 
connecting functions for the same lO but different characteristic
5 u) s p  )d& = 0S m 7^ n 2
s UJ s )d &  -  0 S m ^  n5 /
2 lo 5 yO )d fr = 0S all m5 n.
We cannot write down orthogonality relations over the ranges (05 i 
( igr 5 d_Tr + ioo) here as-we could in Chapter II s because the 
asymptotic behaviour of our solutions has not so far been' established 
Tne asymptotic behaviour of the he-,, hs-functions is simple to obtain 
because of the dependence of these functions on the Ince polynomials. 
The algebraic treatment of Ince’s equation given in section 4 of
values y  . So
/ ^ (  6 > ^ j d
-71
7i
(  gsn( 9 , U> , f> )gsm( &
~/t
gon( 9" j u) 3 !>)gsm( d
-il
Chapter il does not carry over at once to our form 2S(3) because
/
complex coefficients are present.
(ii)-Orthogonality relations involving double integrals.
We recall that the analogous relations in Chapter II were for p 
ard m different , so that we look for relations for different and 
y  s for fixed uJ . As we have already seen5 p  is so far 
arbitrary: however if we look at a typical boundary value problem
for the equation
+ '-k^ V = 0, k2 > 0a (3)
in general paraboloidal coordinates5 we see how jo  may be determined.
Suppose we look for a solution of (3) which is to be finite and
single-valued in the region bounded by the paraboloids d =
y  = Y  3 ard which vanishes on 1  = d  . Then as in section 5 os o
of Chapter IIs we see that a separated solution must be of the' form
V = gcn(id s u; s ^  )gcn( /a 9 u; , yo )gcn(^pr + i y  , ) ■ W
or
V = gsn(i d  5 vjJ 9 p  )gsn( P  s uJ s p  )gsn( t * + i y  9 cu s p  ). (5)
If we require V = 0 on d- = d  q5 we must haves from (4)
gcn(ic^  o5 °  s P   ^ = 0 5
which is an equation to determine a (possibly infinite) set of values 
of p> ,  say jo - y o ^  i = ls 2S 3 2 • • •  • The argument-of 
Chapter- II5 section 35 now applies s and we obtain
d-o Z77
J ck J u, u>,/>p ^ ch (/?, ^ ) as.u .ui. /°j1 *
o srr
* < ^ ’1/*,^°, ^  2d  - -  O s '
unless i = j and m = n.
(6)
Similarly,*
/U ° ! ^
I ^  J a4«U ' / A  94« M -  10« A 1SS<»A w - A
-*■ : ' (7)
f i,  «r* X fi) Ap> = 0 5
unless i = j and m = n,
(8)
for all i, j, m5 n since the integrand is an odd function of p  .
We note that if in the boundary value problem we require V to 
take a given value on the paraboloid V  = V  q5 we now have double 
orthogonality relations which enable us to write down a formal 
solution of the type
v =  f  f  3C* ('U 'W ' ", A > +
+ t f Bn: c^ n < A  ", /’i )*
In particular s if V is to be zero on the paraboloid V = V qS we 
should obtain equations (in-which the  ^are already known) to 
determine the possible values of u> if vibrations are to occur in a 
closed region.
If we' had begun by requiring V to be zero on the paraboloid 
V  = V  and to take a prescribed value on d = the
values of p   ^would come from equations such as
and of course 
U1*0 f
O -*7T
x:Ss m ^ /  :U-£<rs *ya) 4y&
g°n( + i S' ^  ^  „ (3 ) = 0 .
This leads us to the relation between functions of argument J-tc 0  
ard those of argument 0 . We note also that so far the sign of d
has not been specific.* in the boundary value problem of Chapter II
the sign of \ (corresponding to u) here) was determined by the 
condition that the solution should tend to zero at infinity.
8. Simple relations
We shall consider the function & 9 v  9 f>) in detail, and
quote the corresponding results for the other three types of solution.
We note first that gc^C & s u; , p>) has n zeros in 0 < & < 77i^ .
Tne argument used by Ince [ 11 J for the Ince polynomials carries over 
immediately to our case. Write
<p ( & ) = gc2n^ ® 5 ^  s f*
Every real zero of <p { & ) must be simple. For if & = were a
real double zero. we should have d ( & )=<£*( d ) = 0. so that fromtt / o • o
the-Whittaker-Hill equation' <j> ( $ Q) = 05 and all derivatives of 
are zero at & = $ qS and j> ( $ ) would be identically zero in some
neighbourhood of & = & . Nov/ let u) and have given values .
u)q and ard suppose that ^ has N zeros in 0 < 0 < 7 „  Ifs 
as either to or p varies from Q or an additional zero
appears5 it . must appear either at an end-point or at an .interior point 
. of the interval. But <f> (0) ^  02 p ( ^ 2.) 0, so that a zero
cannot appear at an end-point. Any new zero occurding at an interior 
point can only arise (since p is continuous in w  and p  ) by the 
coalescence of.two complex zeros & -  kL ~ i /3 say. But this 
would again mean a double zero at &■ -  d. s ard this is impossible.
So the number of zeros is constant in 0 < & < '^/x . Since
gc2n( & 9 uJ * p  ) reduces to cos 2n£>. as to — ) 0S this implies that 
it has n zeros in 0 < 0 < rrrjx .
We recall the basic equations satisfied by gc2n( & 5 w 9 f> ) •
We take
where
) = cos(-^ u) cos 2 d  ) xi /y_ + sin(-^^cos 2 <5> )c/^25
CSO
^ 2 5 f  3 r L A2rC0S ^  s
so that
V T  & > w  9'/°) = rf o P2rB2r00S 5
>^2( & , U s /?) = £ Q^B^cos 2r8 ,
in the notation of section 2. We note that P^, above depend
on p  only a whilst the depend on vj and .
(i) gC2n(i^ - # 3 ^ ) = gC^C -tTT + ^ 9 UJ9 p  ). (1)
CTO
For />1( itC - ^ , ^  3 yo ) = cos(^.Wcos 2 #-) ^  P^B^cos 2r( ^ 7r - ^ )
oO
- sin( ^tJcos 2d ) ^ Q^B^cos 2r( -£ir - <9- )
= cos(^«jcos 2#) ^.(r^P^BgpCo's 2r^
oO y"
+ sin(^cos 25 ) Q^B^cos 2r 8
-  (/) iyjC + & 9 u! s p  ).
Since f t jL( ' & ' 9 LU s p )  = y( ~iT + B s u) s p ) $ the behaviour of 
<p ^  in 0 x< & <? JjTT determines its behaviour for all real & •
Similarly we find
gc2n*l^ ~ B $ s p  ) ~ ” ^c2n*l^ v ^  5 ^  5 Z5
gS2n+l^ ~ ^ a ) ~ SS2n-!-l^ d 9 ^  9 p ' )  9
gs2n+2( ^  ^ s 40 5 P  ^ = ~ gS2n+2( ^ fl 10 3 /° ^
(ii) gc2n( 4j.TT - <9 9 ^  9 p )  = C—D nsc2n^   ^5 " ^  a /^* ^
To establish. this result, write
g C 2n^ ^  ~  &  9 -  9 {>) E t  ^  “  #  S "  ^  5 f  ) . = ( ] > { &  9 V  9 p ) 9
where
£ = 4^T - # , - lO ,
Then ^ ( #' , u>{ $ p  ) satisfies
p  + [ *^ ( uZ) + + p ^  cos 2 9  - jl>u; *"cos 4 0 ] f  = 0,
that is,
^  ^  (  u J *  )  +  J ^ u >  -5- ^ o o >  C O S  2  £  -  C O S  4 0  ]  ^ >  2  0 .
Nov/ (j) ( d , ' j p  ) has period TT in <9 , and hence in 9- 9 and
by (1) is even in 9 5 with n zeros in 0 < 9 < i?r . So
j ) {  d 9 t j  3 p )  = \ p ( d s u } 9 p ) 9
or
gc^C — & , — cJ, p>) - X gc^C & s oJ, p ),
where /\ is independent of £ , possibly depending on u> and .
If we put ^.TT- <9 -  d. s then
sc2n(A s “ w  s /> ) = X gc2n( , w s y>)
= X [ A  go^C s - uj s p  ) ] 5
giving A =1. Thus X is independent of d • and /> , and we can 
evaluate it by letting ^ 0. As va)—  ^0, gc2n( 0 , u) , p  ) reduces 
to cos 2n<9 and gc2n( Lpp “ 0 , - iu , ) to cos 2n( - 0 ). So
X = (-i)n.
Thus
gc2n^  > X  “ ^ 5 ^ * /* ^ = ■^"1)nsc2n^  f  s “ ^  s p  )
as stated. Similarly
gs2n+2( XT'- 19 o ^  s f  ) = ^9 “ ^  9/5 )v O X
The argument must be modified to deal with gc^.-.p gs2n-t-l* 
Proceeding as above, we find
S02nrl( V 5" " 9 3 ~ 3 f   ^ = ^ gs2n+l( & 5 w  5 /° )s !
Ss2n-i-l^  ^ 3 - ^  5 f  ) =/ ^  gc2n-si^ ^  3 ^  3 P  ^3
where X  9 p  are independent. of 0 , but nay depend on and p  . 
Then
g02n*]X e' 3 _ U J  3 P ) '  -  ' ,  f >  )gs2rn-l( t r  " ^  3 u  3 f  )3
- <? s uJs p  = / ^ ( - w s^  )gc2n,.1( ^ 9 - w  ■ » /° ^ 3
so that
X ( Xd , ^  ) yOL ( - oU , /> ) = 15
which does not necessarily imply that X  and. are independent of u) 
and p  \  So we look at the p  -functions corresponding to
gc2n-i-i ^ i’7r " ^ 2 ^  5 ) • »^e Nave
gc^iC YJT -  & s Ui , !> ) = cos( p  cos 2 & ) ifp p )
- sin( oos 2 ^  ) 'XpC Jj.T - £ s <j s y<>) j
wnere
p ^  p K -  0) + iip2 ( % T -  &) = p (  piC- $) = ^  A ^ ^ c o s ^ - K L X  “ 0)
CO
= £  (-1)%. .,sin(2r*+l)0o 2T*±
cXJ .
= £ A2p+1sin(2r+l)& (say) 
o
\
Then the recurrence relations for the &2r+l are
( i -T r j - p  to ) ( p  - i t ) =-
•A u3 (p -{-JPa) ft  ^-f [ [ p “ iC'rVi) t ] A
r ^  u
Put
t ?
A = Y D2r+l X2r-M 2rvl s
where
Y1 = 1, Y2r^l = C-/°+2i^ - / ° C / >  +2ri), r * 1.
Then
, i
-  6 
1W-K3
(i - ^  - p j ° ^  ) ^  ^  ( p  Y'i.c) 3> - o,
( t
+ C =o,
V z  I .
Referring to equations 2,(18), we see that equations (4) may be obtained 
from 2,(18) by replacing uf by - u) « Thus we can take
(4)
D2r+l(U) } = A )s
where X is a constant j independent of or p  . Thus 
oC2n^1( s ^  S ) -  X  2^2^ .^ 2.^
and letting — > os we. find that the value of A is (-l)n. Hence
gc2nvl( ~ d 2 w » /* ^  = ^  ^  ) (5)
and so •
gs2n+l( '^ 7r_ 6 5 U  5 /*  ^ = (_1)ng02n-M( ^ s " ^  (O
(iii) Tne VJhittaker-Hill equation is unchanged when u/ and are 
replaced by - u; 5 - f> respectively. Furthers from the characteristic
equations9
^  (- to 9 - p> ) = 7 ^  2 /* )
for even ard odd solutions 5 of periods 7T and 2 7f . Then
gc2n( £ 5 - ^  s - /* )* ^or examples is even in <9- s with period IT s
and has n zeros in 0 < ^ < £JT. So it must be a multiple of
go^C « , u), />), say
gc2nC & „ -  ^  , -  f> ) = X gc^C $■ ,  uj ,  f >).
Hence
g°2n  ^S s “ s “ P  ^ = X [ X ge^C s - W  s - p )  ] ,
so that X = l. But as w — ) 0S go2n( £ s + w  s £ />) reduces to
cos 2n £ , giving X = 1. This argument holds for the other three
cases9 so that
gcn( & , * & , - ( > )  = gcn( B , -  u) s p ) , (7)
gsn( & , u> s - ) = gsn( 0- s - cu 5 />). (8)
(iv) Arguments exactly similar to those in' (ii) yield the following 
relations:
gc2n( - &■ , u; , p  ) = (-l)ngc2n( d , sjj , - p ) 9 (9)
5 id a p )  = (**l) Ss2n^2  ^^ 5 u* 5 (10)
Sc2n-fi^  V 1 ” ^  ^ 5 ~ C*~l) Ss2n-fl^  ^  5 A  (H)
, g^ 2n-f-l^  ~x u ^ 5 ^ s/5) ~ (*"l)* S^ 2n-fl^  & 9 ^  s ~*/° A  (12)
All these simple relations are clearly exhibited by the perturbation 
solutions of Chapter V.
9« Degenerate cases.
Three degenerate cases of the Whittaker-Hill equation are of 
interest: two of these yield Mathieu’s equation, and the third the
equation satisfied by the functions of the paraboloid of revolution* 
We look at the three cases in turn.
(i) In the Wfnittaker-Hill equation,, let to— W Qs fo —  ^ in such a 
way that ui p — > - 2qs where q is finite. Then we obtain Mathieu’s 
equation
both from the Whittaker-Hill equation and from Ince5s equation. The 
solution of Ince7 s equation is thus real for real q and £ , and the 
two solutions of the Whittaker-Hill equation reduce to it, being 
standard Mathieu functions of integral order.
Tnis is the degeneracy quoted by Whittaker ’ [26 ], and also by
Lebedev and Pergamenceva [ 13, 14, 15 ] in connection with single
. 2integral equations for the case k < 0. .
— &'+ ( 7^ - 2q cos 2 & ) <b = 0 , 
6.9 '
(1)
(ii) If we put p  = Os the Whittaker-Hill equation becomes
2 •'
— % + ( ' * ] *  -  i' d  cos 4 <3 ) 4  - 0.
Ui-2 ' 5 % .
Put 2 0 = s; then
cos 2s) .A = 0. (2)
ds U  f
Comparing with the standard form
.^ -4 + (a - 2q cos 2s) d = 0 (3)
ds
for Mathieu?s equation,, we find
u) 2 = 6^ q5 a = ^  ^  2q. (4)
2 . .This degeneracy is not relevant in the case k < 05 since it implies
p = -15 and p must be a non-negative integer if we are to obtain the
2Ince polynomials and hence the paraboloidal wave functions for k < 0.
2 • -However* for k > 05 the degeneracy p  = 0 is interesting in several
ways: it yields Mathieu functions of both integral ard. fractional
orders 9 ard it thorws light on the form of the constant multiple 
occurring in equation 2 (^15)
(^ 2  ^0 ) = X ^ -|( )®
It also provides a check on the perturbation solutions of the next 
chapter.
We shall show that as p — >• 0 & ) reduces identically to
zero for solutions of period ?T 9 and consequently X  ) 0. For
solutions of period 27T s however., 0 ) does not become zero2 and
so X remains non-zero. When the solution fX ( 0 ) has oeriod 7T 
in £r it reduces to. a Mathieu function of integral order with period Tf
or 2 n in s: when (j) has period 2 7T it, ard $  ^  ® )5 reduce to 
Mathieu functions of half-integral order with period 4 7T in s.-
(a) Solutions of period /\ .
We shall consider the solutions <p ^  and p  ^  corresponding to 
j  2n^  same applies to the odd solutions. We have
= cos(-^^cos 29 * sin( fcuicos 2$ )
<j> 2 ~ cos(-^ u) cos 2&)^2 ” san(^w c°s 2# )
(5)
(6)
wnere
C*-'
^  + i^ 2 5 ^  A2e»C0S 217 ^  *
The coefficients are given by 2,(27)9 (28), (29) for n > 13 and 
by 2,s(27)s r = 1, 2fl 3a together with
2 _ (p +JL<^   —/--- 1  ,  -
o d'h ^   ^d - 9 -
for n = 0. The form of these equations, when is put equal to 
zero s shows that if A0 is real then so are the coefficients A,. . . , , 
whilst the coefficients A2n^iU,*4'0 8re Purs imaginary, r being 
a positive integer or zero. Consider the case n = 2m, m being a 
positive integer or zero. Then corresponding to y  c we have
CO CO
q  = ( ‘dj-cos 4r0 , i  J.^ r+2cos(4r+2)& 5
where the coefficients JL j, ,  ^ Ar -^2 31,0 a“  ^rea- • Using these
forms for and in (5) 5 (6) ard putting 2$ = s, we find
Cl = cos(^ cj cos s) ^ i|,^cos 2rs + sin(ijcos s) ^  ^ ^^cos^-KOs, (7)
oa
ft  ^ = cos(£Vcos s) < 4^ 2cos 2^r'!'1 s^ “ sin(£wcos s) £ JL ^ cos 2rs. (8)
From (7)3- (3) it is clear that has period 7T in ss whilst ft ^
has period 2TX in s. Similarly, if n = 2m+l9 m being zero or a
positive integer 5 then ft>-^  has period 2r in s whilst p  ^  has period 7T 
in s. So in both cases we have two solutions ft  ^  and of different
period, each being a solution of Mathieufs equation (2), But it is
impossible for Mathieu*s equation to have one solution of period T  and 
a second solution of period 2 7T for the same values of a and a in the 
standard form (3) s that is for the same values of uj and ^ in (2),
Thus either ft  ^  or ft>^  must be identically zero.
To determine which solution reduces to zero we use the relations
given by (4) and let u) > 0. We know from the characteristic equation
that, when u l— 7 0, J c 2n * 4n , n = 0, 1, 2, ...; but if uJ—  ^0
so does q in (4) and hence
y f (4n2) = n2,
Thus we have even solutions of MathieuJs equation, of period tt or 2 vT ,
. 2with characteristic values, a say, reducing to n as q — ^ 0. Those
^ 2solutions for which a reduces to 4s , s = 0, 1, 2, ... have period 7T
^ 2 and those for which an reduces to (2srl) 9 s = 0, 1, 2, ... have, period
2 7f. . Thus when y = y ^  m = 1, 2, . the degenerate,
solution must have period nr in s; this is the solution , so 
is identically zero. When y  = y c 2(2m-*-l)s m “ °s> •••»
the degenerate solution must have period 2 a in s; this is the 
solution ftyj so again ft ^ is identically zero. ■ So for solutions of 
period ~fT in d 0 whether even or odd, the constant X  in the relation 
f t 2 = X f t  j. reauces zero as f t — ' 0*
In section 6 of the next chapter we look at the trigonometric series 
for ft ^  and corresponding to o 3 ^  yc 2 ^ or sma11 ^  and f* 0 
As yo—  ^0, these solutions behave in the way described above. We shall 
see in section 5 of Chapter V that the perturbation solutions gc^, gs^ 
reduce, when ft — ) 0, to the perturbation forms for the Mathieu functions 
ce^, se^ respectively in ss with periodic properties as stated above.
(k) Solutions of period 2 TT .
The solutions of period 2 V  behave differently from those of 
period *7T as ft> — ) 0. We take the even solution as our example:
the solutions corresponding to o? Q 2n-rls n = 15 2S ...a are
derived from •
ao
+ i ‘^  2 = ^ A2r^l^ cos(2r-J'l)^
with the (complex) coefficients A ^ ^ ^ a r ft= na being expressed in terms
of the real coefficient ^  . Working as in (a) abovea we find that
if n = 2ma m = 0a 1, 2S ...s then the solutions f t   ^and are given s 
when = 0S by
- ars(h^ uri Jlo) 1 A a H- si, ‘1&) ^  ^  cci> (k-r-1f ^ 4 (9)
*t c- I
c*0 _ c?0
d C ui, (^. tU ^-*L^virS oirsUr-Vi) £g (10)
/ 3- j *f-r- i 0
where all the coefficients 31,(3 rea *^ Putting 2 £ = s
in (9) and (10) 5 we see that as functions of s both solutions are even 
with period 4"V . The solutions corresponding to y Q 4m-l5 m ~ 
behave in the same way. Thus in this case f t  ^ and ft ^  both reduce to 
Mathieu functions of p e r i o d .47T in sa one being a constant multiple of 
the other and neither necessarily zero.
In section 6 of the next chapter we look at the trigonometric series 
for j>^ and ft  ^  corresponding to 7 0 g Vor small w  and ^  a and find 
that2 in the relation ^  reauces to W  /8 as -— } 0 5 in
agreement with our statement above. The perturbation solutions of 
period 2TC given in Chapter V reduce to the perturbation forms for the 
Mathieu functions ce ,i(s)a se„,1(s)s n = .0a la 2a as/> > 0. :nr 2 nr 2 *
Tnese functions have oeriod 4'7T and as a = ft -> 0 their
2 “characteristic values reduce to (n+s) a n = 0a la 2a ,,, a in agreement 
with (4),
(iii) The general paraboloidal coordinate system can be reduced to 
the rotation-paraboloidai system as a limiting case. If in equations 
Is 1*(1) 9 (2) P (3) we put
2 t 2d 2 , 2^u = Ice 9 v = ^ce
2 2and let c  > 03 d —) 9 ^ in such a way that u and v
remain finite9 we find
2 2x = i(u - v ), y = uv cosp 9 z = uv sin/3 .
This is the rotation-paraboloidai system quoted by Erdelyi [ 7 ] • •
2 ~ ■ •For k > 0s the corresponding limit m  o r  equation is obtained by
2 -2i*letting to — > 0 ard 9 — ~> ic» in such a way that u = e " /(4k)
. . . 2remains finite. Tnenfl since y  reduces to m 9 m = 03 l s 2 S ... as
u)— v 0. the Vihittaker-Hill equation becomes
d </ . 1 d$/ r , 2 2  2 —2 . -j /
+'77 d u  + L k u ~ 111 u ~ 2k/° Jr = °*
du~
Tne further transformation u = /—  % gives
a/ K
d f  + -r4r + [ ^4 S 2 — m2 § 2 - 4/> = 0.
d5 '
which is the standard form taken, by Erdelyi for the equation satisfied 
by the functions of the paraboloidal of revolution. This degeneracy 
is referred to in section 5 of the next chapter.
.Numerical results.
This section gives some approximate results for the characteristic 
values in two cases 9 as follows:
(i) 7c,o’ 7C,1’ >ssl far f >  = 3= ~3 5 W  4 3=
The values of J given below were obtained from the appropriate
characteristic equations: for g? ? the modified form 3S(19) was used,
^i_
The aim of the calculations was to obtain the general shape of the 
various curves 9 and to see -how the speed of convergence of the continued 
fractions is likely to depend on m and ^ «
V:e give the approximate results in tabular and graphical form*, and' 
note the points of interest which arose in the calculations.
(i) Characteristic values for fixed /? . (p = 3)
1I uO
1 'V/c.l o
1 o, *\ 9 tI S I !h
a
7 c , x  \
1
1
i
\ - 
| “ 3.0 ]
i ■
-5.80 | 0.55 |
i
“ 5.76 j
(!§1 !
| -2 .0 “ 3.21
s
j 1.85 j
i
“ 3.15 | 5 o 6 l 1
•
2.56
<t -1 .5
I? •
-2.06 I 2.08 j “ 1.95 i|
u
4.90 j 3.18
! ■- i . o  
!
-1.05 5 2.01 I
1 1
i o 03 -Er 4.35 !
i
3.62 1
\ -°*5  |
i |
-0.30 | ' i;6ij 1 0.17 S) 4.15 ji 3.92 I
i o.o i
? t
0.00 ! 1.00 jj
1 i
1.00 1
1 4.00 j 4.00 i{
j - 0.5 j -0.30 ! 0.17 1* 1 i.6 4  | 4.15 |jf 3.92 |1 ■ | 
| 1.0 ]
1 I
-1.05 1 -0.84 ! 2.01 | 4.35 | 3.62 j
J . e
! 15  i
1 ' (
-2.06 1 -1.95 1
I • ' 5
I
2.08 \ 4.90 i
3
3.18 j
t 2.0 1# -3.21 “ 3.15 | ■ 1.85 j 5.61 j 2.56 |t;fc
\ 3.0 ■ 
i .. 1
-5.80 ! “ 5.76 | 
I ' i
0.55 | 1 I______ i
C
O
*
(ii) Characteristic values for fixed . ( ^  = 2)
i
1 r
s j
\ h * 1 
c>p
1
i) 1
| -3*0
i i
-3.21 18 1 1.85 -3.15
! -2 .04
l !- i .9 3  | 1.74 -1.79 !
j!
! -i.o5
I ^I -0.94 |
I i
1.28 | - 0.56
• ji
| -0 .5
• I 
| -0.62 | 0.92 -0.01 |
| Oo° | - ° - 51 | 0.49 0.49
| 0.5 J -0.62 j - 0.01 1 0.92
1.0 1 -0.94 |
I $
- 0.56 j 1.28
J 2.0 ! -1.93 |
1 1
-1.79 \
i
1.74 j
I
3.0*
i
I • . 1 
-3.21 ! 
1 Ifl s
-3*15 j 1.85 j
Points of interest,
(1) In the determination of y c Q for p> - 3P ^ = 2, it was found 
that if five terms of the continued fraction in 3S(9) were used in a 
successive approximation method, then the value pj =.-3*210 produced 
at the next step y = -3.2116. For values of (<^1 s ip{ up to 3s 
at any rate, the continued fraction is quite rapidly convergent. 
However, when the values p  - 3- u) = 10 were trieds it was 
immediately clear that convergence from, say, five terms was much 
slower, and taking an extra term in the continued fraction had an 
appreciable effect on the value of y  . . The same remarks apply for, 
say, w  = 2 and p  = 10, and it is seen from the form of the 
continued fraction that it is the size of the product (w/5! which will 
determine the speed of convergence. As I w ^  I increases convergence
will become steadily slower. '
(2) For p  = 3S- ^  = 2, and taking the approximate value = - 3.! * / c,o
f t
c , l
c.o
rough approximations were obtained for the values of the continued 
fractions Vj,s VgP defined as in section 3* Hence we
get values for Bll3 Bg2 Eg in terms of BqP indicating the rapidly 
diminishing nature of these coefficients. We find5 approximately«,
v1Q = 0.0368,, Vg = 0.00985 Vg = 0.0151s
v^  ' = 0.02615 v2 = 0 , 0 5 4 7 vq = 0.3212*
b2 = 0.3212 Bq3 B^ = 0.0175 bqS b6 .= 0.0005 Bq5
B g  = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 7  B  .
From these values s and knowing we can get an idea of the behaviour
of the coefficients A~ . We find2r
Aq = Bq5 A 2 ' = ( 0 .9 636 + 0 . 3 2 1 2  i ) B ,  .
A ^  = ( 0 . 1 0 5 0  v 0 . 2 1 0 0  i ) B QS A g  = ( - 0 . 0 2 1 0  + 0 . 0 3 3 0  i ) B Q *
Aq = ( - 0 . 0 0 4 1  - 0 . 0 0 0 7  i ) B  .o o
This now gives us the first few terms in the series for ^  ^  and ^  2 • 
These are
CE<7 c?0
^ 1  = £ P2rB2rC0S 2r6>s ^2 = f Q2rB2rC0S ^  ^  5
wnere
P2rB2r = Re A^2r^5 ' ^2rB2r “ ^ A2r^
Hence we can get the first few terms of  ^^  and (p 2. We note also 
that the normalisation specified in section 3 implies that
(3) In the calculation of y  0 for p  = 32 w  = 1 it was founds p <-
that the value. 3*6228 for y  remained unchanged, when an additional 
term was taken in the continued fraction,, implying rapid convergence.
(ij) For ^  = 2, the values of 3 3? . as calculated3 / c nos / c„l3 s.l
approximately from the continued fraction form of the characteristic 
equations can be compared with the results predicted by the degeneracy
(ii) of section 9. Since v,0 = 2 inplies q = l/l62 the appropriate 
Mathieu characteristic values can easily be found from the perturbation 
solutions of Mathieu*s equation. For example., we have
a = J- lim V)O O / GjO
With a = 1 /1 6 .  a -=a= - 0 . 0 0 2 . so thato
J- lim o; = - 0 .0 0 2  -  0 .1 2 5  -  - 0 .1 2 7
‘f  pi O ' CS°P>~] ^
and
lim = -O'. 508 s
o /  C s O
which was* in facts the value to three decimal places given by the
characteristic equation for "7 with P = 0./ c5o /
For 'V -1 .and - the aoDrooriate Mathieu characteristic value 'c5l /ssi *
is a,^  (or b,^ ) when a = // t£ s which is approximately 0.2474,, and hence 
'V 7 s 1 are aPProxirnately 0*4896 when p  - 0 in agreemant
with our calculated value of 0,49.
(5) fne determination of the curves relating y and for fixed p  0 
or y  and y> for fixed , is important in that it is linked with 
the problem of the stability of the general solution of the VJhi11aker-Hi 11 
equation for real S- . Referring back to the two monotonic sequences 
3' \ | of p. 84  ^we Ionov; from the theory of hillfs equation
that the general solution is stable in the open intervals
i t
o V < \  ; ) i X l- '1
i
X -c >, < A
Hr / 3 >
For our case this gives
(a) P  = 3 S ^  > 0S stability for 9 < ^  ^
/ <-tC ' <-k i ' / ' i j l '  -‘jl-
u> < 05 stability for ^ 9 ^
a S, i c,t ‘ S/2-
u) = 0S instability for ^ < 0, stability for "9 > 05
(b) u; = 2S p  >■ 0S stability for ^  < ^  ^ ^ ^
P < CL stability for 'h <~0 4. -n " ,
/ / c i o  /  t '
p  -  0 S instability for ^ < -0.51., stability for ^ > -0.51-
(6) The two diagrams we have given are symmetrical about the y -axis? 
even though the curves themselves are not all symmetric:- the curves 
y c 1® 7 s.l 82,0 no  ^sylIin0tric this will be true for y  Q ^ n - ' l3
™ o -j in n £ 1. This is similar to the situation for Mathieu?sy  s52n-KL-/ ^
equation (see McLachlan [ 19 ] s p. 0^).
C K A ? f E R . V.
2Perturbation solutions for k > 0,
Since the Whittaker-Kill equation reduces* when vJ = 05 to
,2 / /
2 - f  + y f  = o5 ( i )
da
it is reasonable to attempt to find solutions for small- iuul by 
perturbing av;ay from the even or odd solutions * of period 7T or 2 7T 9 
of this equation. It is found that such solutions automatically 
involve expressions in ascending pov/ers of 9 so that the solutions 
and characteristic values obtained are suitable for I 1 and i p 1 
both small. The solutions obtained by this method and published by 
the author in [ 2^  are the first explicit solutions of the 
.Whittaker-IIill equation for Y? > 0. The characteristic values given 
by the perturbation method can be used to investigate the farm* for 
small and p * of the constant A in the relation = X 
of the previous chapter (section 2).
I. The perturbation method.
Solutions of (1) of period /» or 2 a arise only when p = rd* 
n = 0* 1* 25 ... . To distinguish the perturbation solutions of the 
Vhiittaker-Hill equation from the standard trigonometric series 
solutions of the previous chapter* vie shall denote the former by
Scn^ & 5 ^ j y5 ); & z $ p *)
or for brevity by
A- A
according as the solutions are even or odd. These solutions are* of
course, constant mrultiDles of our earlier solutions gc * gs . Tne5 , .  ^ “ n*' ^ n .
characteristic values are denoted by 07 3 •>, as before.J / n / c• m
For an even solution 9 reducing to cos no as  ^0 5,we
assume
A if> ( 0 ) = cos n£>+^f1( ) Jr*)2£2{ o ) <5> ) (2)
(3)
■/here the coefficients a^, a^5... are functions of and f^( 0 )9
f2 ( ) 5 • • • are functions of £ ard . We normalise the
perturbation solutions by making the coefficient of cos n 0- in gc^ 
unity for all uJ 'ard : this is similar to the normalisation used
for the perturbation solutions of Mathieu's equation (McLachlan [19] )« 
Then v/e shall have a relation of the form
for small w  s ^ 9 where can also be expressed as a series in 
ascending pov/ers of w (and /> ).
f ( & ). These must be solved subject to the normalisation condition^
and also subject to the requirement that the final solution be even
ard periodic.' When this is done v/e find that when n is. zero or an
even integer the solution is automatically of period tt s whilst when
n is odd the solution has period 2 TT . Similar remarks apply to the
odd solutions gs . By this method the functions f ( & ) and the 43 n r
coefficients a^ are determined successively, although the working
x
becomes progressively more complicated at each step.
We shall illustrate the process by the first few steps of the 
solution for gc^. We substitute from (2) and (3).. with n = 1, into 
the Whittaker-Kill equation
£Cn = /A  ( u) , P ) EOn
To obtain the solution, we substitute (2) and (3) into the 
Whittaker-Kill equation and equate to zero the coefficients of 
successive pov/ers of . This yields a set of second order linear 
differential equations with constant coefficients for the functions
Then
TS 2 ” 3 ”“ COS B 'i' I'd f_ -r it) f_ + vd f7 -r , . , -r
1 2  3
2 3 i
V ■ [l *r a. tU + a^ i/^  + a-7 i'd +  • . • J [ COS 0  4- VJ f-, 4- 1X2 fp ~r * « . J
o o
■+ [-^ vO"(l- "* cos 4 <9 ) cos 2<9] [ cos 0- + vo' f^ + lO f2 + . . .  ] = o.
(4)
The term independent of Od in (4) vanishes identically. Equating
to zero the coefficient of W  2 vie find that
IT ’
f^ + f^ + a^cos ® -J- p  cos 2 O cos $■ - 0. (5)
Tiie general solution of (5) is
f^ = Jl cos 0 + ^ a  sin 9 - (a^  + 5 /») #.sin # 4- ^  /O cos 3 2 s
4. 2 p> being arbitrary constants. Since f^ is to be periodic the
term in & sin d must vanish; hence = - \ p  . Since f^ is to 
be even, it follows that = 02 ana since the coefficient of cos &  
in gc^ is to be unity it follows that ^ = 0. So we obtain
a.1 = -  \ p  » q  = f i  /> cos 3&
Using these values of a. and f- s and equating to zero the coefficient
2 -
of va; in (4)2 we find
” /f~ 1 2
f2 . + f2 = ”'(a2 * g * /32^cos ^  /^° * 2)cos 3 # +
+ —  (2 - / ’2)cos 5£? .
Applying the same restrictions to fp as to f^s we find'that
a2 = "35 ( f *  ,J)s f2 = ~ cos 3 & * "Hsi”  cos 5i?
The next step in this process yields
a = 4 ^ 1 ,  f, = cos cos 5*' +
2  ^ 3.2 3 .2-
cos 70
3 .212
The process may., in principle9 be continued until any desired power 
of uJ is reached. It will be seen that f ( &■ ) and a^ contain,, 
in general2 powers of up to and including the rth.
5
' Results have been obtained for n = 0 as far as the term in a) 9 
and for n = 1, 25 ..., 6 as far as the term m  ou . These vail oe
quoted below, together with a general formula for ~n as far as the
H rterm in uj . valid xor n > o.
2. The series solutions for d .■ — ...  ■■— -   s*~—
In quoting the series obtained for n.= 0, 1, ..., 6 we shall
n . a  (n)denote the coefficient of ‘cos vO in gc by A s and that of° n J mgr5
oumsin r0 in gs by Then are polynomials in />
° n J m,r rrgr5 • m,r . '
of degree m. When n is odd, many of the A^n^ are identical with
the corresponding B^n g^ v.hen they do differ it is only in algebraic
(n)
sign* then n is even,, however2 some of the K^JV are quite
different from the corresponding B ^ .  This is. of course, am5r * 9
consequence of the result of the fact (see Chapter IV, p.115) that
^Oj2n+l^ w   ^ = 7  Sj2n+F- ^  ^s
whereas for r? « and '9 ^ there is no such relation. ^ 0 dn s ^
For n = 0, one solution only exists: it is even v/ith period tt
For n = 1, -2, .... 6, both even and odd solutions exist for each n.
(1) n = 0.
A  (q ) Co) 1°) (v) \
p*C = 1 4 tO ft U S  x  0  *r ' ■o ^  ft Cc* 14 &  ~ i ■ ^  ( ft ort 1 0  -i- ft w ± t > o ) J r
^ 0 1 jl J,* N 5.1 J,C> *
U. / 1 ° ) ■ /«•) 'i
4- o j ( f t  uS u-& 4- f t  c«* *  0 ; 4"if t tf 4, %
f  I l<>) <«=>) (c) V . , \
■t u) \  f t  o r t  15  - f  . f t  o t t  6 0 '+ -  f t  15 Q-) 4- 0  \ ou '
5,1- 5*4 S',i&
where
C o ) i o)
ft : 1
^  aa
1.0) , Vo)
p  L
‘3, a  -
K)
f h f + s ) , "  h ic
V -  s ^ </,- V +<i1,
Vo) / / \ lo>
fls;i Z ' % t  ~~ ' H F T ^  lV lf-is/ 2'-:!-7)>
to)
f t^ .  = ------ -^-------- p ( f t  3o />2 +  S *1 )*
3/ <0 .^ 0 sx / / /
(2) n = 1.
* A  V<> Z' (‘l “J \gC-, = C<r3 0 ■ + U} ft US I & -t-CoM ft c^rs 4- ft «rS 5~0 ) ***
0  1  ‘, 3  -i,> 2, $•
j ^ Ol .
r sa) { A w* 3 0 -f- ft 65* 5-0 +- ft (jrL 7<2 ) +
3** 5,5 3,7
*+/ ‘^) '•! °) CO \
4 oJ (ft c£S 2& ■¥ ft urs 55 4 A  75 4 ft" OrZcS-J 4 O  (cw ^  )> 
4,3 4,5 4,7 th,*\ I
For gs1 replace cosines by sines and by throughout. Then .L m ic* m ^ x"*
{*> l0 f
A . - 6. , = ~  />> .1, 3  ^» x 1 *
lO # , su\ <.0
- 8
•*/ 3
. - . L z ^ n ,
CO
A
x,t
M
ft r 
3,3
V‘J-
6 
,3.3
~ — i— p ( r>^~4-Z^.)
i,A. 3 / ( }
P U) *
3,5 X'°. y
to to
A =• B - —-— Xp ( p x~ ^ 5^
), 7 3,7 X t W  13
V') / 2 / 2  \ v) l‘\ .
ft =- 8 = T - / )(,</1 +Jsl* ft = $  = - L - aH ? '* - * ) ,
*'■> 1. W  * 4,5" If,5 y7j/ /
w>- VO , u 2. V f<) U> i ,. Bfi. = -  B = .--i-(g -if/> -s), A - a = ' l /A - ie /W ).
4.7 4,7 l n. l  I  ' 4,^ 4,0 .2 *3,5' /
The pattern of signs amongst the coefficients shows up clearly: 
we have
\ ^ * + S  A ( 1 )  q  ~ 1  O 7  /I
m,2s+l "  ^ ' m,2s+l 5 " J 5 ^
(3) n = 2.
A / 4) I 2-
gC ^ -  ocrS X &  r  KK>{ P\ C61S 4 )  4  02 x Or? 6 9- -42 ‘,e ‘A, 6
. , U V /v) a \  . u . n.) ix) .
4 oo ( /V + ft 604 4 5+'ft, cirS S'# ) + to (ft ccsi6&Xr(\ cxSiB^ J <~Q (uj^ j3,o 3.4 3,S /*.,£ '?
a . t3L> -i. ^  3 / a’ • a lx' - \gs„ = S0V% to ft. 4. 5 <>kv\ 10 +• U, (6 SUa 4-^ 4 B S^ i S <?) -f-
£ W  , X,C 3-4 5, S
4- 8, , >^\m\ l> 0 t" B 5? wv /P 5 J 4" 0 oO ^ \4,6 . 4. /0 '
where •
U) U) (».) , /VI u)
a r _ J_ p  A = & = 4 - A  f t ,  =^ 8 = _L-/^_?),
i,o 2Z ( '  {i * •> x \ y *  x,c i t c /
aN s x lt> 1
\ o ; \* = —  /^yo. ‘sci'> ;
JL - X  ^ .
~  (x>
g, =    P ^ P   ^33), A 0  ^ 8. - ------ t (K
Jllf i'v J2>/ / ' 5,* j,* tip '
' ( i 4
A  , s —   r tlo3/J m i t - f  j j),
2,s. A  >' ' . I  /
h w  ■'* p g T 7 (1V  + "5 ~ P
A 1 - 8 1 = - 1. 1 A u p 1 4 - x r ) .
htic I /
(4) n = 3*
A / \ w t o  \ '
gc.. - as 30 4-<a) ( ft us s ± ft _lxs^o) 4co(ft us&-b A cc-Vj&AF3 i,i /,i i,t ip
. tV <*> <*) V
-f-uft(A, ' u s  9  - ir  ( \  r  u s  $ &  +■ P i u S  C fO -) 4- 
3»* 4 r 3/7 *
<U 13) t%) . (3)
4 cOH (A 0*0 4- -A ■ . tW S"6+ ft u Ali 4-A iritis) +0(
*T-y ^ 4^/ ^ ^
For gSq replace cosines by sines and by throughout* Then
^  m^x iii^ x,
lM a IM < P M IM /A = 6, = -  —  />, A - 6 r J_ a,
>, I lP 21* . ' 4 S' '.s' d * " '
(3) (i) /i) •
1.1 K ‘ Is ' 1,7 1,7 9^ y /
f l g U  b “ B -  S . (p +i_\ a ‘%  b 'sB  _ L _ / / y +j 1)
3.1 3,/ a ' M V  3/5 3,3 ^.s*' /
A li)
A r &
/ <w-.
B) «5h / <3.) t3) 4 - '
ft i - 8  7 - — iVA*), A = - s . - - -4ri/’“**-v+s),6-jt t± I I %J^  /  ' 4/5" 4/3 Q ' ' .
<*>) ^i i )  t , , B). a)
ft - 8  r (nf +&\ A -B - -----  (A&fyyi).
■4/7 4? x 13.5' / 4>« 4, </ d/^3^£7 ‘ '
We note that
WB, = (-I)"1'1'3'’'1 A(3^  s = Os 1, ... , 5.m^s+u . m32s+l9 5 5  5
(5) n = 4.
A  I /4 i  ^ 1^4)
gc. r + U)( c^2S+ A . +fr,e.u&<S9)4 Z, J- 6 3, o i, S
. I M  C4) .
4 CO ( Pg 6tri 15-t-A . US C&- ^ A 6 ^  Id ^3,1 i.c },«>■
14/ <*J (4/ .
4 oj ^  ( A  4- A  ur£ £ 5 4 A  < 1 & X -4- 0 ^  U; )
4/0 4, s 4,B- > y
a ' • ^  \ 1. ^
PS, ■=. + co( 6> %~B- -{' B s^ £<$0 -r u) 0, ^ • h° 1} 1, 1 *y6
M  vO • W)
4- vjoM B Soa n  + G„ . *3. £<? +. B Sc^  10 & ) +•
M  *,* 3</0
/ W  . Kh) \ \-^w4- ( B, %■ 0 i- B <i*I ix & i -V- 0( ^  )
**•s *h a *
where
M  j (M M  ,
ft = B r  —  [> > ft ~ B - 7T~r /° /
1,1 1,3. i* 3 ' K c x -3
(►+1 , C*+) /^ | a •
A, = - i - ( A +i \  A, « - - 8  ^ - 1 — ^ ) ,
1.0 is. 5 ll i. s 1,2 l'. 5"S~ '
W) . ' (H-t
ft r - -—;—   a (it AX -f-3"7) B - ~—  f> ( p X + / a.).
3,i x lv. t / / ' 3,1 ( /
'*> w ) (a ) # , ,
ft = &  ^— !---r > l & p * ' i s \ ft -8-  ^— I----/jftwvl,
*,6 V  i". i . W  > *1'* > i(> 1
(V) ' t . (H\ ^ -
A  -------  /3X( c ) ft = B - ---- -----
\ . c  1* 1 * * 1  I  • V.s- «,* 3* 3*** 7
(A) (A<
ft =.8 = --- !-----ft©1*-. '**)(£'- *).
V,A *. /i *^9 2^- 1 / I
(6) n = 5.
/«■;
PC - c^rs. •o C> Xr vaj I f\ (jy^ -r ft o) ~ft& ^ j(^  i,7
<«?>
•4- uJ ^  [ ft <& 4" ft Ct&)-i-
-h< J, Cj I
^ / (^l A  <.rj (s'* ,
-{-W* IR urS £? -<- ft ccr£ 3^  -j- H ccS7^+ft
Jj j i S,7 3,//
., f A  OA (3-) V
4 ' ui "r ( fr ur2> (51 -v- f t  9  f t  ^ - f  ft- /3 £) i -*
h-t* 2f-/3 lt> c] •
O i  u; a' ) .
a  . (5) ( 5 )
For gsc replace cosines by sines and A by B throughout, b m3r m5r
<*) (h i (i) ,
A r a =- —  /», '■ A = 6 = —-/>.
»,1 1,5 J1 / /,7 ‘.7 2*5 /
( f t  W , , tfl (Si
ft =6 = I, A = a
A
l.» 5(i 113 M  *'1 Is. 3/
C5) <s) , ' CS\ 16) (
s - ft -     ft s. & r ---- — - f>
3,/ \ i a A 3 s- / ' 3.3 *,i 3 /
^  ^  (*”>A = B v --.? -.—  A s ft s-— 1----- pif-xo)
3p 3.7 b \y  ‘ I 1 Ji>'. 2 “tit?' '
cy) c^v
A = B  r ------■ t
v,i a*v. 3/ /
(*) ^  (S’)
A  - - $ ' =• —  (p*4rl£> p L-<r l i * - } , A  -=-6 - --- -^---p H $ p X->r(X)
h,i a . 3* / / ^  */</ a?3».7/ '
<rJ <4“/
A - A r -- --- ( fl**- 1+1+flaunt) .
b, tl 2*^ 3*t V ‘ ■ ■ /
V/e note that
p(5) _ . ,>m+s „(5) s - O 1 e
rr.32s+l  ^ ' Am,2s+13 3 3 ” • 3 ’
The cases of n = 19 35 5 can be taken together if vie write
p(2t+l) _ , 1 vm+s+t .(2t-rl) ft = 0 S 19 2 3
m,2s+l K ■ m,2s+l 5 Is =0, is ... , 6.
(7) n = 6.
a  V I  (6) \
gCg - cv% £& 4-u? t A / b&- +. A^ g a-s -t
n tO V
•fw (A' ccrSs k£M- rr 6^ r< 10& )  "bV  i<<c?
f t  a ^  a  \
-tmj t ft. ■F'A 6o^  b& b- A  c<7S -f A  u-i de-J ~£~
V  3,* 3/£ . Vi
■ a/ (O' V\ Ul ,
-H o  (, A  cc$i&-t f t  uf^ tofr b- A  L£%(tfd I b~OL u-'hrpO L^i ILj.
Then
;
^  CO UJ . . [{\ (i\
Q S r  -  ‘a ian C 0 -i' i  ^  k - $  4 "  £  ^W\ g 0 j  J- {*}“ ( g  <£ ui 1C- -t“ B 'Sma Io&) b
° ‘‘* ', S i, i 5,1^ .
c^r) u) o)
■f w H  8 ^ S »AA £ £ 4" B s MA IX fr ) b"3*^ i, S 3. <1
(/j . cO co
*f cu*^  ( 6> S^ v\ x<9 -f ft >^tw i O  0 -  b "  8 . U* t)l 4- J
bi ~ *#-. jc h-/ it/. >
where •
t<j (0 “ I CO
f t  -  B ~ — i L .  /> , ft -- B - — / >, ■
• k4 *,* Is.y/ *,$ /,§ A 7
U) (O t*) co
A “ 6 - — !— (phr^ f\ - B ~ — I— (p'~~’?l
v  y 5b<<> 'V^ a*0.7 * >
</) u; (^
ft,  ----r * - T ~  A  i B  r -------L  p l t c j j ' - x s ) ,
5'0 x'b&t' * ' ^  3.if a.*: S’? 7/ *'
(£) (6)
A  - - —  - -  p(67P j ) ,  fb ~ b, c. - - -  p ( f >~l~'3/S .^i3 .^75/ / i 3,a- j(a
(Cl .
ft ^ -------- (ivit a -r?S~7S')>
l*,a- a’?Bt3?>7  ^ 1
</>
B*,x. // /
U) /f) (0 <//
A - 8 - — —‘—— ; pl(iA p^UrCj) ft rB r --- .-- In*- t tp L4-i%c] j*
U/O if-^to s?a.v/ '/ ' V/‘4 /*pv- a'? 3-VS\7 I • ‘
rIhe perturbation solutions have been used by Mr. J. F. Fitt [ 8 ] 
to tabulate gc ,-gpp gs^ over [ 0, 2 7T ] for u; = t/if, />- 1.
The functions were calculated for values of & at intervals of 
7T/16: the table below gives the values of the functions at intervals 
of 7T/8 from 0 to 7T . The graphs of the functions over 0 to 27T 
are given on page 15.8.
A. A A  ,
Table of values of gcQg gc^, gs^ for* w  = l.
e A 0
■
A 1—1 
> tf>
0 1 . 0 6 2 3 1 . 0 1 4 3 0.0000 j
tt/ 8 1.0441 0 . 9 2 9 6 !0 . 3 9 7 7  | 
!
7 T / 4 1.0000 O .6966
i
0.7187 j
3 1 T / 8 0/9559 O .3688 0 . 9 1 7 6
\
T / 2
1
0.9377 0 . 0 0 0 0
1
0.9836
. . . . . . . .  L
5  V T / 8 0.9559
. .. . . . :. J
-0.3688
(
0 . 9 1 7 6
3 H 7 4
i
1.0000 1
!
- 0.6966 0 . 7 1 8 7  j
1
7  7 T / 8  J
i
1 . 0 4 4 1
1
- 0.9296 1 0.3977 ! 
!
7 T 1 . 0 6 2 3 - 1 . 0 1 4 8 - 0.0000
The values in the above table were calculated to eight decimal places 
the above values are correct to four places. They illustrate the 
form of tv/o even solutions, gcQ and gc^ of period -rr and 2 ’n 
respectively5 and .'of one odd solution5 gs^ '9 of period 2 7T .
1-00
G C
0*75
0-50
0*25
*'V4 r<h 3tt/4
0-25
0-50
0:75
The characteristic numbers.
The results obtained for b 5 'b „ _ are listed below.' c^n? ' s5n
^ i.i^* 4. (/>x+i\fafi2'-t) /»V/>Vii6-q/>Vfrl * Q(w *)»
S° 2^ 2“' I**. I *
'S' TT" * r ^  / 7 ^  ^  /■j  x,y ^  ^
s | ; replace vh by - uJ or yo by - p  in ^ c ^  .
7 -ift - (~>£ip*+'i<X.C ft- + o(u>cb
C,X 2^ 3 7 I'Ti?
^ - if - / /> *"-e gjf) +■ ( />*~-4r£j) I£ r /> L * ^  ui ^  0  i  ui ^  I .
'X it 3
 ^ -s Cj -S' ( PX'~~'*') u3 ** Z5 bf-n-) u> 4"  ^/) -W1 s) u) '4- ZV  ^.
c/* 1 ~ ^ 1 T  '*9 ~ ~ X < 1  ,
7 : replace by - ^  or /> by - /> in ^ 7 .
°) -  ((> *  ( p U~ i ^ ) u ^ ’ 4- p*4r U. <L o  f i l  ■\rS’C 2  S') u J ^ - t - o fu J  * ) .
' 2*3.^ 1 . J 3 yi
7s* = It ^  />>i $s~o O  / > L J r - u  i f ) U) ^  t- £ ( u; 6 ).
iVi-r ' j\ 6-3
^  - 2S~ 4- A- ( U / ^ y - X  ?£/>*• 4- H S~ *-1 o O  4 - 0  £u J  6 ) ,
^  t . l  ' 2 ' *  P .  7
4r- : identical with ^ r as far as the term in w .
s s5 v  c55
J  = 3 6 A- l/*L-lS')u?‘ 4- (l'S't/>ii’ + '7'*tt /»V z*2g"7S “ ) «-0 ^ 4,   ^) .
C/6 * s^:7 l'i s^ . ?3
g : identical with'^c g as far as the term in uz\
if we assume, for general integral m5 the forms for $ { £ > ) ■
and y given by 1(2) 3 1(3) s with corresponding forms for the
c»n . 
sine solution5 we ;find that for n  ^6 the expressions for J n 5
i| c n^
y  o . are identical as far as 0( u) )3 and that they are given by 
■ s3n
the formula
Further terms can be obtained3 but the working required is lengthy.
It can be seen from the values of ^ listed above that y 0.
n-2 n-1 - cy  o are identical up to u; or co according as n is
even or cdd. It is likely that this property will extend to higher
values of n3 just as it does for the Mathieu functions (see Meixner
and Schafke [ 20] )*
'The values of y c Q ,. y C r l , y S;>1 ^  = 1/4,. /° = 1*
corresponding to the tabulated solutions of the previous section^ are 
given by the perturbation series as follows
J c5o = -0.0154
%,1 = +0.8654
?s3l = +1.1151
5Using the series for y  , 3 as far as the term m  u; 5 we find
C 31
y ' = 1 -  0.125 -  ”  (1 ~ 0.015625 + 0 .0 x 3 2 3  + 0 .000003)5C.l pid.
which illustrates the rapid convergence of the series for the chosen 
values of uJ and
Convergence.
t
So far we have assumed the perturbation solutions and the series 
for y  to be valid for small 1 101 u \p{ 3 without establishing any
bounds to the values of |<jo( . , [p>\ . It is known that the
perturbation solutions for the Mathieu functions are of limited 
practical use since3 even when valid3 they converge slowly unless 
|qj is very small. The series for the Mathieu characteristic values, 
on the other hand,, are very useful, and Meixner and Schafke [20] 
have shown that their radius of convergence in q is certainly 
greater than unity. Their method can be used to give some 
information about the convergence of the series for y of the last 
section.
We shall outline, without quoting the proofs of any theorems , 
the method Meixner and Schafke use for a general problem, and then 
give its specific application to the Whittaker-Hill equation.
Suppose that R is a complex linear vector space, with hermitian 
positive definite scalar product. Let U, U* be subspaces of R, 
and let F, G be linear operators in U with adjoint operators 
F %  G* in U*. Then for u c U3 v £ U*, we have
• (Fus v) = (u, F*v), (Gu, v) = (u, G*v)..
Assume that G is bounded, so that there exists ■ V >0 such that
!!GuU  ^ v Hull .
Consider the following problem: determine the eigenvalue pairs
\  s yu< such that
Fy + pX y + / a. Gy = 0 (1)
has a solution y :=4= 0 in. U, and
p*y* + \ y* + p  G*y* = 0 (2)
has a solution y* 0 in U*, X , JJ-- denoting the complex, 
conjugates- of A and .
Meixner and Schafke make the following assumptions:-
(1)' There exists an integral analytic function A  of X ,./* 
such that the equation
A ( \ , = 0
is necessary for the solution of one of the eigenvalue problems
(1),' .(2) and sufficient for both of them;
(2) (a) For ^  = 0 there exists a denumerable infinity of simple 
eigenvalues
X n = P2(n) + 0(1),
where n = 0, 1, 2, ... or -1, 0, 1, 2, ..., and is a 
polynomial of precise degree 2, with the property ^  ^2^n2^
if n2;
(b) the eigenfunctions y^5 y* corresponding to X ^  form an 
orthonormal system, i.e. (y^5 y*) = & ^  ;
(c) there exist constants <1. , p  { g>& > cL > /2> > 0) 
such that for all f £ R,
a 2  £  i ( f 5 y * ) l 2  «  ( f ,  f )  «  F  *  | ( f >  y * ) | 2  ;
n n
(3) For jia = 0, all the X are simple zeros of A (X ,0) =. 0.
Theorem 1.
If \  s yu. are an eigenvalue pair,
min 1 X ~ X n ! < |p.|.
This shows that X cannot become infinite for finite / j -  .
Theorem 2.
Tne equation A ( X 9 / O  = 0. can be solved in the 
neighbourhood of = 0^ ^ = ^ n a ser -^es
which converges at least for
1
where min | A
Application to the Vrnittaker-Hlll equation.
We give the application of the above theory to the characteristic 
values of the Whittaker-Hill aquation corresponding to an even 
solution of period ?T . Similar arguments then apply to the other 
three types of solution.
■Write the Whittaker-IIill equation in the form
'The' restriction on | iaj | is necessary initially so that c/ may be
bounded, but we shall see that it can eventually be relaxed to allow7
uj =o. We take R as the space of all functions which areo 1
analytic in a strip parallel to, and includings the real axis, and U
as the subspace of all even functions of period 7T which are ■
? 2analytic in this strip. VJe take F = dVdx and G as the 
operator giving multiplication by ( cos 2x - ^ cos Ax). Then
F = F; G = G, U = U. The scalar product (f5g) is
dx‘
where
vJ > 0.o
7C
J f(x)g(x) dx, and obviously 
-7r
(Ff, g) = (f , F*g).
Also G is bounded, since max | & cos 2x - -g cos 4x| = \<y | + .
.VJe look now at the three assumptions in turn: -
■«(1) The necessary and sufficient condition for the Whittaker-Hill
equation to have an even solution of period 7r is, from section 6
of Chapter IV, ■
y-| 'yj 5 H/ 5 ^  - 0,
where K is an integral function of p , uj and . This 
corresponds to the A (X } /( ) = 0 of Meixner and Schafke.
(2) For the second assumption we require /-<- = 0, which implies
uJ = 0 in our case, contravening the restriction placed on to .
However, we are justified in talcing = 0 since only the product 
= p uj appears in the Whittaker-Hill equation itself, which 
reduces when = o to
■ ]2
— £ + Ay = 0, A = (0, yo ).
dx
Then ?2(n) = l^n2s n = 0, 1, 2, ... , so that A = W h  
Tne eigenfunctions are given by
y, = cos 2kx, k.= 1, 2, 35 ... 5
= 1/V2, k = 0,
and form an orthonormal system. Tne constants JL , p$ are both 
unity.
r\
(3) For pL = oj =o, the \ are certainly simple zeros of 
H( p , o , p  ) = 0. Theorem 1 holds for the VJhittaker-Hill 
equation: the inequality involved is given by IV, 6,(6).
Theorem 2 holds with V ^  = V = | 1 * 3 and
2 °d = min l\ (m“ - n^ |
h .vi n
= A(2n-1), n =£ 0, 
= : J}, n = 0.
1 2Thus the perturbation series for A = 'p + -g uj' in powers of 
jx  = «-o  ^ converges at least for
.1 - i ,21  ^ 2(2n-l)  ^ 0
yiA- J — 1^1  ^ C3/
ex' +
amior
|yx| = | u;2|  ^ -- -— j  , n = 0.- .' (J|)
o' + 75
Thus we have an exoansion of the form
X  5 ? c , 2n + ^.u/2 = X n, l A  + X n,2 A 2 +  •••.» (5)
where the X involve o' and I uj I > I u; I > 0. n?r 5 1 1  ^ 1 o1
Two important points now arise:
(1) The series (5) does not immediately give y  0 in the form wec fj ^
found earlier, since it is a series in powers of -o s with
cT = occurring in the coefficients A However, ■f  ^ nsr . ^
since it is absolutely convergent for the range of values of u; s ^
given by (3), (4), it can be rearranged to produce a series in
powers of oj 3 and wTe shall later give an example to show that the
series so obtained agrees with the one found by our original method.
VJe could5 of course5 have assumed a series of the form of (5), v/ith 
a corresponding form for ^ , in first finding the perturbation
solutions, but the form vie took is the more natural one.
(2) The restriction on | in ( may be removed. To justify this5 we 
take oj and /> both non-negative (this implies no loss, of 
generality3 in vievi of the simple relations given in section 8 of 
Chapter IV). Then (’3) -can be v/ritten
| u;^ ( c3 4- i) | $ .2(2n-l), n = 1, 29 ... 9
or 5 after* rearrangement5
-(2n-l) + f> 2 < ( f> v ui )2 <: (2n-l) + (6)
so that oJ = 0 is certainly within the region of convergence. In
the case n = Cg the inequality corresponding to (6) is
-  1 + /  2 ( p  + ) 2 -$ 1 + /  2 S (7 )
so that = 0 is again included.
Returning to our first pointy we look at a worked example 5 
finding the first few terms of gc -when-the Whittaker-Hill equation 
is taken in the form
,2 J -j
— ~  + [ .X + cos 2 & - -g cos 4 0 ) ] ^  =0.
d 0
VJe assume
^  = 1 4- yAgqC <9 5 (k ) -r ^  g2( 0- 5 d  ) 4- g ^ (  £  , o' ) V ,
"1 O O ”7
/\ = + Tj- U) “ = b^y> T b2/^ + b^ + . . . a
vihere ■'b,, b 5 .... are functions of o' . VJe shall show that the
J- ci
series obtained for gives9 after rearrangement in powers- 
of, et 5 the form for y ^ Q on p. 159. VJe must choose the
coefficients g^( 6 s )s b^ so that  ^ is even and of period tt 
in 6> 5 just as in section 1.
After the first three steos of the method we find
b-, - 03 ■ b0 - - q ^ 3 k-z - -~r“ a1 3 2 3 x1 3 3
gf( 0 s <> ) ~  ^cos 2d - ~  cos 4 0
g0( 0 5 <^ ) = <* cos 4& - —  (cos 2 ^  + -7 cos 6 £ ) + —  cos 8&°2 *' 0? *)(0 <? nJY
g,( <9 5 V  ) = -f—  wO-nUc'M --- U(<s,l+ — ) crt
^ a . r  2‘W  x*-
_ £ _ U i+ J L ) w u a  - -2£l 
ITT ^ 5'-
US S'S +■
•t- ^ C<-\ to & —  =-  OCS t x  & .
Thus
<-vn 1 , 2 / ( , 2 ,  l% 2 ,  S <7Z 3 ,
7  “ “ ? w " ^ S  T pr ) A  T T • • •
' 2  , 4, p . t ^- - -j- 1,0 - vU (_ -/ 4- ~  ) V — U   4- . .
i ( p  2+ij «J 2 + r  u)4(6/>2-1) + ... (8)
after rearrangement in powers of 00 . VJe find that (8) is in 
agreement with the form given for -n  on p. 159 s as far as the 
term, in in the coefficient of Tne forms just
obtained for g p  g^5 g^ when inserted in the perturbation series for
f£> also check with the series gcQ given on p. 1513 though of 
course the terms anpear in a different order.
Ike arguments given above for the convergence of the 
perturbation series for y Q pn also to the series for
7 s;2nJ 7  Cj2n+:1’ 7  s,2n+l: for 7 0j2n+ls 7 s,2n+l the
appropriate expression for d^ is given by
d = 8n, n 0, n
= 8, . n =' 0.
The convergence given by the inequalities (3), (j0 applies to 
the characteristic values; but since the perturbation method of. 
solution determines both p and at the same time, the series 
for is likely to be convergent when that for j is5 even if the . 
series for yJ converges only slowly.
If we take p as an examole, then the values eJ = 1/1 y c3o 5 ■"
yo = 1 used at the end of section 2 certainly satisfy the
inequality (7)1 VJe know that the Whittaker-Hill equation reduces
to Iathieuls equation as /o — ) 0 under degeneracy (ii) of Chapter IV9
p y
arid in this case uo " = 6Jjq. The perturbation series for the 
characteristic values of Mathieu*s equation certainly have radius of 
convergence greater than 1 (in q). This suggests that if is 
small we may be able to allow quite reasonable values for tu and
inequalities (6), (7) confirm this.. For examples in the case of
y c q5 if we take = 1/16 then (7). is certainly satisfied when 
u) = 3 and fails when u) = 4 (though this failure does not ■
necessarily imply divergence). Further9 it is clear from (6) that
for given po the permissible values of u; increase as n increases; 
for example9 if n = 2 S /? = l/los then (6) holds for mo = 6 but not 
for u) = 7®
Correspondingly., if is very small. we can safely allow 
larger values for /o . Tnis point arises in its extreme form.in 
discussing the first of the degenerate cases in the next section.
J • Degenerate cases. •
(i) Let to---) 0, y —-> ^  in such a way.that uy>-- > - 2q,
in rwhere q is finite and small, and so that uj f> -- > 0 when m > r;
by small in this context we mean q < 1, say. Tnen the Whittaker-
Hill equation reduces to Mathieu’s equation, the characteristic
values 'O a to the oerturbation series for the Mathieu' c^n5 / s,n * ■ ^
characteristic values a s b , and the solutions gc , gs to then5 n* n9 ° n
Mathieu perturbation forms of ce^( 0 , q ), se^C <9 , q ) respectively
(the oerturbation form for ce , se are normalised by talcing .the * n5 n ^
coefficient of cos n <9 , sin n£- as unity for all a). It is clear 
that this limiting case provides a check on the highest power of 
occurring in any polynomial coefficient in the series for y or in 
the solutions themselves. For example, taking this limit when n = 6. 
we find.
^ v 1 2 - l87 ^7 c g * 36 + 70 q v Sonora q + °^q ^»
gCg ^ CxrS* £ &  ■+ — ^  C "s' U r t  -  L- cc-1 *£ &  ) -4-1 cy*~ ^ a ^ X O r - J- urs. ( 0  O' ) 4-
* aTilg ^  16 + 'tJ<9 + m
which are the correct forms, for a^ and ce^( B , q ), as given by 
Mclachlan [ 19 ] «
(ii) Let yo = 0, and put 2 = s. Then we obtain Mathieu?s
eauation
,2f/ 
J"
d S 
v;here
2
r? Cu
— + (a - 2q cos 2s) yS = 0, . (1)
iaj = 64q, a = -% y + 2q. (2)
This degeneracy provides a check on the terms independent of p  
in the polynomial coefficients of.the perturbation series.
If n = 2m 3 m = 03 1* 25 ...., the first term in the corresponding
2perturbation series for a will be m . Thus the perturbation
series solutions of the Whittaker-Hill equation will reduce^ when n
is even* to the perturbation forms for the Mathieu functions of
integral order9 having period 7T or 2n according as n = 2m = 4r
/\
or n = 2m = 4r-}-25 r = 0* 1^  25 ... . For example,* taking gc^ and
c  ^ and letting p --------- ) 05 v;e find
^  ' o V
* go,.— } cos 2s + a a(l - -i= cos 4s) -5- o cos 6s ■+ 0(q )*^ H ' if- - o “
J  c — )16 - 8a + £  q2 +' O(q^),
so that
a = ■ 4 + ~ 1  q2 + O(q^ ).
These are the perturbation formulae for ce9(s5q) and a0 as far as .q (L
0(q ).
A
If we take gc^ and 7) c g V7e -ind
^  / / / P
gCg—  ^cos 3s + J q(cos s - -j cos 5s) + —  q (cos s. + 73-cos. 7s)+0(
a = 9 + a2 + 0(q5),*
2which agree with ce^(s^ q) and a^ as far as 0(q ).
We note that the reduction here to Mathieu functions of period '7T 
or 27C illustrates our statement converning this degeneracy on 
p. 137 (in Chapter IV).
If n = 2m+l,' m = 09 lj 2,’... , howeverthe perturbation 
solutions reduce to Mathieu functions of fractional order^ namely
ce ,1 (s.a). se t1 (s.a). whilst the characteristic values m+g ' * •* .m+s 5 * 5
nn ry~ reduce to the same Quantity 4(a t1 - 2a )3 the/ c9n^  / s^n J m+g * *
Mathieu characteristic value a ,1 being identical with b ,y .mvg ntf-2
Thus in the limit we have an even and an odd Mathieu function
existing for the same characteristic value* which is known to occur
since the functions have period 4 vt in s. As an example* consider
A A . . .
gc-, 5 gsn 5 together with h , ^ °) . . In the limit, as
JL J. C -L S ^JL
y>  ^Cg we find that
/\ . i i/
gC^ — ; > GO'S Is - is ) + ^ *«• £ « ) r O ( ^  1
gs ---- \ is + a / 1 is- r w  §;$) — -  cJ’l i s -i a s) •+■ 0^° 1 ' A j. <r 3. • la * a 6 t y
^ ' d  > J- -  JL. Cy2' -L 0 ( 0 ^ ) ^
which .agree with the forms quoted by McLachlan for ce-, (ssq)s se'iCs^ q)
2 2
and a3.
2
(iii)' Under degeneracy (iii) of section 95 Chapter IVs the 
Whittaker-Hill eauation reduces to
+ [ k I  2 -  m l  ~ 2  -  k p  ] <fy -  05 (3)
$ a s •
the equation satisfied by the functions of the paraboloid of revolution 
In this case, the perturbation solutions reduce to explicit power 
series solutions in £ for equation (3). To obtain this limiting 
case we have to let
v a. ■ _2i& , ^ . . _-2i £ . 0 * 2■cav -/ 05 e — ) 0^  w  e --- > o S s
• 2 ' 2  where I is finite. Then the characteristic values reduce to m .
m.= 0, 2, ... . Taking gcQ as an example,, we find that many
•terms disappear in the limit and we are left with
* v -i , ,.{e0 , -2i0 , ,<o) 2 -4i<9 A ,.<*> 3 -6iS
gcQ- - > 1 v  Z&2..2 5 2.4 ^  e  *  g  u ;  e
. . 4 ~8i ^  t ( ° ] 5 -10i<9 t
v 4.8 e T 2 5 io  ^  e + •••• s
or
+ X 7- C./’I|-1V 2+9> 3 8 + ^ ? / ) ( / - 5° W 89)'5 10 +
The series given by (4) must be compared with
6  = I -1M. o (2i S 2) (5)
' ¥ ’°
given by Erdelyi [ 7 ] - p. 127. Here., M > (2i? 2) is the
Unittaker function^ given in general by
v ~x/ 2 c / 2 jC / \(x) = e x jp (a&c;x)
<A
with
c - 2
where (f> (a.c^ x) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function.
then the right-hand side of (5) is expanded in powers of "5 we
find that it gives us the right-hand side of (4) with a constant
i /?
multinlying, factor (2i)
Tnis degeneracy thus provides series solutions which could be 
used to.evaluate <£> if , I are sufficiently small. They are of 
little use as a check on the polynomial coefficients in the 
perturbation solutions since only a few of the coefficients remain in 
the limit , and in any case the work involved in expanding the 
standard form 5 (2i'Si) is considerable after the first two
Cp n  A } tor three terms. ^
6. The form of the trigonometric series <j> ^  ( j^ for small u/ . p .
In Chapter IV we tried first to find an even solution, of period 7T , 
of the form
(j) ( & ) = exp(- -^.i^ cos 20 ) d ),
where
OO
( & ) = £ A2rcos ^  ® *
Tne coefficients are given by the recurrence relations IV, 2,(6)
on p. 85: we could-not solve these successively for A^, A^, ... in
terms of Aq immediately, since the convergence of the solution depends
on the existence of a relation between y  s cj and . Now, however,
we have explicit forms for y  in terms of small values of u< and .
If we use these forms for ’ y in equations IV, 2,(6) we can solve for
the since the convergence of the corresponding solution is
assured. VJe shall look at the form of cj> when h and y ~ are• ' c,o / cs2
used in IV, 2,(6): with y  Q we find A^, A^, Ag, ... in terms of Aq,
and with y  0 we find A , ACs ••• in terms of A~. Once the7 c,2 oJ bs 2
coefficients have been obtained, we separate out the real part and 
the imaginary part <jp ^  of , so that we can see the form of the 
constant \  ( e; , f> ) in the relation (/)  ^ - A cf y  We expect that, 
as p — > 0, X will become zero for both these solutions. We shall 
look also at the solution corresponding to y o where wTe expect A 
to remain finite and non-zero as p — 0.
It is a straightforward matter to obtain the first few A ^  by 
solving the recurrence relations successively, but the algebra involved 
is considerable. A better method is to use the continued fractions 
defined in Chapter IV to obtain the A^: not only is the algebra far
less heavy5 but this method shows clearly .and automatically the 
lowest power of u) which occurs in any given coefficient. Both 
methods s of course9 lead to the same expressions for the A^.
(1) Tne solution gcQ( 6 9 f* )
For gc we have ° o
h 3o = a2W 2 + + a6 u6 + °(«;8), (1)
wnere
a0 = a, = a ,  = -. 2 jl? I H •' xu‘ 0 7
Write
CO
+ i<y^ = exp(- ^  iu> cos 2 £ ) £ A^cos 2r f •
or
c»o
^1 + i^2 = exP(~ i^cos 2 &) € (Egp + cos 2r^ s (2 )
where
A2r = E2r + ^Br5 (3)
with F =0 and A = E real. We note that the solution (6 soo o o  / 1
obtained will, when normalised 3 give the standard solution 
SCQ( & * iO , /> ).'
From (2)
(h ~  [  l WlM-d V+OCu)^^ ] [  t  P £  c m e -J r Eu C0< Uc&-^ r tc , <-£t 6 $- v . . - ]  4
* I -jJ> 6
^  tUrlXO t v ' s J 3 J £ t" 4- {~ ■{-. • « • J *
Hr 2-\l
cf x .  ~  [ * ' d d .  f  (4 - a r S U  £' ) A "0 ^ u ju) j  [ h  c c r z u  “h  p  L t f i U P  - . ]  -
I6 .
— [  j- cJ 6cr5il $  w x} -V"0^ ‘-04 ) J [  E 4-1-, <-c*i JLf £ (_jj% U 6r ■%— * • * J
■ * jl\ a ° •
(4)
* (5)
In Chapter IV we transformed the recurrence relations by putting
•V' = Xa>B2r’ (6)
with
XQ = 1, = (yO+i)(y0+3i)[.yO+(2r-l)i] , r  >. 1,
In IV, 2-, (10) we wrote
X2r = P2r * iQ2r* 
so that we have in fact
E2r " P2rB2rs P2r = Q2rB2r‘
We then defined infinite continued fractions v^, where
B2r = V2r-2B2r-25 r ^ la ^
Combining equations (6) and (7) - and using the known form for X^, 
we now have
fra. oj{ pA-C Y  ^ ^
pr0 M - 7) *  /*~“5 ‘ U - y  -
fp-ir { \ 4-3 ^
<V-a. ttt-'-V . ~
r >> x -
From (8) and (9) wre obtain A ^  A^, A^s . «a in terms of A . Since
from (1) the form of  ^ Q v:e are using is expressed in ascending
cowers of we shall obtain the A_ in this form also2 and it is2r 5 ,
clear from (8)' that A^/A is 0(uor).
Using (8) we find
Prx „ hxt-t FI „ (p -t-p)
A 0 fl o ^
CG\ - (7/»x-cl , ,3 ,+ f iH * z £ ± n  j  *
J 1! 3 i
(10)
From (9). with r = 2,
\ *2 3is
Combining this result with (10) we have
/W.. Hu-w Ft* _ (/? *-i ) (p*r\L,
&o At> . 2*7
/ ~ ilZbJ2iuiVo(cu^ } 
is. F
CO -(—(3 bcu ^ ) (11)
Similarly,
Pi c _. Fd ip?
Ac ^ o
Ajr r =
Afl ~ A0
A  \ u ) V c ( w s‘)5
1<0. A
c p(px- <•<)} (j^. i-O  [ <-cJ
Fl 3"
(12)
(13)
Ive now substitute for E ^ $ from (10), (11), (12) and (13) into 
(4)'and (5)s obtaining
=  A I -t* .j^ \jJ j* urs 'i-0 4- -b  ^i 4- r l) Lt & ^  -t 
LX. f., S'jorSt^  - C| -fi ) u r lu G ^ -f
/ lH7~l,
I 2‘v ' 1-»h F ;
-t- u A  j ih l .: .1. ??} ) - / I C l F - f a  <f, ) CCZLiS Jr  I / ’ 1*'- ( u p 1 \-C] ) J A-OUu^) ,
^  - A o - A  j) A- /AA ^  x£> s-cA [ A 7 {i -  p(p^-i > J OCuA).
Comparing these expressions for c3 ^  and <?' ^  with the perturbation 
series gcQ (see p. 15!)* of which they must be constant multiplesP 
we find
< -t* i,cA Ar 
I6 t>+
gco
   4-
F ■
Li p
*d
A
gco ’
so that in the relation <p  ^ -  \  ^  we have* to 0( u; * )
X - C-A +I 1 * I
l d* — uF'Ar ~  ^u? * £I X* i'd J
- o^U)'l'j'_jL-v-_L LI^ XAr g ) d/2- .
Clearly X reduces to zero as / i  — } 0 or as cO — j> 05 as we 
expect. If we put 2 & = s in and let p  — > 0P we see that 
the degenerate solution d^ has period tt in s; this agrees with 
the results stated in section 9 (ii)(a) of Chapter IV.
(2) ine solution gc^( & , w , f> )
For gc^ wre have
7,c.2 4 + au f~ "i-bt-u + 0 ( )p (14)
wnere
a = b =
. Is: i I'1. 2"
In this case we have to exoress A , A,., Ar. ... in terms of Aoi) whichos 43 o3 2^
is essentially real, so that we have
with ?2 = 0 and A2 = E2 real* ^nen Aq/A^ is complex,, being given 
by IV, 2,(29):
2 - — 10 f/3 ~ ^
Substitution for ^ ~ from (14) givesC n Cm
A- A:
- _  ' tJ (/> —  t. )
* V
i - •+• o c ^ s ). (15)
i«.3 i
Vie obtain A^/A25. Ag/A^, ... from IV, 2,(27) with r = 1, 2, ... . 
Vie find finally
A., A-
I -r I** tO1
x‘4
-f~ <3 ( w 5 ) ,  ( 1 6 )
A, A
(17)
A
X
8 <^3 if- c F*g _ ^
A-
</»*•- ’i t) yj*--*?) ] -t-o6u;£ i. (18)
Using equations (15) to (18), and the expressions for ^ and c/> ^  
we now have
? 2 ~ k2
^ X i \
v0. ccS x<9- -r n /^cu ( v-1 coi> U. ) 4- O  ( ob K J
X-3 ■ Vl3
Clearly ^  reduces to zero as^ — > 0; if in ^  we put 2 & = s
and let^-- )0, we find that the degenerate solution has period
27T in s9 as we expect. Using the oerturbation series gc~ from 
p. 152 we see that, to 0( id *0,
/V
=. A,(l+ )gOpj &  = k^.spu ,RC.,7 " -  '2 2 ‘1 T 7 ‘ 2’
2
and, to 0(^ > ),
(3) The solution gs^ ( & . ^  )
For gs^ we have
n  r .  I + - i . /> c o  -  ±  j z . L p ’^ i *  I - r  c K o ' 5" ) .
'S/i x f  / 'j>9 f 'i'U
From section 2 of Chapter IV the solution of Ince*s equation is of the 
form
U"( & ) = ^ C- ,sin(2r+l) &
. ' 't' ■»- o ar *s* j.
where we out
C = v D 
2t-kL *2r+l 2r+l 5
i U9)
Y1 = ls Y2r+1 = t-=-2i)+!&);..(^>+2ri), r  z 1.  j
From IV, 4,(11) we have
D2tt1 " v2r-lD2r~l5
v^  (v-v>lxj i-> u (20)
r : X^fc—S'!) i‘- 3?^ ’ CXf-V-S*) -
Combining (19) and (20),
jdyayxt-i W(r-n.l^ dc A-s-x)*{  ^ V 4 . (21)
C^-i 7u-+Mx-^- (ur-t-rl^ ->) - ?
We now put •
C2r+1 = E2r+1 * ^ 2 r + l s
with E^ = C1$ F^ = 0, so that all the coefficients C2r-rl5 r 32,0
expressed in terms of C^ which is real. From (21) we obtain
£±. - i ± ± ± l ±  -  U - ^ K h d  \ (22)
C ,  ~  c  ' t h a. 3 ‘  \
(23)
(24)
Here the expressions for and </2 are
^ j [ l ** id ( t -r-ici t(. & \ -pO ( jJ^ Si'vC & P pg  ^<2 4" ^  -t • • • j P
-V" d  j £ -l^Lo' CC"\ XJ? — __i~ ‘X'S 'J-B -AfOi ^ J L ^ P h , '  £"<? •*• . . , ]  3
— C.j £ i ~ hL (4 A'cos u  ) -t"C) ( to 't )  J t  ^ tvv ®^ t v  v  . . . J —
J.1"
—■ d, (” i. w  £-<rSl!_4? — ^  X . 0 4(V (u> ■* ) 1 {* S wv &  -j" t -. S i/v\ -V ii ,r*~ t,v'k d V  »  ^. 1
*+ 2 Vi ^
-
° /
C? -
V  "
Es Pt Rr _ \ (■/•"- g) v ^ <7>; 
~ Xt3
Ca) 4- /) tX>
Jh ip-i 7 d
Ef-ipc \~ixt
C. l'3. J1'
o^-p
4- 0  LuJ ^   ^5 
-p O tOJ *
After substitution in these expressions from equations (22), (23) 
and (24), and some manipulation we find
f>l = Cj sin, 0 + ± x) CO {
Ilidil c;d> CD p Sen 7b I
TJTT ^  d.i 7 V n x )
^  2 ~ J^f, ^  *3^ V p x (9>ev\ 3 p - £) ) +
~~ i'i * 4-Sl^  s<? p i/dhllsvq A<9 J
•I * (> ^
p ot <+> ^y.
Using the perturbation form gs-^  from p. 151 we find, to 0(cb ),
h  - ( f  - P R  -
X SL n _ ^  s u  / I 5
f ~  )gs15
7*? ) / U .+ ^  )
vu
7<T 1 _  C F
— h /8 as i > > 0.
So in this case neither solution reduces to zero as p ---> 0 and<
remains non-zero. As uj ---  ^0, ^  reduces to zero ana so does
Vie note that if we put 2 & = s and letp  -- 1 0, both 3^ ^  ^
have period 4tt in s in agreement with the statements in section 
9 (ii),(b) of Chapter IV.
7. An alternative derivation of X .
In the previous section X was determined for three particular
values of 'J ' by finding the ratio of  ^to ^  1 for small values of
UJ (and p  ) * It should be noted that to obtain X we need only
comoare coefficients of any chosen term . (r s> ) in the Fourierv sin
series for ( j  0 and to the desired order in ob ; the form of
( j . .>^2 and makes this a laborious process. We give now an alternative 
method which produces a formula for X valid for all w  and p  ■; 
when u! and p  are . small it-provides a much shorter means of finding 
expressions for X of the same form as those in section 6, and so is 
to be preferred if X alone is required, and not <p ^ and also.
We shall give in detail the derivation of the formula for X for 
an even solution of .period 7T « together with its applications when ^  
and p  are small to the solutions corresponding to 7 , J c
For the other three types of solution we shall quote results only.
Tne solution j  ( & ) of the Whittaker-Hill equation may be written
as
j> = (1 + iX ) $  19
where (£> ^  and X are real. Since cj> ( d ) is even, of period i r  and 
convergent for all real B a it has a Fourier series of the form
C\?
d> = gc + c~ cos 2r Q s .. ' o pi, 2r 5
where the coefficients r = 0, 1, 2,. ... are complex. Write 
*
Cq - <L *!■ 1 5
so that
X = y3 / ct .
It follows that we can obtain X if we can derive a formula for cq; 
we have at once ■ ;
so that we have to express the integral in (1) in terms of u) and 
Consider the form of <p : we have
<)>(&■) = exp(- -L i^cos 2 0 ) A~ cos 2r £-
= ■ f( £ ). g( <9 )5 say5
with
f( & ) - exo(- -i- iidcos 2 (?)*-r
:{ 0 ) -  i  cos 2r£
'  r - o  d r
The Fourier expansions of f( <9 ) and g( <9 ) are given by
f( # ) = sa + £ a cos 2r£>o f-. i r
CO
g( 0 ) - §a + ^ a cos 2r £* «° o r-i r • '
wnere
a = 2A , a = A~ . r 5. 1, (2)o o5 r 2rs 5
ao = 2Jo(^  a2r = 2(*“1)r>J2r(^)s ' r ^ ^
(using Jacobi* s expansion for exp iw cos 2 J ]• )
Now
» <*? ?
(3)
J f 2 r a a v £ a a cos- 2rP 1 d5>
L ^ o o 7 r r J
t ?
7T [" £a a + a a 1 L o o ^ rr-J
Hence
COt / I
c = 5a a + £  a a , ■ (4)o 0 0  ( r r
Substituting from (2) and (3) into (4) gives
■ co - 2 * 0 * 2i ^  (5)
equation (5) holds for all values of to and .
When y = ^  n = 05 1, 2, . is real and the
arguments of Chapter IV, section 9 (ii) show that when f> - 0 the 
coefficients A ^  ^  ^  are real whilst the coefficients A ^  + 2(2r+l) 
are pure imaginary, so that cq as given by (5) is real and hence X is
zero. When y  = y c i^r+2» n = 5^ -^-3 23 •••» we take -^i|n+2 rea2-3 
and then when = 0 (5) above appears to give cq imaginary,
contradicting our earlier statements that X =0. However, for .
^ = y  c soluti°n Sc2in+2  ^& " > ^ ^  re^uces 4° a
multiple of the Mathieu function ce2n^ Si q) ar^  the Fourier series
of this function contains no term-independent of s. Thus c is itselfo.
->CLzero .when f> = 0, so that d. and p both reduce to zero as ■ 
but the ratio I oL still gives X • We shall illustrate this
later for y = ^ c 2* *?or V E y c,4n+2 eciua^aon (5) reduces
to a relation between the coefficients A ^  when =0. If we use 
(4nv2)the notation A ^  ‘ ( w 1 , ) for the coefficients in the Fourier series
for g( $ ), instead of the brief notation A^, then (5) yields
■ £ X £ 2)( “>> °)J2P<t“') - i rf_o A ^ 22)( w  » 0)J2f+l(^ M’) = °»
where A ^ a^^ ( ^4 0) is real and A ^ m 2 (^ uj , 0) is pure imaginary, 
r = 05 lj 2j 0 .
We now-use equation (5) to determine X when w and are
small for the solutions corresponding to h ( ' and ^ • . VJhen
2? = ~ we take = 1 for convenience, since we are interested/ /' CjO o 2
only in the ratio /$/<! s and use the expressions for given
by-6, (10) and (11); we use the standard series expansions for the 
Bessel functions in (5)« To obtain X correct to 0(u>^) we need only 
take the first three terms of (5)a so that.
ic0 = J0( ^ w ) “ iA2JXC " V k  ^  + 0(uj6)
bo
~  i i — ad ■*" i  0 ^)
I j.ILf
— — ip <-c) I to — /..l/ir.'A  to ^ P-o(u) **") I ( ,al - toa -f- o  6 tv * )
* W I 'v- 11 ^ a“
- r  f."N-o c u 1 1 .
•A’ l Sv J
xtx-vC/i^ = 11 vjU- V x x Z d - . Y ^  + otui6} j +
I- C p  j- -!-r +  VO^ /^l^ -i) l o I j.
hence
X ~  j- J_-t j r O ( o £)
in agreement with section 6(1),
. VJhen "o = h ~ vie take A = 12 and use the expressions for / J c $2 2 s
Aq3 Ajj given by 6S (15) and (16); the first three terms of (5) yield
2X  . correct to 0( oj ) and we find
"V6g ^ -B O CuUr) ) q-
v°. i i.
^ c | ~ OCuJ5-)^
Hence
X  - /3 ~ + 0 C w ‘<-)Jp- / m />*•-«) ,,f-
^ o L u ^ * )
7J‘ *
in agreement with section 6(2). Certainly to O(oj^) both JL and p,  
have a factor yo which will ensure that they become zero as f> --- ->0,
For the odd solutions of period 7T the Fourier expansion for.- 
will be of the form
OO
<f> = f . b2r+2sin(2r+2) D
with the coefficients ^2r--2 comP-ex* Writing b0 = ^  t i ^  5 and
0-0
taking the solution ( c? ) of the InceJs eauaticn as £ C„ sin 2r^
< * r-~t 2r
as in Chapter IVa section 2(2) 5 a method similar to that used above 
yields
>2 s^U-yS = ) - "j
CJ'-Q
(6)
For n? 5 ^ s n = 0S 19 2 , we have C^n+2 reals and when
p  - °2 c/in_;.4r,.2 is real ^  ciin.:,iir pur*e imaginarya so that b2 is
real and A  = 0. For = p Sfins n = ls 2* . ..5 b2 = 0 when
p  = 0S but the ratio p  Ajl still gives \ .
For the even' solutions of period 2 ~T v;e shall have . .
GO
^  c -cos(2r+i)£ 
r- o 2r+1
with ^2r-'-l corr^^eXt Writing = JL + i^  and taking
iP ( 0  ) = ^  A ^ (1cos(2r*hl)£?-
o r
as in Chapter IV, section 2(1), we have
co
C-, = “ A J / 1 \H ) T -f- /i J -f
(7)
■i- c X  liiu)) (& +■ A \ )
. fI
It is clear from the form of (7) that c^ remains complex when j> - 0, 
so that X  does not reduce to zero here.
For the odd solutions of period 2 K  we shall have
Oo
?  = X -  b2r+lsto(2p+1) ® »
with conP^ -ex* Siting = <L ± ± and taking
ao
^ { & ) =  i. C . s in ( 2 r - * l )  B
( r-c' ac-M
as in Chapter IV, section 2(3)a we find
oo .
.bx = 4 W/» = C T0 (i t. r  x,r (t«) ( H  )
(8)
CO
, V-M
At  PX k 1' a - ) c c ^ -  c t, + , n
As p  -- -> 0 b^ remains complex so that h does not become zero .
To find X correct to 0( u? ) when "n = y 1 we need only
' S 5 J-
three terms of (8). So
b l  = "  ( C 5  '  C 3 > J 2 U * »  -  i ( c 3  -  -  0 ( u b ) .
Vie take = 13 and use the expressions for.C^ given by 65(22)
and (23); then
p
b1 = oC + i - 1 * —/iik- + i
which gives X as in section 63(3)•
8. Perturbation solutions of real fractional order.
By analogy with the Mathieu functions v;e can call the perturbation 
solutions so far found functions of "integral order”. Since they have 
period tc or 27T they are the functions of most practical use2 and 
only functions with these periods are called ”paraboloidal wave 
functions”. However2 the perturbation method allows us to find other 
solutions which we call functions of ”reai fractional order”.
We assume a solution of the Whittaker-Hill equation of the form
/ 2 ’ "5y> . = cos V& -5- f^ u/. f2 OV/ V f^ uJ ... 5
with
2 2 3 V = V -h an m\Aj *5* a„ uj 4- a-r U/ -T « « « 3
c2v 1 2 3
■ where \) is a real positive fraction in its lowest terms or a positive
irrational number 9 f is a function of 9 2 V and p  g and a^ is a
function of v and /o . We substitute for and g? , in the/ ' / c2 v
Whittaker-Kill equation and work as in section 1 to obtain
a^2 fp. f^2 ... successively: the only restriction placed on the
solution is that the coefficient of cos shall be unity for ail u/ .
This method yields for y the form given in section 32 with m
replaced by y 9 that is
+ 0 (
*
vW- W l +
' <6 [vx~ i )
-j- (V"-05] UJ* +. 0(u;6).
^  {.v-xUv-tl^ v
(1)
The corresponding solution for (f> is5 with notation similar to . that 
of section 23
?b> — ccS V <2 t to
-i,~ Uj
w 1
(V>) (v*
A +- A u^LV~^)d\ -r
J.V+-2. i.V-x
lv>
-4- u)
A <-<J^ $ 4" A  ccrj £ V ~e j a 4"
2iV W  1, V-if
(vl ' (yl
ft L<xlyrCI& P ' f t  6 < rs< -ypa )£  4r A u - s C V ' ^ I ^ h -3, 3 ; y e i  ^  y - i .
(v>\
iv r (v) cv)
A  4-A  trs(v>+if)av A
ft( ves - /fiVW h-,B
(vl I <•
•4- A  crs  ( V —*a) £> 4 - O’ U'J A  ( 2 )
^  V-S J
where
M
i(V w
l il
*■ V * —  ’S1V4-P
A
-“/ V-fH 17( wt-d^ Vt'i) v
IV'i
-5")
V  v V ^  ' *> , • Ji.'h s i.y^n.)iv+xyyei)
A _ A v ” t A (v ~W - (Vley 4 -71 ft1
3, V ' 1
{Vi
(vj
I, V -3. 
tv)
srgv-ij
i yj 7'  4- V  -  | )
1^  tv-(XV -i) 5
A “ (^  x(vtr) *gy V/fyf 7s />Lj /> 
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If V is irrational the solution (p is not periodic. If2 
however. V = m + p/s where m is a positive integer or zero2 and 
0 < p/s < 1 with p/s a rational fraction in its lowest terms9 then
■ the solution j> has period 2 7TS or ifs in 0 according as p is odd 
or even2 s y 2. By analogy with the Mathieu functions solutions 
corresponding to this form of v may be called functions of real
fractional order. If we let vd-- V 02 /> — in such a way that
— ) - 2q (the degeneracy considered in section 5 (i) of Chapter IV) g 
then (1) aid (2) above yield the forms quoted by McLachlan [ 12 ]2 p.202 
for the characteristic value a of Mathieu7s equation and the even 
function ceY ( 9 3 q).
If we assume
(j  - sin V 9 4- f^ uj 4- f ^  ^4- f  -jj j- .., s
. = V  ^4- b-, uB 4- b0 4- b-. tU ^  + , . « .
/ s5 y 1 2  3 5
we find b identical with a , so that ^ = h ' and cp Is
r r' /ssv ' c2-y /
obtained from (2) simply by replacing cosines by sines throughout.
The identity of V and q follows from the general theory 
J 1 Spy ' °
of Hill’s equation: provided V is not an integer or zero3 an even
solution and a linearly independent odd solution of the same period 
can coexist. The general solution of the equation Is then a linear 
combination of the even and odd solutions.
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